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YOUTH UNE PLOYMENT

TEVESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1979

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATMS,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice. -it 9 :35 a.m., in room 1318,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey, Javits, and Percy; and Representa-
tives Reuss and Moorhead.

Also present: William R. Buechnet, '3. Thontas Cator. Lucy A.
Falcone, and Louis C. Krauthoff, professional staff members: and
Charles H. Bradford, George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., M. Catherine Miller,

and Mark R. Policinski, minority professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CuAramAx HulEPHREF

Chairman HumminEv. Congressman Young. you will be our first

MESS, followed by the mayor of Pittsburgh. Mr. Flaherty, followed
by Mr. Jackson and Mr. Samuel.

I have a brief opening statement that I want to make. And the
reason I do so is because I consider the subject matter that we are
gog to discuss today of priority on the national agenth .

The purpose of this heanng is to examine the causes and the effects

of high unemployment, not only high unemployment but I say criti-
cally high unemployment, among our Nation's youths, and the prob-
lems that our Nation's young people face in the transition from school

to work, or to put it more-simply, the problem they have of finding
any Mud of meaningful work. I hope this bearing will result ht some
pro osals designed to deal with these problems .

is is a particularly difficult time for a yotmg person to be plan-
mng a career and looking for work in this country,

Teenagers and young adults suffer from higher unemployment rates
more than any other group of workers. Lest Friday Julius Shiskin
appeared before this committee and announced that the unemploy-
ment rose in August for the third straight month. Now, this was not
only an unemployment increase in the overall general figures, but the
important point of Mr. Shiskin's testimony was that unemployment
in all categories had increased, among adult males, among women,
among our yonng people.

For example, in August the unemployment rate for teenagers tvred
16and 17. wits 22 1,4. percent, up from 9:1.9 percent in May. For teen-
agers 18 to 19 years old the August unemployment rate was 18 per-
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cent, compared to 16.4 percent in May. And for youths aged .20 to
the unemployment rate N-is 11.8 percent eompa red to 11.1 percent in
May. For black teenagers, the, hardest hit group, unemployment in
August hit 40.2 percent, up from 38.5 percent in May.

Let me inject here that not long ago I was privikeYed to be at the
National Urban League Conference in Boston. And 'Vernon Jordan,
the executive director of the UrJan Leiteue, i man for Whom 1 havC3
the highest regard and who 1 believe cmomands the respect of all
thoughtful and consklerate Americans, told me that the unemploy-
ment rate among black youth was as high as 60 percent, that the Gov-
ernment figures are way below what the facts, the real facts are.

I mentioned this in this regard because I want this stair to chockwith the Bureau of Labor t itiLic i to why is there the discl'epancv
between the Governmem figures on black teenage unemployment ana
the Urban League. The Urban League is a Very reputable organiza-
tion. And for there to be a variance of over 20 percent in the figuresI think is something that demands our investigation, and at least
some reconciliation ot the statistici. ,

So we see that for black teenagers imemployment went up again.And in many of our major central cities unemployment among blackteenagers far exeeds this nadonal fieure.
These extraordinary unemployment rates mean that there arealmost 31/2 million young wmkers unskr the age of 25 that areunemployed.
Now, that is a national disgrace. And if I get nothing else out of

this meeting today it gives ine a chance to get tbe therapeutic effect of
an emotional explosion. I believe that it is incredible that a Govern-ment will sit around paralyzed in its own indifference with a natonal
unemployment rate, or a natonal unemployment figure officially which
undoubtedly is the minimnm figure that they can dig up, of 31, million
young workers of the age of 25 or under. Here are young people in the?till vitality of life. These young people .comprise almost half the
total number of American workers who are unemployed.

For our Nation's economy this is a tel waste of millions of
young people who have unlimited amounts of energy and desire and
talent, and who want to become productive and useful members ofnur society.

And I am sure that we are in for about 2 months of political rhetoHc
about the high crime rate ;Ind what we ought to do about crime. And

tun confident that what we will find out if we look at itand I hope
that our study will be completed, may I say to the members of the
committeeis the relationship of the social impact of unemployment,
and particularly the impact of unemployment upon youth crime,

For our 'young people these figures that I have given represent a
terrible waste of a valuable opportunity to hold a job, to develop job
skills, to learn job discipline to learn the ins and outs of the job
market., and quite often to earn the money needed to stay in school or
stay out of trouble.

Of conrse, if they don't have a chance to earn the money on the job
they get the money on the street. And maybe one of these days this
Government of ours will wake up to the fact that it costs a lot more to
apprehend somebody and take them to trial rmd put them in jtiil than
it does to provide useftil work.
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It is a terrible waste for our Nation's employers, for the Nation's
employers are going to find that the young people they need to expand
production will be less well trained, less attuned to the needs of the
work place, and costly to train for a specific job skill.

From any point of view our neglect of liigh unemployment amone-
youths is a very misguided policy. And I particularly arn appalle
and discouraged by this administration's total lack of concern for and

nsibility toward the job needs of tile country's young people .
e have to tackle this problem, and we must start doing it now.

And I hope that this hearing will provide some fresh ideas and pro-
grams and policies that could be undertaken at the Federal, State,
and local levels, using both public and private sectors, to create mil-
lions of useful and productive job opportunities for our young people,
and to improve the job counseling and job information and job place-
ment services available to our Nation's young workers.

And I would like to make one suggestion. As a result of the forest
fires which have afflicted the Nation, we hare lost about 12,000 acres
of virgin timber in northern Minnesota, rind maybe more than that,
I haven't kept track of it lately. We need reforestation. We can put
1 million young men to work tomorrow on reforestation, right now.
But we sit around here and can't even count trees, much less see the
count of the unemployed.

Now, we have got some wonderful witnesses here this morning. And.
I am not going to take any more time and ,aet wound up on this,
because I am angry and disturbed. Our witnesses. as I said, include
the very able and most effective young Congressman from Georgia,
and Mayor Pete Flaherty, an old friend of mine, the distinguished
ma- or of Pittsburgh.

am looking forward to seeing my friend. the Reverend Jesse
Jackson of Operation PUSH in Chicago. Mr. Howard Samuel, an-
other friend from the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
Union, Beatrice Reubens of Columbia University: Bernard Anderson
of the Wharton School; and Paul Barton of the Nationr' Manpower
Institute.

And I want to say that if any other member of the committee has a
statement they wish to make, now is the time to do it.

Representative Moorhead.
Representative MOORHEAD. Mr, Chairman, I want to congratulate

you for holding these hearing& I think you have put your finger on
a most difficult and important problem, because the most important
asset of this Nation are our youth. And I am discouraged by the
thought that people who graduate not the dropouts, but the people
who graduate are still on the unemployment lists. I think they are
permanently discouraged And we have got to do something about it,
because this is going to be a burden to the Nation, not only in the
immediate future, but as long as they are unemployed, and can be
converted to productive citizens and not become ft burden on society.

I welcome my colleagye, Mr Young. whom I meet regnlarly. And
of course the distinguished mayor of Pittsburgh, Pete Flaherty.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Congressman Reuss.
Representative REuss. Briefly, I share in the indignation, Mr.

Chairman. You have only to look at the newspaper stories these days-
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yesterday, for instance, there, was a real tragic case of a magriiii-:,nt
oung man 18 years old in Southeast Washington cut down, murdered
y some other young peoplethey were all black. southeast Washing-

ton bOng a black area in this eityent clown because he had a littlestall eange in his pocket and was leaving to enter college in a few
any& It is an awful tragedy.

In the same paper I read that our excellent Secretary of State, Sec.
retary Kissinger, wants American taxpayers to come up with $2
billion prOgram of aiding white Rhodesians who are distressed about
thurgs m their country to be transported in trains someplace where
they can get jobs, or jobs brought to them. That proposition is surelyworth lookin at. But I should think we could take that $2 billion
and do k, meting for the stranded young Ameticans in our cities andin our countryside.

So it is a good idea, I think, to have this hearing.
Chairman HVMPITILEY. I want to say, Con7ressinan, the Secretary of

State's request for $2 billion will have to come to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, as I recall for authorization purposes. And we
will hare a good look at it. Wc may want to decide to change it-from
Rhodesians to Americans.

Representative RErss. Consider alternative uses.
Chairman Hympnr.F.r. Possibly. 1 have an °polling statement liete

by one of our colleromes. Clarence Brown. who will not be able to at-
tend this moening. So, without objection, I will make it a part of the
record at this point.

[The opening statement of Representative Brown follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF RErRESENTATIVE BROWN or OHIO

It is a privilege for me to make this statement before this Committee on whichI have served for seven years.
The disappointing statistics of the past three months are enough to remind

TVs that we have not Yet solved the nnemployment problem. It is not for lack oftryingor caring. We are all concerned abont the plight of the endemically
unemployed. These hearings center on one of our rnost pressing problems, the
chronic unemployment of teenagers, and particulary black teenagers. In August,
when the Overall unemployment rate stood at 7.9 percent one out of five (Th.;
percent) of our 16 to 19 year old teenagers, who were actively seeking work .
could not find it. The August rate for white teenagers was 17.3 percent. For black
teenagers, the rate war a shocking 40.2 percent.

The problem of unemployment must be solved not only became of its serious
economic consequences, brit also because of the deep social trauma of those
affected.

Mr. chairman, I have expressed My concern :Mont this prohlem by introducing
H.R. 1M31 in the House last month. This lecislation strikes at the heart of the
un#Mpleynlent problem without jeopardizing the 93 percent of our labor force
that are working. My bill would establish a program of federal grants for the
ernPleynlent mad training of endemically unemployed individuals. Through a
system of employment incentive subsidies. coupled with required training pro-
grime this legislation wonld help prepare these chronically unemployed to take
their places ks productive members of the working society-

Tire bill Specifleally coneentrates on teenagers and minorities, giving them the
highest priority for jobs, It also gives priority to unemployed workers In area
of high niremployment to combat portieularly severe recional lohlessness. The
legislatiOn puts ii sPecial emphasis on hiring and training of these chronically
unemployed workers hy small business firms which can give Mose attention to
new workers. There Is great potential power in this small business emphasis_ PAT
extern/Me. there are abont 13 million small business firms in Ameries. Tf only
8 minion of them hired just one extra worker each, it would cut 17.S. unemploy-
ment statisties in bait.



ruder MR. 15131, unemployed persons will qualify to have 30 percent of
their wages subsidized based on a priority point system determined by the

Individual's unemployment classification (e.g., teenager); the rate of imem-

ployment rn the area of residence of the worker; and the size of the hiring
firm. The mere the unemployment rate of a classification of workers or area

of residence-exceeds the national average unemployment statistics, the higher

the priority points. A priority list determines who is 1ike1y to be hired and who

is not, depending on the amount of fiinds avollable to the state for the pro.
gram. Pirms wishing to participate in the program must apply to their local
employment security office for certification of a mandatory training program

for the worker being hired.
States will be given a share of $2 billion in federal funds to be appropriated

under this legislation In proportion to a state's total unemployment and its

rate of unemployment compared to notional averages, in a manner to be deter-
mined by the Secretary of Labor. The state will he required to put up 20
percent matching funds. Each state department of labor equivalent will admin-

ister the funds.
The amount of subsidy to any one individual, up to a maximum of $3,000
year will be phased out by one-fourth every six months, with the subsidY

to be fully terminated at the end of two year.s. This reflects the idea that the
training and work experience a worker ig getting is making him fit to take
his place in the labor market on a nonsubsidized basis.

_ Mr. Chairman, the unemployment procram contained In H.R. 15131 is based
g desire to give our teenagers the opfiartunity to receive training and find

employment in the private sector. The training provision in the bill is an
essential part of this effort to help the unemployed become productive members

Of our society.
I realize that the Joint Economic Committee is not ft legislative committee,

hnt in trying to Solve this difficult economic and social problem, T commend

art_ 15131 to my colleagues :ind to the Congress ns a whole as an inexpensive,

veraafide and effective mechanism to meet the problem w are talking about

today.
I thank the Chairman for this opportunity to make this statement.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Congressman You no:, we are glad to have
you with us.

STATEMMIT OF HON. AMDREW YOUNG, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF

TRY, STATE OF GEORGIA

Representative Yorso. May T say to von. Mr. ,liairman, and to
my colleagues from the House Banking Committee on which I for-
merly served, it is a pleasure to be liet.e with you and to share with

you "the concern for 3routh unemployment in this Nation.
In a recent editorial in the New York Times. Poger Wilkins made

the shocking statement that it nifty be harder to deal with the prob-
lems of unemployed yOung people than it Was to deal with the prob-
lem of integrating :former slayes into onr society at the eml of the
Civil War, for the former slaves were econoniie participants in the
system. and it was simple a matter of beginninff to set up political
and educational opportunities. But their economic well-being and
work strfiettire were already established. That is not today the situa-
tion, with onr young- people black and white from the ages of 18
to 21. They are perhaps the group in our society that we spend the
least amount of money on, unless they stay within the public educa-

tion system.
But in my own town of Atlanta. Ga.. we ere facing an inner-city

unemployment rate in this age range from 50 to GO percent, and a
total city rate of about 47 percent.
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Two-thirds of those in %t lama are black young people. Natieoni
we are talking about a constant ineivase. in the fignivs ef youth 1111em-
plovnient, because there is no ea.SV transition now from school m. from
.imral communities into the job market, pat'tially beeause of the me
n .ism for this transition has been cut out by this pi.esent administra-
tion. The Job Corps beffan trylin, to ease this tronsit ion but the fund-
ing_has not inerettc.ed even thetteh it was succes-o_nl, In fact the funds
were cut.

Chairman Human-env. In half.
Representative YOUN(L That is rndit. 'Flo.ongh the Petice Corps,

which my colleague, Congressman Reuss was very instrumental in
helpine: to develop

Representative Rncss. As well as the chairman.
Representative Yousn. We had some opportunities for a small seg-

ment of Young people. But unfortimately, I think. for our society, the
bigrest transition mechanism frwinerly was the dnift..And When we
did away with the draft we elesed the door of oppOrt111111y 111011e SC 11SO
to a large segment of our society that had no other channel of tecess
to the job market. except. through tlw training and discipline which
came with involvement in the military.

opposed the abolition of the draft, but T was never satisfied with
the draft. An alternative to that etincept, I 111111k. IS t natiomil volun-
teer youth servicewhich Se Timor Humphrily was beginning to de-
scribe in his opening remarksto give. our young people a chance to
spend 18 months in trainim and in voluntaiT service that would
enable thnm to make the transition front yonth to adulthood with
some Government assistance. There aro many things that can be said
for this kind of program in msponse to our needs in the citiesthe
Teacher Corps, a Civilian Conservation Corps pantmedical and
youth leadership training system in otir cities. That might make it
possible-to meet the needs not only of these young people, but to pea
soma very pi.essing needs in other parts of oar society.

We also-have, on the House side, a bill introduced by my colleapme,
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, the Comprehensive Youth Em-
ployment .A.ct of 1976, which it iiii Id it tempt to Inik up employment
opportunities with educational opportunities so that there wouldn't
be a gap between public hipth sehool and the job market.

We have done some amazine.. things in _Atlanta in this direction
with our distributive education program which gives young people
in their last 2 .veam of high sehool an opportunity to work part thne
and ga acrwainted with a company and move into the job market
directly.

But so far all of these things 1oave been Cery piecemeal, very experi-
mental. And when we are talking 4thout 1'0110111V peivent of our
youth population who are not 110W a part of the on-going economy of
this Nation, We are running the risk of having them set up a criminal
conntereconomy. They will not be inactive. This is the most active
stage:in a person's life. They will do something. The question, I think,
that is put before the Government is, will they be encouraged to do
somethhig constriwtiye and et waive, or Will they be allowed to sinkinto chaos and destructive activity and become part of a criminal
counterculture that we will spend far more money to try to counteract.
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I thinli, very simply, that is tl hoice that is before us. Tf I can be
partisanand I guess it is all right in this committee-

Chairman Humrtuary. It is datigerous, but go ahead.
Representative Yot,No. I don't know that the kind of voluntary

youth service that I tun talkinp about would be possible under an ad-
ministration that did not believe M young people. that did not have a
high sense of idealism and challenge about the role of Govermnent in
maintaining order and stability and direction in our society. Them is

sense in which the Government is the protector and provider and
father figure for young people. Many of them are young people
whi5§6- fathers ,were dislocat-,,cf or lost in an almost 2'6-3,-ear period of

ar. That gives us a kind of responsibility for thisyoung genenttion
at I think cannot be ignored. And I would hope that this com-

mittee would begin to move in the direction of Congresswoman Chis-
holm's suggestions for a Youth Unemployment A.ct. Brit more impor-
tant, that you would take a s:erious look at a comprehensive voluntary
:.outh service with a broad range of vocational and training oppor-
tuidties to help our young people participate creatively in this society.

Chairman HrrAiruriEy. Thank you very much, Congressimm Young.
We appreciate it.

We will just go down the line with my colleagues if it is agreeabk,
and then we will do the questioning after the witnesses have all made
their statements,

Representative YouNo. May I be excused, mr. Chairman
Chairman Hum-rimy, Yes. I know you are busy, Congressman.

Before you are excused I will ask if any other members have any
questions to pat to you.

Represontative REuss. I will wait and see him over in the House.
Representatii.e MoornrrAry I want to talk ftbont this Comprehensive

"Youth Voluntary Service Act. I think you are on the right track
there.

Chairnian Fir:UptinEr, The whole purpose of this hearing, Con-
aressman Youneas you know, we are not a leeislatiye committee-
is to focus attention to the issue. What is so appalling to me is that
there is so little public attention on the proposed reinedy for what is
now a national disaster. This is not an ordinary problem. I had to
make a judgment as to 'Whether we could take time to hold these hear-
ings, Actnally in the Senate we are not supposed to be holding hear-
ings. We are gaing to hold them any Way on this issue. There seems to
be such i lack of attention to this, dreadful social cancer thu is eating
at our society, And I just want to stimulate some discussion of the
Chisholm bill and others.

I am not going, to keep you any longer, except that we would like
'to explore with you, and we will ask members of the staff, to explore
with you your proposal.

Representative Youxo. I will be glad to submit a draft of just some
preliminary ideas along this line to the committee staff and to the
committee. I will get it to ymi in the next week or so.

Chairman lirlsrrrinEY. And we will contact you. Thank you very
much.

[The information referred to follows :1
At' the conclusion of my testimony, Mr, Chairman. you erpressed Interest in my

proposal for a national voluntary youth service and asked for more details. The

ii



-plan I would like to _ nbmit for your ecelideration Is that put forward by Donald J.
Eberly, Executive Director of the Natioual :Service Secretariat, at the Hyde Park

-Conference on Universal Youth Service in,April of this year. I participated in that
conference and believe that Mr. Eberly's plan is a realistic, positive propostd for
addressing the problem of yonth unemployment.

I also want to say a word about the cost of uational voluntary youth service. The
enrollment of One million young people, the figure estimated by Melt Mr. Eberly
and Dr. Bernard Anderson, would ;menn ii budgat of some $7, billion per year.
Where will the money come frorn'11 suggest tc the Joint Eeonende Committee
that It calculate the sum of Federal moneys being spent to support young people
that would not be silent if they were receiving the ininininiu wa,ge as members
of a national voluntary youth service. Probably the thafor programs to con-
sider are unemployment compensation, the slimmer yenth program and various
weLfare program& When tifis nnalysis is made, I think we shell find that the
amount of new money reqrfired to operate national voluntary youth service would
be substantially below its billion cost.

The following excexpts front Mr Eberly's paper refer to a program of Uni-
versal Youth Service tUYSD and to the Program for Laval Serviee (PLS), an
experimental national service program conducted by the ACTION agency.

GOALS AND PRINCIPLES

1. To accomplish needed human, social and environmental services not cur-
rently being met.

2. To permit all young people to eegage in full-time service to their fellownute.
3. To guarantee to all young people a full year of work experience,
4. To enable young people to gain experiem'e in i-areers of interest to them.
6. To offer to all young people cross-cnitural and non-clamroom learning ex-

perience& including practical problem solving, working with people, and the
acquisition of specitic skills.

U. To foster Rm011g young people a sense of self-worth and civic pride.
To accomplish these goals requires a program with certain charecterktics:
1. UYS must truly bo open to all young people:This means paying spectra

attention to persons who have few skills, are poorly educated, are letsbfal. or
don't get along well with others. While giving them special services, we shell
have to be careful not to separate them from other& For example, persons
With few skills may do well at conservation camps where they will serve with
college-educated environmentalists and where they will receive necessary train-
ing. Poorly educated persons may work on heeith or rescue teams with persons
with more education. Those who are shy may need only the services of a friendly
facilitator to assist in the first few interviews en route to finding the right
position.

2 Sueeeseful development of TM'S requfres a trangition period of about three
yeare.The transition period serves two vital functions. First it allows time for
UYS to grow from an idea to a program involving a million or more person&
Various studies suggest that while the need for youth service workers Is on the
order of four to five million, the number of openings that could be filled in the
next three months is not more than 250,000. It will take some time to translate
national or local needs into actual positions with_ organization& Another con-
straint on rapid growth is the size of the supervisory staff. While time demands
vary greatly, the typical supervisor may expect to spend two hours per week
with the UYS participant perhaps several hours during the first week or two.
Few supervisors can handle more than two or three UYS participants In addi-
tion to their regular job& This ratio Is a limiting factor to agencies acceptance
of UYS participants until the next budget cycle permits the hiring of additional
supervisory staff.

Secend, the build-up period provides for experimentation within the overall
program guidelines. The decentralized administration will permit, even encour-
age. the states and cities to test a variety of approaches for implementing the
goals of UYS. There are many way& for example, In which UYS participants
can derive educational benefits from the IlYS experienee. These will he eldsely
watched during the early years of the program to determine which should be
incorporated Into UYS and to determine the extent to which educational arrange-
ments should remain flexible.

3. Participation Shazati be arranged by a contract, voluntarily entered into by
ail partiee.The contract would describe the responsibilities of the UYS partici-



srvlsor,tiii sponsoring agency, and :the funding agency. This ap-
&extend the choices open to applicants as well as to sponsors,

ibility of misunderstanding among the parties, and establish
poInfor evaluation of the program

UrElf.sateist be bowed:soundly on the need for having-services performed.
_Ostrtrof: iteipOtential:for youth development would vanish i.f the work were not

kerigftthe...U.YRIpartielpantapercelvedtbe work to be of no consequence.
-;!finaacial contribution by7tiCe sponsor 'Would help to enforce the

Service.
looal.suppori of UYS should bo encouraged 'with underwriting
beliederal government.Past experience suggests that ,most cities
Lapt tor maximum Federal funding. Still, there is much evidence
tiottishowing that.lower,levels of government 'will have disere-
tover.substantial amounts of money for the purpOse of meeting

be allowed-to4erve Is UYS for no snore than four years.
A- patht ofi heiI3S ,:saission is to provide a .trausition :into ithe world of work,
not a lifetime job The four-year limitation tan be.accomplished by regulation
orbyxeetricting .frYS 'to a four.year cohort, Busch as 18-21.

.t.
Osesalzftrrois or trY8

relesrly, both the needs and the:réseuvees exist on,a large scale. The process
which;they ,arehrought together will vitally erect the degree.of success of

the rumstecturt..There are numerous posaibilities, ranging from a highly central-
ized, tightly controlled hierarchy, replacing present Federal youth programs tO
thettle-dentrallsod, loosely coordinated network of limited opportunities which
wrists --"z 'o preverit cUserimination, both overt and covert, a certain level of

e -control Is necessary. Such innocent processes as recruitment and noon-
OM _can develop into highly sophisticated sorting proeedures. The Federal
overnment must Iretain the right to review and rectify such activities.

-addition to-the ohestion of Federal control, the Federal funding, share can
eg levee's; and can be admiMstered in a variety of ways. This paper

recoends an,TesdereixitIng approach in which Federal .funds would not re-
place other funda already available, tint in which Federal monies would be ade-

-
quite to guarantee ,serriee positions to all young people who wanted them. It
suggests that ftmds be administered by state or local levels of government, and
that they he obtained from the Federal Government by means of the grant-making
MOMS.
-_-_,There is also the decentralization issue, as exemplified by such activities as
reernitthent and placment. Should all applicants apply to Washington, D.C.,
there te be classided and sorted and placed, or shonld a more personalized local

_
Mechanism be used? This paper suggests that essentially all application and
placement proceduree take place at the state or local level. At the same time,
there would be enough common elements in all UYS programa to give UYS
a alear linage nationwide, and to perMit certain generic recruitment activities
to be undertaken on the national level.

Finally. sheuld UYS be housed in a new ngeney or an old one This paper
suggests a combination. A new entity would be needed at the national level to

orm.a new function. At the state and local level where programs were ad .
lsiistercd there would be no new organizatiOns but a sometimes new coalition

of existing organizations. At the level of the sponsor, where the actual UYS
participant would work, new organizations would not be ruled out but the great
bulk of activity would be conducted by existing orgardzations.

if we were constrained to operate UYS through present programs we would
probably start with the Youth Conservation Corps and ACTION's Program for
Lotal Service. Neither of these programs is limited to a particular class of peo-
pie; Then we would add a few restrictive programs such as College Work Study
and selected Titles of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. We
would try to articulate these in a way that led to no systematic discrimination .
Tile next-stage would be to bring in programs which emphasize the services to
tie performed. These may be found In abundance in the Department of 'Matti].
Ettucation and Welfare, and to ft somewhat lesser extent In the Departments of
Jfistice,-Etousing and Urban Development, Agriculture and Interior.
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The approach has a -Certain apnea' and, given the time Tag in achieving new
legislation,"may be the nrefolred way to begin UYS. The toughest problem once
all _the negotiations were concluded at the Federal level, would be to achieve a
consistency in the articulation amoug programs at the state and local level. We
can find a few examples of genuine and effective cooperation. The persistent
Problem,would be in trying to achieve a replication of Mich cases to the end that
' aU youngpeople have opportunities for full-time civilian service."

.7....s.s.-.FerhapliFit can- be-done-Even-so, it may-be useful to have before us another
organizational model, one that contes'directly from the set of UYS goals and
principles.

The recommended organization for UYS is the public corporation ; it would
be-accountable to the President -nd the Congress hut somewhat removed from
day-Ur-day political pressures. A Aultable vehicle for fostering local initiative
and decision making while retaining basic program design Is the-Federal grant
aWs.mectutnism can be used to fund UYS projects. In brief, the system would.,
be organized as follows :

a. A Foundation for Universal Youth Service would be established by law.
It would be a quasi-public organization, similar to the Corporation for Public
Broadeasting, and would reeeive appropriations from Congress.

b. The Fotmdation would be operated by a 10-member Board of Trustees,
with 12 of its members to be appointed by the President, with the advice and
consent of the Senate and following persons to serve as ex-officio members : the
U.S. Commissioner of Education, the Commissioner of the Office of Youth De-
velopment, 'the Employment and Training Administrator of the Department of
Labor, the Director of ACTION, the Director of the U.S. Foreat Service, the
Director of the National Park Service, and the Director of the National Youth
service Foundation.

C. Also', an Advisory Council would he created to rolvise the Board of Trustees
on proud policy .111'i-titer% It would have 24 members with at least eight under
27 years of age at the time of appointment Members of the Board would meet
at least three times a year.

&Present Federal progrnms providing opportunities for youth service would
rethain in effect. These include the Peace Corps, VISTA, Teacher Corps, College
Work Study Program, Job Corps end youth corps programs funded by the Com-

- prehensive Employment and Training Act The Youth Conservation Corps would
be modified slightly to permit 15-17-year-olds to engage in other thtut strictly
conservation activities and to explain UYS to the enrollee% After three years of
UYS operation, Congress would examine all of these programs to determine
the appropriate degree of consolidation among them.

e. The Foundation would invite units of state regional and local governments
to submit grant applications, outlining plans for the operation of UYS withia
the ePecified guideline% The Foundotion would award grants on the basis of
merit and the funds available. In considering prnposals the Foundation would
give particular attention to the priorities allocated to job placement, accomplish .
went of needed service% education and training, nnd youth development. The
ideal proposal would reveal-a balance among these goals supported by participa-
tion of the respective agencies in program administrntion.

f. Grantees would have exclusive jurisdictioni s. as defined in the grant appli-
cation. Thu% several cities in a given state could be UYS grantees and the state
government could be the grantee for the imiance or the state, as in CETA.

g. Grants would run for periods or up to three yenrs. Upon receipt of the grant.
the grantee would announce the program and invite participation by persons
ages 18-24. At the &me time. It would invite participation by public and private
non-profit organizations interested in beeoming UYS sponsors.

Ii LTYS wouldjutve two major options: Community Service and Environmelital
Service. Community service would be modeled after PLS. Appliennta would
interview for n wide range of local remnninity service projects sponsored by pub-
lie agencies or private non.proftt organizelons. Those who wished to travel in

. search of Community Service projects would do so at their own expense and
would register with the local UYS agency. UYS would make no special provisions
for them.

mnst sponsors of the Environmental Service option would be Federal state,
or local agencie% Most environmental projects would require travel costs as well
as expenditures for supplies and equipment. Such costs would be the responsibility
of the sponsor not of the Foundntion. Where !edging find freel were provided
by the sponsor. It would be entitled to reimbursement by the UYS grantee from
whose jurisdiction the partielpant was recruited.

14
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rational proceas Is outlined in the appendix. Let us examine how

ovide for its enrollees after completion of service, and how UTS

sive to current need&
fs S.As indicated earlier, UYS Is seen in this model as a

a-llietima job, nor does It guarantee employment

Mpletion.' Still. UTS should include certain features that would facilitate

ioyment and further education of its member&
ihould source of information about jobs and education. This

-Jake the arm -of newsletter& job-information sheets, oppor-

Bing, and referrals to such.institutions as the Employment

Community Education-Work Councils proposed by Willard

TS should certify the work performed by the participant. The cur-

.,.
tlteatIonshouId be of a deseriptivs nature, not a judgmental on& Such a certiti-

o lOnable the.outgoing participant, to get beyond the initial hurdle to

WhiCh they are qualified.
goriaideration should be- given to offering UTS particip&nts an educe

tiewent, '&-fai Bill for, Community .Service along the Lines proposed by

irdeon and Frank NeWman in 1972. At a time when the GI Bill for

L'e apnea= to beton the way out, and financial support packages con-

, grants and work-study, are making opPortunities for higher edu-

ersal, this is a complex ieatie. But if the nation wants to con-

for participation intlYS, an associated educational entitlement
consistent ways of doing it.°

ie Women. in Coramunity Service and Joint Action for Community

raine of the Job Corps should be adapted for utilization by lats .

rograms utilize volunteers to recruit, counsel, and place Job-Corps mi-

ls a service that could.provide Medal help for lower-Income :'young

without having a stigmItIzing effect on the program.

A A% Fund -for
Experimenfation.The , paper on Youth Service Milestones

froni 194545 describes the changes that have been rung on the national service .

idea in the past two decades. First it *As viewed as a waY to demonstrate our

commitment to peace, then as a draft alternative, then as a means of enabling

students to acquire relevant
education, now as a way to salve,the youth urtem-;

pion:neat problem ..
Throughout tills period, there has been little change in the baalc concept.

AIL young people would be assured of opportunities- for meaninglid service.

and 'underwriting would be provided by Me Federal government Bence, it Is

reasonable to suppose that such a program would' have stood the test of time

-In the future, all signs point to greater changee over shorter periods of time.

If we as a nation continue to procastinate ov,er tbe adoption of national sm-v-

, ice, there is a good chance that it will be imposed out of necessity. It will

be a crash program, hurriedly assembled and InelBciently managed_

Even If the model youth service program Outlined in this paper were adopted

today, it might prove too rigid to meet the unforseeable demands of live or ten

years.in the future. Such needs might be better anticipated if sufficient experi-

mental funds were allocated to the UYS program. It is suggested that 5% of the

= total budget be devoted to testing new forms of youth service programs. These

could range from Canada% Opportunities for Youth to Israel'a several models

of youth involvement. The Student Originated Studies program sponsored by the

National Science Foimdation might serve as a model for youth-lidtiated proj-

ects. Also certain cultural and public works projects falling ottidde the stand-

ard UYS criteria could he testeil under the experimental program,

Appendix

OPERATION OF 1.1YS

The process of initially identifying UYS sponsors and participants may best

he described by imagining that we are in a city or state that has just received

*Several poeslhle mocieis ore presented In '"The Community Service Fellowship MAR-

lug Project" by flabert L McKee and Michael J. Gaffney, American Association of com-

munity and Junior Colleges. One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C., joyet, The study

was funded byttietion in n typical model, persons in full-time community aorvica would

be entitled to 5150 of educational benefits Der month of service, with a minimum service

period ends months.

4



grant. Let m; trace the process first for young people aud tben for the
sponsoring agencies.

.Young people learn of UYS from numerous sources, including word-of-mouth,. _

newsPapersradio, telision, schools, colleges, youth clubs, and religious groups.
Where mailing Hats are available persons from 18 to 24 are Sent information
packet:I on UN* Elsewhere, intensive efforts are made to make the packets easily
avallithle through`a'variety of channels.

'theliecolinTehf 'of TJS ninny 18-year-olds will become enrol:tinted With
-Slthrough participation -in the modified Youth Conservation Corps. Tiwse

ICC eamtis are residentini, 8-week summer camps with from 100 to 200 persons
at each alte.Each camp has these features :

Tbe major' pait of the time Is devoted to performing needed conservation
_ and community servinea.

Some time-is devbted to giving necessary training to the young people
vand to xeflecting with them on what they have learned from their service
experience.,

The Partinipants are informed of their options under UYS when they reach
.the age of 18.

Each damp has a soeio-econornic mix Of young people which reflects the
,-ipopniation of .tbe surrounding area.)

Afaimple, one-page appLication form is included in the Information kit. Persons
interested in joining UYS complete the form aml send it to the local center
Itir; processing, -By return mail the applicant receives an invitation to attend aani-day orientation seesion to be held within-one month.

Vorapplicants whahaven't yet decided which branch of UYS to join, further
ermation And counseling is available at the orientation session. Also, pending

. legal and medical problems are reviewed at this time and a determination is
Made as tb whetherthe. application can proceed or has to await reeolution of
such fproblems. Each qualifying applimmt completes a one-pnge resume and re-
ceives a voucher and agreement form.

The re,lurne- serves as an introduction to'the potential sponsors and describes
the applicant's educational background, work experience and interests.

The voucher guarantees a certain level of financial support and health care
by the (U.S.- government in return for the-performance of needed services by the
applicant gand.compliance with the regulations by both applicant and sponsor.

The ergTettaent form provides space for the applicant and sponsor to spell out
the 'duties of the applicant, the training and supervisory responsibilities of the
sponeor,sand otherparticulare relevant to the job.

Next, itiplicants have direct access to a computer terminal where they
lieia lwaaitions which interest them. Applicants then receive'brief train-

ing in interview-techniques and make appOintmenta for one or more interviews
with sponsors. Normally, officials from the Environmental Program are avail-
able at the orientation session. Agreements may be completed and the voucher
signed and certified by the end of the day. For persons seeking positions with
Community ,Service ageneies, it may take'several days to complete Et round of
intennews leading to agreement betWeen applicant and sponsor.

The final agreement states the date of beginning service and provisions for
traWing and trammortation. UYS normally provides for one day of training
on administrative matters.

Work-related training lathe responsibility of the sponsor and is given as part
the service period unless otherwise provided for in the agreement.
Sponsors are recruited in a somewhat similar fashion to that used for par-

ticipants. Sponsorship is universally open to public and private non-profit agen-
cies. Elpensore may request UYS participants for positions meeting certain
criteria :

No dieplacement of employees.
No political nor religious activities.
No nee of firearms .

The sponsor certifies that it is prepared to contribute 8200 per man-year of
,service and to provide the necessary supervision and in-service training. Also,
therriponsor agrees to'participate in a one-day training session before receiving
aff,r UYS'participants.

SpOneors' fequeste are open to public revieW for a period of one week. Where
challenges are-Made. the grantee investigates them and makes a determination.
Those position descriptions which successfully pass through this process ore
entered into a computer listing, where they are immediately aecessible to UYS

16



a from this listing that applicants set up Interviews
goes forward.
sn egligible abuse of this clearance process, it would

review committees, Including union °facials, to
P_ aintS participant
ecting the retention or dismissal of 'UYS participants have to be

iiklividually..witb extenuating circumstances given due weight Still, guide-
re iseeged.'principle Is the participant's willingness to serve. The written

Is out the duties and responalhilitles of both participant and
he ..partielpant who is repeatedly late for work or neglectful of

n duties appears to be giving a clear signal of an absence of a wm-
likree.!-Tlerafee4seeme to be In order_ By contrast, another participant

rtiatter,awassigned job even while making every effort to do so .
viceitraluingtprdgram or a lower-level job, accompanied by a re-

ct, la Indicated.
ug organizations fail to live up to the terms of the agreement.

,astister lirseentingitinether placement 'and the sponsoring
nths tebirived 'from the computer listing. Participants who are dis-
tfailibt to comply with the terms of the agreement are normally in-
lre-entabinent In Ina

irrlian "HrilferfilEY. Mayor Flaherty, thank you for coming here
oa come from a great city, and you have given it fine leader-

welcome your testimony.

1TAG'RMBBT-OP HON. IsTE FLAHERTY, PrAYOR, CITY OP

-PITTSBURGH, PA.

FLAratirry. Thank you, Senator, and I am glad to see our
from, Pittsburgh, Bil Moorhead, and Congressman

very imppy to have the opportnnity to appear before yout
Committee which is emphasizing so much the need for more focus on
ths.Troblems of unemployment, the need to do something about it.

Senator Humphrey mentioned some alarming statistics in his open-
ing:statement. Unemployment figures among the youth are running
anywhere from 11 percent up to 40 percent in the case of blacks. And
the dust I heard it was something like over 20 percent for our white
teenagers and close to 40 percent-for our black teenagers in my area.
That may vary from time to time in accordance with job& But tbe
scope of the problem is one that perhaps boggles the minds of the
Congressmen and the Senator& But if you are there in the city where
-your see vast numbers of young people unemployed, and having very
little hope for employment when they go through school, it is very
difficult to answer to them in a matter of a short-period of time wli
they should stay in school, and why they should graduate from hi
school if they see their brothers and sitters unable to get meaningful
employment. So you get the vicious circle of dropouts occurring be-
cause they don't see anything at the end of a high school education
in the way of meaningful employment.

cause of, these exTerienees, I am'concerned that for too long we
have:only dwelled ,upon the surface effects of youth unemployment

rescribed costly patent medicines for its cure. I sm concerned
too-long .we have failed to take a hard look at the fact& And

icily I think it is important that this committee is meeting and
hearin_g people from all fyver the country, Mr. Samuel and Congress-
man-Young and all the rest.

827043-7T-2
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rdo not think that we can continue to make the assumption that our
basic 'educational and employment institutions are sound and all that
we need are a few extra programs to supplement them. We have pur-
sued this course in the pkst and have Watched supplemental progranis
become institutionahzed in a patchwork of Government activities.

_ . .I think that times have chanfed but our histitutions have only be-
come bigger. Specialization rat ler than relevance has unfortunately

-,heen their emphasia
. Thirty or forty years ago graduating from school and being able to

get a. job that would last until retirement was thought to he very desk-
able--itrepresented job security. Today, tahing a young person out of
aChool and standing them before the same lathe with-the realization.that this is what their life work will be like for the next 25 years is a
shattering experience.

Shnilarly, when I reflect on my experiences in. school and then
observe those of my childt.en and their friends, I can see enormous
shifts in attitudes and aspirations, and I suppose you have. too.

:The populations of our cities and their values, their expectations
and their needs ,have changed dramatically over the years in both
school and the workplace. The question is, have our educational insti-
tutions, employers, and labor organizations adequately recognized and
adjusted to these changes?

I feel we are spending too much time talking about how to better
relate schoolin,g to employment without talking enough about relating
both school and work to people young and old.

Certainly, this economy stall has far too much slack and ths recovery
has yet to produce an acceptable reduction in unemployment. But if
we are ever to have lull employment without inflation, the focus of
that search must be in developing higher levels of productivity for
ibenple who are unemployed or unemployable today.

. Given the nature of their schooling and the traditional types of
jobs currently being offered, it is unlikely that many of our imem-
ployed young people can be put to work productively. We then face
the prospect of Government potentially subsidising-the employment
of young people poorly equipped for work, in jobs unsuited to their
expectation..

This is why our assumptions of sound education and employinent
institutions must be reexamined.

We must put our existing resources to better us.e before creating new
program& We must improve what exists before expanding it. We have
got to look intensively at the programs we already advocate before we
move into new programs.

Sure we need new programs. But on the level of programs we now
have let's take a strong and careful look to see how meaningful they
are, and perhaps make those meaningful more so, and discard the ones
that haven't worked or are unworkable.

I am convinced that much of the funds needed to get our institu-
tions revitalized ere already being poured into redundant and obsolete
program& I am also convinced that the costs of hiring younger work-

'=in terms of turnovei . absenteeism low productivity, et cetera--
havealready become so grea t that private employers can easily afford
to fund their own efr or.s f.. restructure work patterns so that Young
people can be profitably employed.
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ern ale° convinced that parents can no longer view schools as cus-
itutions and leave the education o their children to the

xpIrta" We desperately need to restore the participation and in-
volvement of parents-in education. Schools cannot be held responsible
for childrenstrong families and a sense of community must be redis-
coveled and reintroduced to the educational system.
-in formulating recommendations for the committeei- I recognize

that it is a great deal harder to talk about how to change institutions
thanit is toiropose bright new programs. In many cases the problems
fourig people face in finding and bolding jobs are not far removed
from-those faced by other workers whose dissatisfaction with work in
general is manifested by alcoholism absenteeism, grievances, and
other white and blue collar "blues" syndromes.

I would like to see more discussion of the nature of__work and the
'nature of educationwhere does one begin and the other end, if at all?

How can work itself be viewed as a long-term educational-process,
involvig both classroom and on-the-job aspects, which will ultimately
lead-to the attainment of goals jointly established by the employer and
the employee?

How ean,work be adapted to the values and aspirations of young
peo_Plc so that we not only educate people for jobs, hut restructure jobs
to fit people? How can this be accomplished by private employers so
that younger workers can achieve higher productivity levels and be
profitably employed without Government subsidies, which is what we
would all shoot for in the long run.

How can our school systems be better integrated into the fabric of
our communities and brought into more direct contact with parents,
ernployers, and labor organizations?

How can the educational process be made more dernociatic for our
young people without completely abandoning control of our schools
at the same time? How can we help students develop meaningful goals
and give them the tools to design their own long range programs to
meet them?

How can be reMtroduce education to the workplace end vice versa
so that workers do not feel trapped in their jobs or fail to understand
their need for knowledge?

How can our strong labor unions participate in improving both the
quality of work and education ?

How can we translate the insights we have gained from innovative
Job Corps programs into institutional changes? What have we learned
from our experiences under CETA that would be appreciable'?

I think these are very difficult questions, hut in se ai.chinfr for ways
to =makc thine's better rather than new, we can strike a chord in our
society that could inspire people. particularly young people to re-
spond. I feel that students, taxpayers. Wo rke rs, consumeis, and em-
ployerswe are all of them and they are all us are discouraged with
our institutions. Things just don't seem to work and yet they are
bigger, more complex, and more costly than ever. Young people have
always been the vanguard for change. High youth unemployment rates
are a symptom of a larger problem.

We must change and make our systems work. We must not allow
young people to opt out of the community and leave the mainstream.
We must begin to shift the mainstream itself to encompass them. We

9
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earuio longer be satisfied to buy peace and more time. We cannot live
in two worklis---the old, tired vvorld of platitudes and interest group
trs.deoffs, and, the young, dissatisfied, disillusioned world of idleness
and destAictiveness.

would suggest the committee consider :
. Requirements be built into Federal education programs to man-
_greater opportunity for parents, employers end labor nnions to

have axoleinthe planning and implementation of education programs.
2. Expand efforts to combine 1,vork and education through coopera-

tive educational end vocational programs.
.;3. ;Develop greater opportunities and incentives for eniployers to

hire and tram young workers through on-the-job training, job restruc-
turing, job sharing, and contiuuing education programs for young
workers. . .

4..Explore the possibility of offering incentives to youth to continue
their education.

6...Offer employers and unions the opportunity to develop career
plaming sand development programs for their younger workers and
members.

These are but a few suggestions that the comniittee may wish to
explore.th-formulating its recommendations.

Action is needed quicldy to meet the growing dissatisfaction being
caused by .high youth unemployment and I look forWard to working
with you m meeting this important probkm.

I know this, that our business leaders, our governmental agencies,
and,OUT labor people in my conimunity, all share an equal concern for
the high -unemployment We have now an Economic Development
Committeelornied where we are trying to work together to nail down
the problem better so that when we do come before you we can focuS
on you. We don't want to give you information that we don't feel
would be helpful. We would like to have a better relationship with
WasUigton, to get removed from it We want to come before commit-
tees more. I want to bring our leadership, and perhaps sometime sonic
of our young people, to press this problem to you.

I thank you for having me on this moining to share some of the
problems that I have in my city.

[The prepared statement of Mayor Flaherty follOws :]

Paze.hagn BTATEmEtax or Host. PETE FIAIIERTY

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the youth unemployment situation_
I feel that forums like this are extremely important if we ai to gain an

appreciation for the complexity of this problem.
Certainly, everyone in this room is well aware of the alarming rates of nuein .

ployment for w.rkers under 25 years of age, particularly among those in this age
group who are black and living in urban areas.

The' magnitude of these figures alone suggests to me that their causes run far
deeper than-just a shortage of Job opportunities for young people.

,U Mayor of vne of America's greatest dties, I have seen the human dislocation
and suffering nitts 40% unemployment rate connotes. Because of these experi-
ence% I am conceilled that for too long we have only dwelled upon the surface
effects of youth unemployment and prescribed costly patent pledkines for its cure.
I am concerned that for too long we have-railed to take a hard look at the facts,

do not -think that we can continue to make the ussumption that our basic
educational and employment Institutions are sound and all that we need are a
few extra programs to supplement them We have pursued this course in the past
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edaUppleMental program become institutionalized into a patch-
ent activities.

eshave changed-but our institutions have only become bigger .
thee than -relevance has. =fortunately been their emphasis .
years ago graduating from school and being able to get a job

tit retirement was thought to be very desirableit repre-
-Today teking a young person out of school and standing

lathe-with-the-realisation-thatilAs in wilat_ibelLaorl_____
e next twenty-five years is 11, ahattering experience .
fleet on 'tny experlencesha school, and then observed those
sir frienda I can see enormous shifts in attitudes and

a

ar citieeand their valuesrtheir expectations and their
atically over the years in both school and-the work-

onal institution% employer% and labor organizations
gained and adjusted 'to these changes?

spending too much time talking about how to better relate
Ployment without talking enough about relating both school and

ming and old.
nomy still has far too much sleek and the recovery has
cceptable reduction in unemployment. But if we are ever
ent without inflation, the focus of that search must be in
la of productivity for people who are unemployed or un-

of thelschoefing and- the traditional types of jobs cur-
itlie unlikely that many of-our unemployed young people

:Pradlictively. Wethell Wee the prospect of government ueten-
inCthe.emploYMent, Of young people poorly equipped for irork,

latheirexpectatio.
by our- assumptione of sound education and employment institte

e4xamined. :
-our--exiating resources tn better use before creating new

a malt iiiinrove what exists before expanding it we must be
In advocating new programs we don't provide the excuse for allow-

onineiblrietures tO estape change .
ources are too scarce for each extravagance. At the mnnicipal
6 already- wilaessed the-limits of government. in Pittsburgh, bow-
_ 'find evidence of how we: dramntleally raised the,level of mnnici-
with improvements in productivity. At the same time, a lower
tiett'exiitts- teday then When I took office 51/2 years ago.

!minced that -much of the funds needed to get onr institutions re-
tze4are already being- pOurect into redundant and obsolete program% I am

also' convince& that the costs- -of hiring ymmger workersin terms of trim-
ever, abSenteelstn, low Producttvity etc.hare already become mo great that
private emplcvere ean easily nfford to fond their own efforts to restructure
warR pittferna.so that young people cnn he profitably employed .

r. win also -torrvineed- that parents can no longer view schoole as custodial
,,--institntio= end lenve the educatton of their ehildren to the "experts. We

deeperately need to restore the participation and involvement of parents in-
: edecgtion. Semple cannot be held responsible for ehildrenstrong families and a

sense et community must be rediscovered arid reintroduced to the educational
system.,In_formulating recommendations for the Committe% I recognize that it is a
groat deal harder to tftlk about how to change fnetitutfons than it UT to prnoose
bright new programs. In many cases the problems young Lemple faee in finding
and holding jobs are not fer removed from those ffteed by other workers whose
dissatisfaction with work in general is manifested be alcoholism. absenteeism.

`.! grievance% end other white and bine collitemblues" syndromes.
-----_rt-I_would -like to see more discustrion ri-the nature of work and the nature of

edueitionivhere does one begin and the other end, if at all?
.--'-Hote- can work itself be viewed as a long-term educational process involving

th classroom and on-the-job aspect% which will ultimntely lend to the attain-
ent of goals jointly establIklied by the employer and the employee?
,-New can work be adapted to the values ttnd 'mint-ions of young Peenle sO
at we not only educate people for job% but restructure jobs to flt people? How

'this be accomplished by private employers so that younger workers can
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aebiere higher productivity levels and he profi ably employed without governmentsubildies?

ow can our schOol systems be better integrated into the fabric of our corn-unities- and brought into more direct contact with parent% employer% andlaboorganiiations?
Row can the educational process be made more democratic for our young people

withotit-completely abandoning control of oor schools at the same time? Row
rful-goals-and-give-them-the--tools-to-desigu

own long ringe progranis to meet them ?
litow can we reintroduce education to the workplace and vice versa so that

workers do,not feel trapped in their jobs or fail to understand their need forknowlegge?
Row. can our strong labor unions participate in improving both the quality of

work-and education?
How can we translate the insights we have gained from innovative,Tob CorpsPregrams into institutional chauges? What hare we learned from our experiences

under CETA that would be applicable?
_t_think_ these are very ,dlilicult question% but in searching for ways to make

things better rather than new, we can strike a chord in our society that could
inspire people to respond. I feel that students, taxpayer% workers, consumer%
and.employerswe are all of them and they are all usare discouraged withour_institutions. Thgs just don't seem to work and yet they are bigger, more corn:
plex,-and more costly than ever. Young people have always been the vanguard
for change. High youth unemployment rates are a symptom of a larger problem

:We must change and make our systems work. We must not allow young people
to Opt out of the community and leave the mainstream We must begin to shift
the mainstream Itaelf to encompass them. We can no longer be satisfied to buy
peace and more time. We cannot live in two worldsthe old, tired world of
platitudes and interest group trade-offs; and the young, dissatisfied, disillusioned
world of idlenesa and destructiveness.

I would suggest the Committee consider :
(1) Requirements be built into federal education prorrams to mandate greater

opportunity for parents, employers and labor unions to have a role in the planning
and implementation of education program%

(2) Expand efforts to combine work and education through cooperative edu-
cational and vocational programs.

(3) Develop greater opportunities and incentives for employers to hire and
train young workers through on-the-job training job restvecturtng, job sharing.
and continuing education programs for young workers.

(4) Explore-the possibility of offering incentives to youth to continue their
education. :

(5) Offer employers and unions the opportunity to develop career planning
and development programs for their younger workers and members.

These are but a few suggestions that the Committee may wish to explore in
formulating its recommendations.

Action is needed quickly to meet the growing dissatisfaction being caused by
high youth unemployment and I look forward to working with you in meeting
this important problem.

Chairman IlumnitnlEy. Thank you very much, Mayor Flaherty. We
will come back to you. I have a number of questions to pose to you.

Mr. Samuel, we welcome you. And I believe you are here represent-
ing as well my own friend, Murray Finley, who is chairman of the
National Committee for Full Employment, and president of the Amal-
gamated Clothing and Textik Workers Union.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD D. SAMUEL, SECRETARY, NATIONAL_COM-
MITTEE ON FULL EMPLOYMENT, AND VICE PRESIDENT, ANAL-

-IMITATED CLOTHING AITD TEXTILE WORKERS.UNION,

Mr. SAMUEL. Senators and members of tte committee, you were
libpeful that Mr. Finley could be here, as I was. He has been involved
in the last 48 hours abnost continuously, and before that for a couple

2 2-.
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'negotiations involYino- about 50,000 of our members.
ThB egotiations ended sometime ea7lier this morning, and I think he

_ is sleeping the sleep of thejust. And there was no time in the schedule,
unfortunately, for him to participate in this hearing. Late last night

-.in our negotiations we found we were going down to the wire. So I am
taking his place . And I hopefully will do a good job of reflecting bis

opinions, since Lstt' ve as a ,viapresidentof-therArnalga.mated-Gloth-
g and Textile Workers Union of which he is the president, and as

the Secretary of the National Committee on Full Employment of
which he is cochairman.

rwant to treat my prepared statement in summary in the interest of
brev4, and also responding to the chairman's remarks and, senile of
the remarks of the earlier witnesses.

First,let me comment on just a couple of statistics of the phenom-
enon ,vhich we are talking about today. One is the phenomenon
of black youth unemployment. The problem of youth unemploy-
nient is a very serious one. There is no question that the problem
of black youth unemployment is much more scrims. There is almost
a quantum difference. And one of the things I think we have got
to face is that black youth unemployment has continued to climb
in the last 10 years to 20 years, despite the ups and downs in the
general employment level. White youth unemployment does respond
to the general employment level. Black youth unemployment re-
cently has not, it has simply kept climbinf.; even in the last few
months whenAlle... ral employment level has gone down slightly.

I tkiiiiralso 176 should note a couple of other characteristics as to
onth unemployment generally. I think it is a common belief that

the major reason for youth unemployment is that young people are
forever skipping around from job to job, or from job to school and
back again, testing the water of the job market, and often.not finding
anyththg satisfactory at all. There have been statistics'That show
that about 40 percent of the unemployment of yontl, during the
depth of the 1975 recession was caused by involuntarl .nss of jobs.
In other words, these were ?foung people who had jobs, presumably
liked them, and lost their jobs because of the recession.

The other factor, which I suppose is not so surprising either, is
that I think we sometimes don't take into adequate consideration
the effect of education on the unemployment rates.

In the young adult group, during the 1975 period, the second
quarter, unemployment for college graduates in this age group, 20
to 24, was 6.3 percent, actually less than the general unemployment
level. For high school graduates it was 15.6 percent, considerably
higher. For high school dropouts it was 25.9 percent So there doesn't
seem to be much question that-the level of education is IL major factor
in the question of youth unemployment.

In response to these issues . and various otheis which have been
ised, let me suggest a few criteria we should keep in mind when we

come to trying to find solutions.
In the first place, it is obvious that the problem will not and can

not be solved unless and until the Nation can solve the problem of
unemployment generally. It is not possible to create jobs for those
leaet educated, those most disadvantaged, those -without adequate ex-

3
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skills, when millions of. others with more education and
ie and skills are also unemployed. Approaching a full em-

economy, will not solve all of the youth unemployment
hut, without a reasonable approximation of fulr employ-

is no way to solve-it. We found this out in the 1960's
;when, despite spending billions of dollars on manpower
,made-o est dent in-unemployment levels-for-

disadvantaged, inc uding youth.
Throwing money at some problems, contrary to some current com-

mentators, does help solve them, but spendhur moiler to train oeopl
when.there are inadequate jobs for them at the end of the training

riedtis &recipe offrustration for,trainees and trainers like.
And may I add, Mr. Chairman, my hope that whatever the Coln-

tee begins to consider in the way of a solution to the problem, that
try toiavoid the phenomenon which some people have beer_

the holding,pattern phenomenon, keeping young people aged 16, 1+",
or-18, whatever-the starting age may be, M some sort, of occupation
for 3 or 4 years, hoping that the process of -age will take care of the
roblem, and then releasing them at age 23 or 22, their only skill
ving been leafraking or rehabilitating buildings in an elementary

ay, and so forth and so on. A job program for youth must involve
also the transfer of some kind of skills so that when they leave the
job program they will be able to enter the job market.

Second ingtead of looking for ways to get teenagers into the work
oree, we should spend more time and money lookinc, for ways to get
em back to school. Some young people drop out acause they have

to support their families. Some kind of family support should be
devised to.enable them to continue their education to the ultimate level
they can. handle. Some drop out because of boredom, finding that tra-
-clitional schooling doesn't meet their needs. There should be more hel
to school systems to encourage them to devise alternate educatiOna
schemes.
, At the present time we are spending most of our money in this field

to provide temporary low skill jobs. The money is actually income
maintenance. Training-for-real jobs, must depend first on an economy
which has.jobs to offer, and second on real education, which provides

the needed foundation which job training can refine into marketable
skills. -

Finally, there is the question of wage levels. A number of proposals
have surfaced which would claim to solve the youth job problem by
-putting young people to work at low wagesanything it seems, to
wedge them into the labor force. I have a number of objections to this
theory.

First,,there is no proof that lower wages will have much effect on
eenager employment. Certainly the opposite 11:1 not had any effect.

Fresnmably if a lower minimum wage would lh 'Ielpful it should
follow that a high minimum wage is drimaginz. Bu' quell is not the
case. A Labor Department study in 1970 conCluded, fter studying
the effects of 'several rises in the minimum wage, that--

,* * * It was difficult to prove any direct relationship between mini-
mum wages and employment effects on young workers.

er wages for youth would not create additional lobs, but could
o displiteement of older workers, largely heads of families. And
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y. we should, not solve the problem of youth unemploy-

, low wage jobs are an mivtataon to low productivity,. .

y , and eventually to inflation. With low wage jobs, em-
ve no incentive to rationalize ieffieient, jobs andgenerate

We have seen this oceur a and again in our
avire vautaged workers-

the labor force. It is being said today about illegal
liens .

,they are only taking jobs which American workers wouldn't
anyway.
was robably Said during each earlier wave of legal migration

tore than 100 years. And it has never been true. A ready
labor cheapens jobs and removed the motivation to

o uctitrity improvements. I saw it myself a, few years
t factou in Hong itong, where the machinery was

poor repair. The owner told nie it was not worth
in machinery beeause the labor was so cheap.

States, that is a recipe for industrial disaster and

asons for opposing specially low wage levels for
Teople are obliged to help support families. Pay-

uate wages simply adds to the welfare burdenand
g is More inflationary than using Government money to pay

eVrithout any corresponding increase in. goods and services.
ying low wages probably won't oven attract young people
6 dausir of youth unemployment, as has been pointed out,

inbintition -et lack of experience, htck of adequate training, and
ation. Trying to entice young people into the labor force on
of low lvage--particularly without meeting the other prob-
_uld_be counterproductive. Young people are not going to
the labor market in search of low-wage, low-skill, dead end

s 'have to carry with them some measure of self-esteem
ope, and: those factors are not components of low-wage

Ily, let me say a word. about my own industry, the clothing and
ustry..Mthough in our own trade we tend to denigrate it by
the rag industry, actually this-industry provides more jobs

any other manufacturing sector in the country, two arid a half
million jobs. Our industry, llke other industries, has been shar ly

'tea by row-Wage imports. Our industry, like certain other in us-
because, of the vast number of jobs we offertothe labor market,

cotild be a major source and a growing sourse.o.f.jobs-for young
eople without very elaborate skills. Most of 'the jobs in our industry
ave relatively low entry level_ skill requirements, and that is true not

only of our industry, but shoes, furniture, and_a number of other kinds
Of industries. These are the industries which typically are first affected

inipkirfs from developing countries .
e would think that a nation which is concerned about the lack of

for young people with inadequate training would treat industries
:ours with tender loving care. That is not the fact It was not

fact when the Congress considered the trade bill of 1974, and
it has not been the fact, I don't think, generally speakhvg. So one of
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I suggested te the Senators and the Congressmen is that
consideration be given to industries such as ours which

ye the Opportunity to provide jobs for young people without skills,
d we do ixtvide jobs now.not only to young people but to extraordi-

numbeis of women and to members of minority groups, muzh
'than most industries because these kinds of jobs are partieu-

luabletomur countrand they should=not-be satrifi&d, rdon't
k, On the altar of free trade.,

.aftThank you.
[The.prepared statement of Mr. Samuel ft:41=51

PREPARED STIVrElhigriT OF HOWARD D. S.sumr.,

name is Howard D. Samuel, end I am testifying today In behalf ofMurray, H tinley co-chalrperion of the 'National Committee on Full Employ-ment_and the Full Employment Action Council, and president of the Amal-
-gainated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, AEL-CIO. I am hOneful I canrepresent Mr. 'Finley responsibly and accurately, since I am sccretnry of theIyational Committeaon Full Employment as well as a vice president of ACTWU.

*For the recordi may I take a moment to describe the National Committee onFull ,- Employment. It is a voluntary organization representing a number of
people-'and -organizations in-such fields as labor and business, civil rights and
religion, academia and public service, wbo are committed to the principle that
full:employment Is a number one domestic priority of this nation. Tbe Commit-
tee;%during its two and a half years of udstence, has sponsored several con-
ferences, published educational materials, promoted research, and worked
closely with'a myriad other groups to develop a greater awareness of the need

.for-a; fuli employment economy.
Thu Frill Employment Action connon shares the same leadership and many

of tbe same Board members, but is a legislative action group, and has dedicated
itself to supporting the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment and Balanced
Growth Act of 1916, as well as other measures which would bring a full em-
ployment economy closer to reality_

Let me also take a moment to describe the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union, since both Mr. Finley and I are officers of tbe union

-and this -testimony unavoidably reflects the policies-established by the union
and by-the AFI.,-CIO with which we are affiliated.,

The ACTWU was formed just three 'months ago through the merger of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, founded in 1914, nnd the Textile
Workers Union of America, founded in 1937- Both unions bad been close his-
torically and both share a common desire to improve the conditions of our
membership As well as the quality 9f life in our communities_ Our membership
Of 510,000 -work in a variety of industries in the men's and boys' apparel and
the textile fields. These Industrie% it is useful tic note employ an exceptionally
large number of women and members of minority group% many of whom can
successfully obtain jobs in our Induatfk with minimal entry-level skills. This
fact_ hats---some relevance to the subject under discussion today.

In respect to the problem of unemployment among Young people, first let us
look at 'the scope of the problem_ In summary, at the peak of the current period
Of general unemployment, which occurred during the second quarter of 1975,
when the general unemployment rate was 8.9 percent, teen-age unemployment
(1640) was 20.5 percent, and unemployment among young adults (21:24) was
14.1_ percent. since -Unemploythent in the age groups above 24 was only 0.5
,pereent, it is clear -that the employment levels of the first eight years of
working life caused a disproportionate amount of the unemployment in the
entire woridng population.

All of these figures, laddentally, come from the standard BLS reports, and
do not account for the large numbers of people who have dropped out of the
labor, force entirelythe so-called discouraged workerOr those who are work-
lug part-time but ,who, if a full-time job were available, would work full-time.
If these numbers were included for the age group 16-24, the total unemploy-
ment rate, instead of 17.5 percent would have been closer to 25 percent during
the second quarter of 1975.
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We are all aware that in analyzing unemployment among young peoi
disproportionate burden Is felt by nienibers of minority groups. During the
same time period, when teen-agers suffered a 20.5 percent unemployment rate
black teen-agers were at a 37.8 percent level. Mien young adults were at a
14.1 percent rate, black young adults were at a 22.7 percent rate.

The phenomenon of black youth unemployment has continued to rise over the
years, and continues to this very d:13-. despite some roodeet nnd perhaps tem-
porary improvement since the low point in 1075. Here are the figures

UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG rEENAGERs

11 n percent/

Blacks Whites

3 ------- £ I. --- £ ----------- ----- ------------ is-s
26. 2
30. z
40. 3

10. 3
13. 4
12. 6
16. 1

It WOuld be useful to note a couple of other characteristics of youth uncmpiny.

meat. It is common belief that the major reason for y-outh unemployment is that

young people are forever skipping around from job to job, or from job to school
and back again, testing the water of the job market. But Herbert Rienstoek,
Regional Commissioner of Labor Statistics (311-Lne Atinntic Region), points out
that about 40 percent of the unemployment of ,,outh was caused by invi luntary
lose of job, almost doubling between 1073 and the recession of 1.975.

The other factor, not so surprLsing, is the effect of education on unemployment

ratea. In the young adult group (20-24), In the 1075 peried, unemployment for
college graduates wee 0.3 percent for high school graduates, 15.6 percent, and
for high school drop-outs, 25.0 percent.
-These facts suggest certain basic principles which should be -tahlished as

criteria prior to devising programs to improve employment rates among young
people,

In the first place, It is obvious that the problem will not and cannot he solved
unless and until the nation can solve the problem of unemployment generally. It
is not possible to create jobs for those least educated, those most disadvantaged,
those without adequate experience and sidlls, when millions of others with more
education and experience and skills are nleo unemployed. Approaching a full
employment economy will not solve all of the youth unemployment problem,
but without a reasonable approximation of full employment, there is no way to
solve it. We found this out in the lildOs and 1070s, when despite spending billions
of dollars on manpower training, we made ony a modest dent in unemployment
levels for the disadvantaged, including youth. Throwing money at some prob-
lems, contrary to some current commentators, does help solve them, but spending
money to train people when there ftre inadequate jobs for thern at the end of the
training period is a recipe for frustration for trainees and trainers alike.

Second, instead of looking for ways to get teen:leers into the work force, we
should spend more time and money looking for ways to get them back to school.
Scene young people drop out because they have to support their families. Some
kind of family support should be devised to enable them to eontinue their educa-
tion to the ultimate level they can brindle. Some drop Out because of boredom,
finding that traditioual schooling doesn't meet their needs. There should be more
help to scheol systems to encourage them to devise alternate educatinnal schemea.
At the present time we are spending most of our money in this field to provide
temporary, tow-skill jobs. The money is actually income maintenance. Training
for real Jobs, must depend first on an econtmy which has jobs to offer, and
secondly on real education, which provides the needed foundation which job
training can refine into marketable ski l is.

Third, let me refer again to our own industry, textile-apparel. In the mann .
facturing field, we offer more jobs than any other industry, and as I noted before,
most of them require low-entry level skills. One would think that the government
would regard these job opportunitiesalmost 214 million all tolans valuable
ammunition in the war on youth unemployment, and would treat these industries

I-%
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with tender, loving care. Unfortunately, such is not the case. The industry has
been steadily losing production and jobs, largely because of rising levels of
imports. Our govennueut has had enough regard for these jobs to have in-
stituted, a number of years ago, a program of international negotiations us
govern imports of textiles and apparel. But over the years the level of pro-
tection affonled these jobs has slowly eroded, until today the ceilings imposed
are so high that they bare only modest effect. There are other industries like
ours, such as shoes, handbags, consumer electronics, furniture and ottera which
have suffered similar job losses.

The young person walking along the street with a portable radio from Hong
Kong dangling from his hand is not working because so many jobs in the elec-
tronics industry have been exported. Is it worth itto him, or to the nation?

Finally, there Ls the question of wage levels. A number of proposals have
surfaced which would claim to solve the youth job problem by putting young
people to work at low wagesanything it seems, to Wedge them into the labor
force. I have a number of objections to this theory.

First, there is no proof that lower wages will have much effect on teen-age
employment. Certainly the opposite has not had any effect Fresumabiy if a
lower minimum wage would be helpful, it should follow that a high minimum
wage is damaging. But such is not the cnse. A Labor Department study in 1910
concluded, after studying the effects of several rises In the minimum wage, that
"it was difficult to prove any direct relationship between minimum wages and
employment effects on young workers."

Lower wages for youth would not create additional jobs, but could lead to dis-
placement of older workers, largely heads of familiea And that is one way we
should not solve the problem of youth unemployment.

Furthermore, low wage jobs are an invitation to low productivity: to in-
eMciency, and eventually even to inflation. With low wage jobs, employers have
no incentive to rationalize inefficient jobs and generate productivity gains. We
have seen this occur again and again in our history, each time a new wave of
unelailed or disadvantaged workers have come Into the labor force. It's being
said today about illegal aliens: "they are on/y taking jobs which American work-
ers wouldn't take answay." It was probably said during each earlier wave of
legal wigration going back more than 100 years. And it has never been true. A
ready supply of "thearr labor cheapens jobs and removes the motivation to
strive for productivity improvements. I saw it myself a few years ago in a
garment factory in Hong Kong where the machinery was antiquated and in
poor repair. The owner told me it WAS not worila it to improve his machinery
because tbe labor was so cheap.

In tbe United States, that's a recipe for industrial disaster and economic chaos.
There are other reasons for opposing specially low wage levels for youth.

Many young people are obliged to help support their families. Paying them
Inadequate wages simply adds to tbe welfare burdenand nothing la more
inflationary than uaing government money to pay people without any corre-
[Vending Increase in goo& and services.

Finally . paying low wages probabls won't even attract young people into jobs.
The came of youth unemployment as has been pointed out, Is a combination of
lack of experience, lack of adequate training, and discrimination. Trying to
entice young people into the labor force on tbe basis of low-wagesparticu-
larly without meeting the other prohlemswould be counter-productive. Young
people are not going to flock to the Labor market in search of low-wage, low-
ski'l, dead-end jobs. The jobs have to carry with them some measnre pf self-
es r.tm and future hope, and those factors are not components of low-wage jobs.

Chairman limeinTranr. Thank you very much. Mr. Samuel.
Senator Penov.-- Could I just comment. Let me make this ohser-

vation. I certainly welcome both of you here. We tried in the
Armed Services to use cheap labor with the draft and we found
the labor was wasted it was squanderecl . it was 111 utilized. When y,
don't pay for something you don't trent it very well. and I think since
we have gone to a voluntary service we have had to be competitive in
wages, we have had to pay what people are worth in order to get them .
and we then finftlly-tiseri therm not as shoeshine boys or people that
pour coffee all the time, but for useful occupations. I think that prin-
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well proved in the Ikrmed Services that it underscores and
Samuel, your own testimony about the private sector.

n HVBITURET. Thank you very much. Senator Percy.
.Peroy is filling in for two or three of us today. I want to
fqr ming by and aoing back to the Foreign Relations

supposed to be there, too.
one of the wonderful things about the Senate, you are sup-

posed to be five different places at the same time in three different
building% It is a beautiful experience if you can do it.

Now, Congressman Moorhead, you have your mayor here. And I
wantyou to go ahead.

Repreentative MoonireAu. I would like to first start on what my col-
dy Mang said, which seems to me to summarize somewhat
of yrou were saying, and that is that there is no eas-y transi-

ool to.the job market-
iayor, you said that back 20 or so years ago when you

high school it was almost automatic that you had a iob. There
tle problem about people who didn't graduate from high school,

but on had a high school diploma the job market was sure for you.
And yet it, clearly has changed now. I think you could say that years
hack m the same time frame a college degree essured you of a very

white collar joL Now maybe you need some years of graduate
So maybe we should be thinking about some form of post-high
program Our community colleges do something, but I don't
ey are as clearly focused on the trade school. Can you comment

r. Mayor ?
I wall call on Mr. Samuel.

.-It seems to me, that if a youngster is in high school,
looking forward to a college career, then there is more in-

or him to stay in high school and get a diploma. That is an
I see a natural progression to. But if a youngster is in high
d not looking forward to a college career, then it is a whole

new ballgame for him, a different ballgam% It is not as desirable for
-.him to look at being a taxi driver or working in a blast furnace for
the nert 25 years, or watching the production on a conveyor belt, as it
might have been 2s or 30 years ago for some of my colleagues who did
not.go on to school. The very fact that you got work in itself was an

eentive.
Representative Mooarrun. We remember the Great Depression a

little more vividly.
Mr. FLEarenr-r. Correct. If you were able to g.et a job, that in itself

was fine, and job security was a very established thing. Now, I think
you took a youngster-and put him before a. lathe in the shop and say,

;this is your life work for the next 25 years, you have got a steady job
of this instead of getting a. desirable response from hhn or her, it

_might be a rather shattering experience for the youngster. So you are
talking about two things when you are talking about the educational
process, those that go into 'higher education, and those that aren't
going to go on. And I think we are talking mostly in the area of
whether or not they are not going to go on into a higher education.
There, then, is presented a real problem. Suppose that your older

brother or sister has gotten a high school diploma and doesn't have a
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ob.,:arkcile is now 25. And it was pointed out that 40 percent in the
lack community a.nd something like 20 percent hi the white com-

munity are unemployed. And in that case the kid looks at it and says,
why get a,cliploma I And you get the dropout which becomes a vicious

-circle...It there is no job there is no incentive. So maybe the answer
lies in some type of incentive other than the one that was the incentive
25 years ago. The thought of an incentive 25 years ago, if you were

,not going to college, was to get a job running a lathe or drivmg a taxi
or whatever. Now, I think, the incentive has to be somewhat greater in-
centive for a youngster.

I don't know whether that answers your question.
Maybe you see comething in there Howard.
Mr. &arum. I have a few ideas rolling around in my mind. One

of them was the question which was raised by the mayor regarding
e way of bringing the world at work closer to the experience of

"gh school students, with the various aims of some of these sug-
programs. I think it has potentialities of being useful .

lso see that it has potentialities of not being very useful at all.
This 4.9 first proposed a number of years ago by the then Commis-
sioner of Edueation, who devised a fairly elatiorate program. Arid the
s ecific 'itiample which was presented to use when I was a member of

tiOnal Manpower Advisory Committee was taking young people
leachool and taking some of their hours which normally would

riven to academic work mid instead turning them over to the local
mpany which services my community, which is NeW York

was a few years agolor training in the world at work .

reflection is that in those particular days and months the
I utility company wasn't even doing a very good.job in Rroviding

basic services to the people of New York, meaning electric power.
Arulit seemed to be putting too much of a burden on it to also do a
reasoriaby good tram' g job of young people at the same time.

- am sayine- is that most companies in America really do not
have Ile_ capacity to do very much useful training of young people if
they were turned over to theni for a few hours a week. Somehow

th k work experience should be made a part of the high schools .
ut we have got to devise some way of making sure it is useful, not

imply a boondoggle or waster of time .or even a means of exploita-
tion, which it could become also.

- Representative MOORIMAD. That would be one way of answering
Congressman Young's transition period, to blend the educational
!period ifito _the job period and then hopefullyI think you said,
mayor, you' wanted to continue the educational program once the
youngster has the job is that correct?

.MayorTuAHErrr-r. I think that is right. I think the process has to be
more continuing one, no longer just geared to the 12th grade. And

I think there has to be incentives for going on. And the difficulty is
whether the incentive would be a job, or mu ,cy, or higher rates for
young people, or some other type of incentive for going on and im-
proYing oneself. And that is an area that I think everyone has to look
at. The GI bill was a great thing for those who came back from the
service. It had a supplement built into it. I know it gave me a few
bucks in my pocket to buy a few things, get some gas, and maybe even

beer or two. And that was an incentive for me to go on. And. I think
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the work incentives would pnt a few dollars in a young person's poeket
if he is able to work at the same time he is going to school. I think
that is going to be the answer in the future.

College education is so high that I think that most youngsters wmild
have to do it in more than 4 years, as most of ns did. We are goinc, to
have to go ahead and do it in e 5- or 6-year period and work part t7ine
or even full time while going to sehool. I think that is in the future,
too. I think we can see more of tlmt coming then we have seen in the
past.

Representative MOORHEAD. Mayor, you described the lack of incen-
tive fo get a job manning a lathe or working in a blast furnace, and
-a doesn't want to think he is going to do that for the rest of his life.
And Mr. Samuel on the last page of his prepared statement talked
about dead-end jobs. It seems to me that it is looking forward to
something better that inspires people to take on that first job which,
like most entering jobs, whether you are a lawyer or an apprentice
bricklayer, isn't as inspiring as Naiat you hope to work up to.

And we talked a little bit about the draft, the Volunteer Army,
and I remember HI the Navy there was always an opportunity to take
an examination to go from a third class petty officer to a second class.
So you weren't at a dead end job as a seaman. Some people were will-
ing to accept that, but there was thaL opportunity. It seems to me tleit
if we had a system like that you wolild get more people wiring to
take a job as an entering wedge, give them a feeling Cult it is merely
an entering wedge.

Mr. SAanrEL. Camild I comment, Congressman. I think we have got
to realize- that there- are different definitions among us of dead end
jobs. I think that _a job like I mentioned before as a shoeshMe boy,
that is a dead end job.-

Chairman 1--IimmitaEic. Not necessarily. I shined shoes. M_v first
job at the university was cleaning toilets. I never thought much about
it. I needed money. I really hare to take exception to some of this.
And I feel strongly about the incentives and the pay. I know how
difficult it is to get somebody who wants to do these things now. I
didn't feel it hurt me a bit. As a matter of fact, I was the caretaker
of a complex of four homes. My wife serubbM the floors, I took
care of the basement and the storm windows while I was going to the
university. And I was '27 years old.

And I also worked in a drugstore.
I don't think it hurt me a bit. I thought it was damned good for

me, as a matter of fact.
Mr. Saiwumt.. I am not saying that some people might not use

the 'oh of shining shoes as a worthwhile job experience.
_airman Hintriutey. It wasn't that it was a worthwhile experi-

ence it was just that I needed mone-y and there WRS a law against
stealing it.

Mr. SAHITEL. But you did not eontiniw to do it 30 years later. You
-t be ond that. I was speaking of somebody taking a job as a shoe-

_ me boy knowing that he would never change, that was his job foe
the rest Of his life.

I think that nowadays when somebody takes a job at ft lathe, or on
a sewing machine and they are paid $6 or S7 an hour._ and they have
vacations, and pensions and other kinds of benefits, that is the kind



of incentive that the people want. In fact, we have seen time and
(rain during the period of uneniployment in the last couple of years

n jobs opened up I remember that when the city of Atlanta
a year or two ago opened some jobs, which are fairly routine but
which were nevertheless reasonably well paid jobs, the lines extended
for blocks and blocks of people who wanted those jobs. I think the
definition of dead end has to be that it doesn't enable that person
to raise a family and enjoy somewhat the benefits that life has given
us in this countryz and not necessatily whether it is routineit may
be technically boring, but the fact is that he can raise a family and
live a decent life. And that is what the-sverage person wants.

Chairman Hums-mu:v. Congressman Reuss.
Representative Rnrss. I want to associate myself with yon, Mr.

Cheirman, about this dead end business. Let's provide jobs. And I
think that if you do that people won't be asking so many questions
about whether they are dead end or not. The trouble is. there are no
job dead ends or open ends.

You both have made absolutely splendid statements. And I am
grateful to you. Let me ask Mayor Flaherty about the dimensions of
the Pittsburgh problem, because it is like the Milwaukee problem
and the Minneapolis problem and the problem of every other city.

You say you have got about a 40-percent unemployment rate in
metropolitan Pittsburgh for youth ?

Mayor FLAMM:Mr. For teenagers it varies from '20 to 40 percent.
White teenagers is over 20 percent. For blacks you get closer to 40
percent

Representative Rruss. What yoa both have said, and I think every
member of this committee would agree with you, at least the mem-
bers here today, is that what this country neeas is a meaningful em-
ployment program And what this country also needs is a better
educational system which teaches relevant things, and thus eliminates
the dropouts. However, we can have both of those things, and we
snrely should, and Pittsburgh and Milwaukee and scores of other
cities will still have stranded within the city, will they not, thousands
of unemployed young_people I

Mayor FeamenTv. There is no question about that.
Representative Itross. But a netional program, a macroprogram

of full employment by itsel f is ne- going to come to grips with the
fact that in our cities, and in our poCkets of rural unemployment, we
hax,e got structural unemployment? Or do you disagree?

Mayor FidararrY. Obviously there will always be some unemploy-
ment even in times of full employment. So there is built into the system
itself a number of areas where evenI understand full employment
is 4 percent or something in that vicinity. So you are always supposed
to hive, as you say, thousands of people that would be unemployed.

Representative REUSS. I hope not always. But I was trymg to look
at the layers of the onion and say that first, we have got to get a
national employment program, but that does not take care of the
pockets, we must do other things.

I like your phrase, when you say, "We must begin to shift the
.mainstream itself to encompass them"--them being the young: people.

In metropolitan Pittsburgh your overall unemployment rate is
now 8 percer t ?
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Mayor FLAIIEtrry. ust a boat
Representative RKt.s.s. About hi* Hai !offal,Itavor.FLAnEtrry. Ri!yht.
Representative REuss. I low many tiiit iiploi d p plo below are

there m Pittsburgh ?
.Mayor FLAti MITI% 1ehw t he a qt. of 4 !
Representative Rerss. Ut !o I on the official Is.. leaving aside

those that have become discouroge(L
Ma)or Ft...km...arr. As I ,ttv.. it is a peivelit age range. ( lose to :20 per-

cent. front the figures 1 Ii t it ut! ut !eetuoryr-. And of oonrse it is

as you got np tel the it!r of 25.
-presentative REuss. And the work fot what. o eouph- of

hundred lionsand. or more!

tuner city eel tsits around I pm ore bilking 411-follf he
Mayor F.t.AntArry, f von are talking olami Ow inner ci 0

area it is 1,5 itiiliuin Anil generally hthor statist les dud come out of
the Labor Department tolk about flue rroater ishor(di area, which
is 1111.million, in that area.

Representative Itri-ss. What I nn !rill in!! Zit, Wit iintlf heing too
precise about It there iire in your commumi v today something like
40,000 yomo, people 24 and below able and wiilitpr to work Nvho can't
get jobs, auon't there? e all have this problem. I am hot sanglu
you out.

Mayor Ft,.%nraTv. That is right. I think whon you went limed full em-
ployment, one cf the advantages of coni%,e to full employment is that
you have to relate this tn young people as well. the more people come
into employment jobs. rVqardlcss of wind their ages are, tlw more
room there are for employing yming people. And we had s percent.
9 percent., and IP percent last year, and we are ,,oitnr to have more
unemployment in du, future.

Representative Rruss. Let me pot o thesis to yon to see what you
think' about it. Lot's assume that (ri`i goino' nn I bsolutely splendid
national employment full employment without inflation,
Wo don't want to trY lii OW !Wu/110111V nliomi nor pvripot of
capacity everywhere, but rinse the To percent Federttl Reserve figures
of our plant and equipment use today to at liqtA .0 or oo percent.
whatever we can do nationally. IF you do all the ihings at reforming
education that we hitve talked :ikon yon still hove left in Pittsburgh
and Milwookee and many other cities large ninnhers. I ant afraid. of
unemployed youtor people. Could it lie Ow our older central cities
have a population jolt mismatch widen may require as part of the
solution some tailormode woy. not only of hrintring now job:: and now
industry into the central (oily region wo want to do everything we
can therebut of helping_ port ionlarlv the yo;ing people who haven't
been able to gel jobs to go to where there tire jobs?

We did it in the case of million Cuban entioTes in the early 1960's
with very good titdormade programs. And we did it reeently in the
ease of the Vietnamese. Mr. Kissinevr wants to do it in far off Rho-
desia at the east of $2 billion. fs there not. therefore. an additional
element worth explornor over and beyond ovorything that has hom
mentioned: nanwlv_ facilitatine- and assisting, those who feel they non
get a job elsewhere than wherovor they Ill now to go ther1 . get trnitteCL
get rt grubstake meanwhile and got reloention allowances. and fret
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some of the spi eialized treatment hat we and I ant LrhIl we
didto t ( lTiiilili :tint t he nattiest.

Alayor Ft.AllEirrY. I think yon are I IL.hl I think there i:- t need for
this. Yon are gettimr into the whole field rchabilitat IIITI `Hie Viet
nante.se people who rattle here wore farmers. as I understand it. .1.11.1

yet they were assimilated through proIrrants into matty jobs: through-
out th corattrY, If von look at any env. whether Milwaukee or Pitts-
burgh. there are ways of involving youngsters in something more than
just iii ii t i itil t i El III I ii reated jolts are helpful in a sense that
they put a few dollars in the youit!rster's pocket but if you call design
the job with some kind of work ,..xperiettel and the educational process
toyether. sit that he has got a fekv dollar, in Ids pocket. it can In. mean-
ingful. If you I-an combine the cducational process with the work
process. it w ill be much more hlpful to it. becuse he doesn't have
this dead end t staring- hint in the face.

I worked throtig.li college. too. Senator. But that wa- kind of an
anciliarY t lliiI. Blit if you are in t his +lead end job where volt don't
have this upgrailiw, where it is not conthined it doesn't work right
now because the educational pmce.-, is so separate from the employ-

nt. And then the two. I think have to somehow he 111.4(11..1u in closer
to coordination, closer cooperation. Then. are ( WI) separate units. .iid
I think this can be done hy some of he way manpower prorrains are
brought about here at this 101-1.1.

Representative Ryt-s.s. You know that Americans have been mobile
in the past. the Flaherty's. the 1Zen.4's and the rest of its have gone
where the jobs were. And sometimes they looked like dead end jolts
until it is proved different. liii II-ono-stead ..ket. the Land (Aram Act .

the northwest ordinance. all this fiteilitated that.
Ilowever. I am glad that you (lon'i eNellide the moltility i1l)l)l(i81il fit

Whatl`vOr PIS( yon dont,.
'Thank pin very much.
Chairman IlumenicEr. Thank von. I ant to spend a little time

with von now. 1 wanted my colleagues to open op the (1110,4 ioning.
I vIlant it vival. that T don't advocate dead end jobs. flat 1 will tell

You what I do lilt Ill tt I think work is a therapy. T think- idleness
7IWS on you. It is tortoni:LI to0 if von keep :It it

1orir etiouigli .

And tiit it toit I iii t an old fashioned work-ethic midwestern type of
guy. For example. kl.en T I here and go ont to Minitosot:i T don't
lesitrite to get out in the 1110111111! hid llItiVt Toiks. eta (ICA11 trees elean

the garit.w. My wife is often after ow Inketuise. she savs. I always am
cleaning up the glintsze. 1 like work. 1 think it is good for you. T think
it gives you some mascho tone if it doesn't do anyl Ittlig else dead end.
or not dead end.

.knd there is nothoig. more deadening than just sitting around. Anti
there is nothing more deadening than lust standing on the street
corner. And therefore. while I am not advocating dead ends. how do
yott-k.Row until you start ?

Tn North Dakota in I 9-1.6 it Warz dend end. The whole thing was just
terrible. There was nothing there lint dust and grasshoppers. I had to
drive to Minnesota to !rot out of it. T was desperate. physical ly and
einotimffilly upset.
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We didn't know that we were toor. Everybody was poor. n hat
poverty wasn't something that we thought about:Everybodv in It .11

WaS poor. Nobody luta any money. All I he banks we ciosod. We
bartered like some of you older folks horo in the room remember. My
father ran a business. 1Ve didn't have l'aSh. We took in rhickens _or
medicine. hnd we gave medicine away because they couldn't pav the
bill.

Those are days that I remember. That has loft an impact on me.
When I get up and :111 my brilliant friomls it ii me tdamt all thoso

training programs and so forth which I. voted for. I mu for them.
But I will tell ott omethiIi g. sometimes you havo gOt to 11 people

to work. There arc streets that need to be clanod. it is not lamoath
anybody. ,Xfter all, I spont my time eleaning streets. I am proud of
it. It gave rne some appreciation of the tabor guv's job.

I don't think this Job that I havo got boro is particularly I itt host
one I bavo ever had. .ks a matter of fact, it is the lon!.ost hottrod ono
I ever liad. And sometimes von get some satisfaction out of knowmg
at least that you did somothing in the constrnotion projoct.

Having said that. I come back to tho importanco of what has boon
said here about tho Isc.100..ng proIrrain and V(1110;16)11. WV IleVd to
take a look at what Congressman Ifeuss and Congrossman Moorehead
and you bavo said. It isn't just putting somobody in school. hecanso
the kids know that, that is just putting them on the shelf too for
awhile, The question is, what are they going to do wIlV11_ they are itt
school. And our old odueational systom has to 110 redesigned some-
what toward the education and the work exporionco upoded to givo'
our youno: mpeople soe I ta ndckgrou.

Iii mylife I didn't Ittive to have an oducator to roach me wit it I
needed to do. I had a f itliL I I givw up in a small town, in a small
business. I was there with ntv daddy. He taught !no. My mother taught
me. 3fy thu Ic taught me. But I stood at 5:30 a.m. this morning in
front of a plant gate in W iiiiiititoii uni evory 1111111 that wont into
that General Motors plant couldn't bring his kid along and teach
him how to work in the plant. And those tire tine atiddle-inconw peoplo
Working in that 1d illi I C n that kind of group colildn't teach their
young peoph., how to work in that plant.

And the home hood V situation today is different. I f you are running
a big supermarket today or a big company yon can't bring your own
kid in there and have him messing around with you like iny father

...ertult ball !rano.. I know that. .k.nd theroloro tho rolodkl. It is :1 dill
of Govornmont is so much mow important. . 1 1 those private entor-
prises t [tat used to hire till these votimr people are the very people that
ean't do it today. ,knd thore is a reason for it. I am not scolding them.
hy don't they hire thorn? Because they havo had no tntiningand htive
had no work exporienee.

A fellow thtit I Work with g:tvo i yowl!, num I J(hih iii wrvokoil
tl car 3 times on the :white can't evon learn how to drivo a (lir.

Finally saki to my friond. why did you got that new e:tr ? .V1141 llo
said. I had to. the other one has been wimkod :I t imos.

He was going to rohabilitate that young fellow. it was a noblo
thing for lont to do. But it would haeo hoon better to put that young
man m some kind of training program to I0:1111 hOW tt) III IlL ill nito-
mobile and take (Niro of it. To change tho sparkplugs yon don't al=
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ways hav to go to t he tillinir station. You can learn to do t Ion likrthat.
What I ain gettlw, at is the licri.ssit \- of public scrim- ilesi.irniwr its

efforts in a Ivay- that plus people III witrli. 11111111)rir filr I Iwsimple purpost of gtting thrill to work. That is No. I.
No. 2 training. hopefully !rct ,kill or a ,cmiskill.
And No. 3, tin closer roordination ni Veen the prik-ato serior vIrlt-

itlOst t of them ultimatly end ti1i hopefully. and the public sertor.
Now. not long ago undo!. the Kennedy and Johnson allminist rat ions

the 1..".S. Employment Service conducted a school cooperative program
that some of y-ott may- he 1811111i:1r vith Which 11111
OtliCerS iii ithito!--.t one-half fif the ii.t.rh )IOUI' iii this colon vv. trained
placement ollicers i i. It iii f i' Ii schools_ In we hint pro-
fessional job crnmselors and itiiilt opportnnit v renters in -170 of the S:10
high schools itt tlw State of Milmosola 11. 1969. I was Chairman of the
Youth Opportunity- Council of our Vedelal tim-ernmelit. The first
thing that NIr. Nixon awl Mr. .kroit.v dhl \\its to abolish the Youth
Opportimit)- ( (111114 ii I Itt IleNt It ift!,f heV did CHI flit ilt'art0111 of the joh program. because they- said it enSt tno

I \vent anti isIitiI eVer.- 1.(11) ('orps program in the riiited States..
I sow what (-mild happen, I was the author of the 'Youth Employment
Act. S. I was it, number- the Iii', bill whivn .1"ho heu'inwof the of the United Stairs. So I goi tt fill I in tI iii stetini
up oil this husine,s. And I will tit\-er forgive IZichard Nixon and hisrriovil for a lot of iii it.- lint Mit uf the lIt I Vutrt fOt giVe. thellt
flit WaS clIttill!, that j()); opportunity pro,trratil to ribbons. Thev were
learning skills. they were learning how to operate heavy macktorrY.
the wen. learnintr how to b era ftsint.0 . and they %yen. learning car-
pentry. thy were loarttiwr Itta,mirv. they were learning how to tlo
things. But IIII . Nixon.administ ration said' it \\-1,.;

ill 111V State We I repeat. 470 unit itt '' ii Itli SelmolS With job
placement people right in high schools. Ilitt now t hat program is de-
fillict 111(1011%Vide.

Anil I hold ,ififfi.whint ilfIvhirl t t too. \V4 . ought
ttt lia liven ,hoving it down their t !trim's.

In Minnesota the employment service iit Minneapolis awl St.
aren t ill ha \-t. :t:i professitmals vho spend I ii 2 day-s eitelt year in the
inner city li-orh sehools antl carry till this highly sneressful program
Now_ the reason mention it. it works. They work with :ill lie emu-
panics. the textile industt y. the eleetronic industry. :Ind the
Reseni. billik. I don't often vonipliment t he Federal heser%-e. Jitt
they have to-n been ltirintrh,,itilinfitii t hese young friends of ours.

I just wonder_ have you Ito program in Pittsburgh shire lt
beame mayor!'

\\lien did von lit'ioillt Ilitivol ?
Afal-or FLA Hurl-v. In 1970 I took oilier..
Chairman ITymetourv, The notional erturt Ivas ont that

y-ear.
Mayor 1:1..totarry. Right.

don't think we have mi h. All wt. lit -r hail is the slimmer youth
program.

Chairman Ift-mettnr.v..1-11,1 the siiiiiincr youth program?
Mayor Ft..t nt-irrv. 1-es.
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Chairman IIL-MpiinEy. Which in itself has done a lot of good thin !Zg,
Do you _know whnt kind of Fedmil nctivities or initiatives are

underway in your eitv that you could really put your linger on and
identify outside of the slimmer youth program?

Mayor FitilF.trrr. Well. we have the CETA program. of rout%se.
Chairman Ht-mennEv. Th .s a great protrram.
Mayor FLAIIErerv. The CET. prograin has been. It has been

help in a period of high unemployment. Of course you have a period
of high unemployment in older to qua li fv for it number of jobs :wail-
able. But it has been a transition thing for men and women who have
lost their jobs in industry from plants movinjr out or from job_ kisses
with unemployment. It has been a big help. .klitl it is something of
course that you eau hold for a year or two and I hen move on into _some-
thing else. Hopefully we c:in move on these people that have been
employed in the ( 'ETA prograni. But CF.T.t luts been a big help to the
city.

(3hairman Ht-311'IME.Y. Y011 ii iu li at a fairly good pliweinent recortl .

call. with CETA. I know that CETA in scum plaves has had
more difficulty.

Mayor FLAIIEWI'r. Well. with high unemployment I c an' I tell you
that it has been that good. We have had. even in Our own caseif I
am going to hire somebody for a permanent ritv position. if I can
move them him' CEL1. into a permanent rity position. I do. as posi-
tions become available.

Chairman lit-mmita-x. I sat down last week Nit h the cETA. director
in a little town. a medium sized city in my State called St. Cloud. ,,lnd
the CEI'l program there is doing ver.v good things ill both tlw private
and the public sector. Yon re:id about it here in Washinrtoll. When I
am voting on it. I just thought I would go and lind out what is going
On. it is it really rellini"kahle program. And I want to 1,:av to my
colleagues, we tried to inelvase it. But we had these 'ample in the
administration who ligored thht you can't afford things like I hat and
vetoed it.

Mayor FLAHERTY. And we ar looldng forwiml to the now public
works hill which with your help and the congri.ssman here is coming
on. And that has been a tar help to the vonoilit lee in providing employ-
ment. We are working to provide the implementat ion for it. And I
think it is going to ht i hig help.

Chairman I I jilsl like to note for the recold het
the staff liel1u ti hie got I his in bout 5 years ago t he
State department of employment service,: iii my State st:Irted its own
miniolliee program which sets up tin employment service office each
mourner in the small towns nround the State that aren't normally
served. And its staffs these with one or wo poing people whose job is
to lind jobs locally for other .voun people. It is a kind of public
service, young peoples' -ummer pnigrain ii i, liven so success-
ful tlmt more than GO sueli ininioilices Were openvd t his past slimmer,
with about Inn young people nInnliing I hem. And Young l'o"""
iii the liihdOiliee round 21 n veritgc or inn jia, her young pt ople.
for a total of 10.000 vont 11 jobs ill the State from this prornon alone.
'That is over and above the slimmer youth jobs.

In addition, the employment service's Tegular ()Hives found 20,000
such jobs in the larger cities and towns. and the State legislature
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found an additional 5,000 State public service jobs. for a total of :15,000
youth jobs in MMnesota this summer.

And let me tell you, it has luul a tremendous impact. The little Vil-
lage, in whidi I live, of Waverly is now building a recre:ltioll park
right along the lakefront. l'hey just opened up their tennis coutls, and
they are opening up their eampsitos. A.nd all is being done with young
people under supervision.

I watched them on this summer youth program. Yon can look right
out On the separate office buildings from my office. And there were
five or six young people in this courtyard. and they were not doing
anything, because nobody was supervising them.

That is not unusual. I hire some for my plaeo lit homt . and they
won't work until thero is, somebody on their back. 'null Was the way
with me. That is how my fat hor bocame actumintod with me. You
have got to have sontehody on you tail all the limo. particularly when
you are growing up. And you have ,rot a lot of vitality that you can
use if you want to.

What I ani getting at is. this can be done.
Mayor FLAHERTY. V011 III1VV lilt 011 011V Of the problems, supervision.

1Vhen Conirress provides work jobs, we find one of the difficulties is
that they gonerany do not proyidiand, 1 recognize YOli itEV doaling
with a cell a in litoitvd amount of rt,:-;ourees for midale managoment
lovel jobs or lunch in the way of supervisory jobs. And sci whoa all of
a sudden on Juno 1 when I lind myself with 5.0m now omplovees that
are coming on for summer jobs. I !WYE!' kilOW until porhaps inne that
_I am going to !rot i110111 II lilt lirA phice and then all of a sudden tlwre
they am at th (ha and we have to hurriedly try to get them to work

I Oft the record discussion.]
Chairman II unenat:v. Mr. Flahertv. 1 ant not going to keep you

any lonYer. I know that you have given us a lot to think about.
And I want tf, say to von. M., that I thoroughly underscore

your emphasis upon the edno..!, aspects. I hope that we may hear
-n more from Mr. Fin'4, no,: others as kind of trainintr that

we can put into oar schoc): That' is so vital. That is not CETA
as such,. but it tios .,iwk-s-tntly concept that we lisp at the college
level. We have q I I ii "inrt- at the eolleire level. And somewhere
along the line wo ho.vo to face up to the fact r7f what this costs in dol-
lars. This is aio not trying to put the cost up there as an
illil)Phillll it I jus- t we Inivo eost it out. Beeause have

to alit I I LII the alternatives. Them isn't any
Ftraight lino at all, there iS 110 Singh. choke in lift.% It is Iiltornatives,
always.
Tiler(' is one way that you can save some monev, if you aro really inter-
ested in saving money. Never see a .iont S:ever see a doetot% And
don't fvod ponple. That will ill I I (I iey. Of com'se. von will die.
But thero are always poople that vied I hat You are gning to
spend some money. The intoro.,:ting flint that those very same people
are tlw very ones who aro sponiling ho money. tlwy are spending the
money to fix tip the hedge at their holm% thoy are wilding the money
to send tiler sons and daughters to the ii:ghost priced colleges. And
I applaud t hom for it. but i don't think (hat is spending. I think I hat
is investing.
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I will never forget the argument over the Job (orps. We prieed
,out what. it, cost to put somebody through the Job Corps. And it does
eost as much to put somebody through the Job Corps as it does to
put them through Harvard. And the rates of di.opouts in Harvard
were higher than the Job Corps.

You hear people saying all the time. he went to Harvard. hut no-
body ever said, I we.ot to the Job Corps. And sonic of these Job Corps
graduates were pretty good. I had one of them travel with me in 19fis.
His name is George Foreman. He has made some money since Hien. I Ic
was the, world heavyweight champion. He competed in the Olpnpics
in Mexico, and he didn't let the Russians win it. We omitit to g ire him
a prize for that, he cold-cocked them. bingo. He lwld up that little
American flag. He was a Job Corps boy.

Mr. Nixon rewarded him and his g 'ea t aehievement In . saying we
hope this little program will ht 1p. and since then tlw Hussbins have
been the champions.

I want to bring up the other witnesses. Thank you very much.
We have Mrs. Beatrice Renhens. from Columbia : Mr. Bernard

Anderson. professor in the Wharton School; and Mr. Paid Barton
from the National Manpower Institute.

And might I suggest that if it is agreeable with my eollezigue. we
will go right down the line and lwar the testimony of the Olive wit-
nesses.

Mrs. Reubens, we will start. with you. You have heard all of my
prejudices this mornin

STATEMENT OF BEATRICE G. REUBENS, SENIOR RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

REUBENS, SOIlle of your remarks fit right hi with the things I
am going to say. Besides. T believe so much in free speeeh dna I feel
even Senators have the right to have unlimited prejudices.

Chairman Humeirney. You may proceed.
Mrs. REUBENS. I have been interested in American youth employ

ment and unemployment problems as compared with those of other in-
dustrialized countries. I want to conipare the unemployment experi-
ence, the attitudes toward youth and youth unemployment. and the
different kinds of programs that exist in these countrits. I have fi ve
main topics.

First. some comparison of the net na I unemployment experionms.
And second, some discussion of the cause of rising youth unem-

ployment.
Chairman Iti-mcnuEy. Do you have a prepared statement ?
Mrs. RI:unrxs. Yes, I have one copy.
Chairman Flumenary. That is all ri!rht. T didn't know if you luid it

for the committee or not.
Mrs. REt7nENs. I will talk very briefly from the prepared statement.

The five inain headings would be time comparison of the youth unem-
ployment experience: soiuue disenssion of causes which seem to he com-
mon among the countries. although they haven't talked to each other
much about this; attitudeS in other countries: recession programs:
and then some of the longer run programs for the transition from
school to work.
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In the 6irs we alwav,, cited HI h niitilrip , tor their low youth
unemployment rates and rat his. This ha. liaogvil, -4) \vi) otoT-t r't) or
this whole appro:o1L In fJci nonot couIl t!. are very close to 14 tin'ir
VOnth OMOoploymoolt ratt.s. lieelor.-,), how ore very notch iletermitiod
bv the overall unemployment rate in a count ry. and most of tho.it nye
still lower than our youth ratcs generally are It-iver than ours. Hut if
we take the ratio of youth Ont@loployowill If zohilt Othqoploywoot as
a lova:milt, t here are now several countries wIM-h have highor ratio,
than we dot

I recently spent a mom It in .1 ust rah:: on an official mission. invest:-
gatin, the t I it-jr it it f. h -wo Thov t it (.! rent iv h." yin:,
alomst 15 penTlIf youth unemplOythent. having had 1 percent in the
1.9tIo-st It is appar,tni 1 hal Alueri, typ,
prop itp in malty roma rit, And OtO Oro', 1)Vv itoloA
kader, the techniffic,ical leader. 11th Ii ninny ways the social trends
leader. 'Whenever I g-0 ithroad, people woul I knov- wiiat lizippening
Junto because they expect -it to roach lunit Iii porhap. years.

Chairman IR:memo-A, I not ice that Vrance has now be,run II expel-
once a heavy youth 'unemployment.

Aft's. llytt-ortNst iI itf Europe has serious youth unemployment proh-
hqW,'. OHIch flirt ilit t 11:0 hod clid of WOrld -11-ar II.
They are DOW trying to explain this mtv devvhopliwnt. 1 hay° pot to-
gether ift outiscs that tire omninonly ritt.d in the industrializel coun-
t ries for this rise in youth unemployment. These causes do not have
the same streno-t h everywhere.. Init they have some validity. I will
mention them quite tolickly wit hoot goimz into t lutnit unless someone
wants=toThwry nie on them.

First. the dentop-raphic trouls, the pressim, front the baliv boomt
Nowt this comes at different limes in ditlerent countries. hut almost
evcry vomit ry has had sonic id. it. mid in some it is st ill strongt tier-
maoy. for exiimplet is just al,out to have a heavy increase since they are
on a different evele front iF4. Their first bithr- boom watt, !miler TM fer
1939. Iiiil t heir itext boom (won rriti I in the ItKill*s. They iote now !retting
the third ronnil tif it. And it conies at an inconvenient timo for them
becanse of t Ito recession and ihn decline in appront iceshipst

Prolonged education. which ill he countries have experienced,
nierely postpones the ilynuorraphic problem. shifting it I hioffier
occupational leyek.

Th, sorood ,';1111, in youth unemployment is (limpet ition from
women whose labor force pitrticipat ion haS ristm shurpiv.

Tlut t h ird cause is a =10W(If)Wn Of productivity rates.
I believe I hat Europe has (toopipted rocoo.-OrOci ion. and
that they are in quite a ditTercio period now. \\lint we admired ns full

employment inav no lomrer he their experience. and they may look
back lomzhody on that period much as we have looked it't them and
thought. if vi vould only imitate them.

The fourth is clume-es Ii icAnoloe-y and sitale of operin mst which
hits eliminated or reduced many lobs for -outh, Thyr, i I ius decline
of indust ries which formerly used a high proport lii ti yoi ng people,
and partionlarly those that conld absorb yoling ppoph. With low
academic :Wilk A,riticillture is another oast%

To the pati we could huh 1 o'rpof iuiiiul thOors nit Ow farm in terms
of PPoPIP who very competitive. Now. log.4,111(1111% finving
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verywhere in employment, is not a,refuge for ma iy young

-}ItiMPILREr, Als0 it requires a great technical ability to
'To operate a 4=wheel tractor you have to 'be

tically. .

_NB;:Yes; the difference in the ways that industries are
$ anotheraspect of this.

A.4-thvfiftril Call.Se one I think is much stroll ffer in Entripe than it is=

protection of the existing work force through pul-
pit security legislation, or trade umon agreements.l'his is all

o the detriment of new entrants as it proteets older workers rind those
"th,Seniority.

losixth,canse is a rather interesting and touchy subjed, the wage
That-hes been happening is a nartvwing of the diffei.ent la's in

rates and earnings Ifetween young and adult workel.fi, with the
onsequence that employers in many countries feel that young wort:ers

arelOii:e6Stly. What is interesting to me is that this development has
ocOirre'd in conntries whidt ()Vey the years hare had a youth differ-
ential,,:,:.eitlier legally or through collective bargaining agreements.
These'ifirrallgernentS haVe failed to stein this partieular development,
nattiely;_that youth wagm-have risen faster than:'tidnIt wages:I-think
that:this is a significant aspect of any discussion we in the United
Statekthight have about instituting a youth diffei.ential in the hope
thaelt ''oitid increase midi employment. Unless we recogni7e that
othar,facters also affect this changing ratio between -youth and adult
wages, ,not only the legal pi.ovisions. we will be led astiny. One factor

_hange in the composition of youth jobs. The very elimination of
some nnskilled jobs that I mentioned has shifted up tfic average earn-
ings of those youths who are employed. The establishment of higher
yonth wages may have created a certain amount of youth unemploy-
Meat, but it is not all due to a uniform minimum wage, I. therefore,
take;ti different position on the uniform minimum witge,.and disens-
Sion about changing it. I believe that a youth diffet.enfliii would be
quite ineffective iii creating _a lot of new jobs but it wouldn't he as

coin(' of the opponents of tlw differential -have
tamed

.

Basically. I don't think it is going to contribute it great deal,
,Since thetviire political considerations in changing the existing rml-

, iev,I donbt wheflwr it ought to be undertaken, Perhaps it should be
tried ont on a small expeHmental scale. which is a line of action we
have used on other issues.

,Representative BErss, -Von have used it where?
Mrs:REUBENS. We have usea some sori$11 t ritnentni inn like the

incentive in New Jersey. the scheme for givine. ple income supple-
ments to see if it, would inflnence the iiiiinli i of work-hons'S the
put in.

Represent at i ve INUSS, I thought %von were t4Ilkinr about a lower
:youth minim= wage,

Mrs. REITRXNS. I suegest that it could he experimented with instead
of being institutionalized in a national law at once, But I think it is
of considerable importance to weigh the ()Owl, factors that are in .
fluencing the actual earnings apart from the minimum wage itself,

Then there is, point eight . a deeline in apprenticeship or training
vacancies,relative to total employment in those ernint ries which Intro

,
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4. high development of this parbeidat method of easing the transition
irom school to work, This dedine app.. ais to he due mainly to tech-
nological and cost factors.

Ninth is the matter of youth .attitudes toward work. I think that
in spite of Senntor flumphrey's talk about the value of some dead
end jobs, we have to recognize that thi.oughout the world there is a
new selectivity about the types of jobs that youth will accept, and
much eancern about the conditions of work, and 1101.1 I'S of work
object ions to weekend work or night work. The quality of supervision
is something that youth feels a right to challenge. Relieving the pres-
sures at 's's m.k. enlarging the opportunities for participation and
decisionmaking, and improving physival conditions of workall of
these ideas tov by-products of our affluent sovietv which is what we
'all wanted for our children, But when tlwy start asking for these
by-products we get angry at them.

Cha n Hirmaumeion:y. Tha t is my position.
MTS. REUBENS. These newer views have appeared around the world,

and with 'such similarity of expi.t,ssinn that one must take them
seriously as a social trend.

The final point is the legal barriers to youth employment. such as
the child and youth labor laws. Although many countries cite these
laws as obstaeles, there has not been very good evidence that they are
a serious deterrent to employment. Certainly- they can bo a nuisance
to employers who want to hire youth, but many complaints come from
those who don't employ ninny young people. These laws should be
modernized, but it is unlikely that it will have a givat effect on youth
em_ployment.

This hos been a long list of the eauses of youth unemployment,
and a rather devastating one, if you vonsith.r the number oi basic
conditions which are adveie to youth. It is a major diallenge to any
full employment policy in the -United States. because we, ttlong with
Canada aml Australia, have a impidly gi.owing labor foiwcompat'ed to
other countries. We don't appiveiate enough the extent to w liii Ii other
countrn.s have not had a rgtpidly gi.owing labor force, even. includ-
ing foreign workei and theiT'fOM Iris 'e had a much easier job of
providing full employment.

Thei.e is another way in which some of these forelim countries show
less youth unemployment than we do, They exclude in their statistics
and also from their unemployment programs any young people who
are in full time edneat ion :Ind who are seeking jobs during the school
year. They simply do not consider this a papt of youth unemployment
or a piblem. Part of the reason they don't consider it n problem is
that some countries provide students in high schools with govern-
ment grants, especially to low income ,yonth, so that they can stay in
school. This is one approtwli to reducing the pn!ssiire to take part-
time jobs. It is also an appimich to pi.oviding givater equality. of op-
portunity in education, lint it is something that we have hardly ex-
plored for secondary education. We IlitVe done it mostly at the higher
education level, but it is done very, widely at the secondary level in
other countries.

Since a large proportion of teenage unemployed youth in the United
States is 14 school, one of our poliy approaches might be to draw a
sharp distinction between in-school anti out-of-school youth in the
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programs tic well as in the statistics on the labor force. employnwnt.
and unemployment. Given the dimensions rind intiltetability of Ameri-
can youth unemployment problems. it conld be helpful to relegate flw
in-school youth to the education authorities.who should mount large-

ale programs of paid work-stndy. community :-;ervice. aml other ac-
tivities that yield some income. This would decrease the competition
for jobs between in-sehool and nut-of-sehool youth. and it might leinl
to a more productive use of school time and better pmparation for
work on the part of the in-sehool youth. At the sanw tune tlw employ-
ment programs can be coneentrated on the ont-of-school youth who
are older. mostly 18 and 19 and aie fi.otn lower ineome families than
ittsehool unemployed youth. Ont-of-sehool youth ei.e. entering their
working lives whereas the in-school vont]) are seeking part-time wodc
which will not necessarily have nonell conneetion with their fotio.e.

Turning to attitudes of the soeiety toward youth unemployment. it
seems-to me that abroad, where people had become accustomed to full
employment and the economy easily absorbed all of the new entrants,
they take a serious view of yonth mwmployment both as a recession
and a structural problem. They sound as if they had discovered T.e-
gionnaire's diseasehut our attitude is motv like that of sonwbody
who has had a persisrent headache, and now his headache is ft little
bit worse. He sa ys. it is no nse doing anything :thaw, it maybe it will
get better, I hare to live with it. It is that kind of coin-111st. Youth
unemployment ill Europe also is a social issue. They have street demon-
strations by young unemployed people. And national leaders fear
political extremism. mono' other consequences.

I see three main attitudes abroad toward yowl' unemployment and
what ought to be done abont it,

The first is that unemployment constitutes a serious loss to any youth
who has troeble in obtaining his first job or in remaining in employ-
ment in the early years of his labor Market exprience. 11- is damaging
to bim, it is it bad inti.oduction to working life and it is int favorable
to the development of his c-ni cci I think that this eorwern for the

United States. IVe have not extended help to all uneniployed
inchvidual a part of:overall manpower policy is lacking

but have temh.d to COMPntrate, on certain disadvantaged giTelps. The
European appi.nadi has been that every single unemployed youth
emerging from school is a problem. In Amerierin terms we would be
planning ft program for those high school gynduntvs of fune 1979 who
are still unemployed in October. That kind of overall approach would
mark the difference between us and them.

The second attitnde toward yonth norm ployment we also do tint fit Ice
seriously. It is that the movement of young people into the labor
is the most import:int ingle wIly in which the labor force and its avor-
age level rif skill are renewed and developed. If cyclied or secular de-
velopments ieduce the intake of new ent flints. the N:trien ;tin] economy
lose by youth unemployment. Thus 1n'ograms for youth any, in the na-
tional interest I think it tVould be quite hard to find American state-
ments which emphasize this aspect. We tend %.ery much to sti.ess lwlp
to particular individuals.

The thin] attitude which I hare alreinl ntioned involves the
political and social consequences of heavy tilirilil ilos ment. It might.
be compared to our collect% about the sor-jal dynamite of inner-city
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Imempic. nt. 'Hint is whre ve have concentrated our gmitest.
Aids. vt. t it I.(mt discounting the significance ()I' unemployed minor-
ity youth., and the problem they %vill continue to have beeal1;4. their
numbers will he inereasing while the number of white yontlis will
n(1t. 1 Ihink ()lir policy is (II lestionald(s. \Vts havv 111411
(plans illtbaSIIIT'S. it Itt i rely and muilitatively. Itti I lii. part icidar
group in light of the desperate situation in t he inner eit itss. And at this
sante I inns he overall provision for all unemployed youth Nvith prob-
lemsfor example. high school dropouts. 70 percent of whom are
whitehas been mininuil. So I SI1. i I it I ill I IIII1

Tlw kind of reeession pr,,granis that have been devised in other
conntries hold no surprises rm-

havv 11:1,1 mon. such pr(-)grams.
going back. to the thirties. In subse(pient -ears we have had experience
with ':4(.11:1(01. Humphrey 11 as IIS liSlilt S01111 .
of tilt earlier programs and what has happened to them. \\re don't have
to go elsewhere to learn about I he kind of things that can be (lone.
and %%lint I he issues arts.

s There are also some foreign ;wpm:wiles %ye probably %vonl(l reject.
For example. iliany countries 14()11 pay unemployment benefits or un-
employment assistance to young people %vim lia%-t, never %vorked at.
all. They havo been out of school for :; months to (1 Inn:1E11s NVitilollt
getting jobs. and Hwy go right on I hose pi.ogrants. As another exam-
ple. lielgium is now trying 1,1 compel employers to take on 4s7,1tr1 train-
ees. And there is U proposed program to foster early retirement so
that young people can b taken on.

Rut where the F.Itrojwati programs ore acceptable and (strective. cer-
tain characteristics mark then, Ivorth considering in an
integrated program.

():1e prop:11rd ill ill'01)1.1011S lilt ffeet
promptly as evoinallic indicators show declines.

T%vo. general monetary and fiscal measures are well inte.e-rated with
specific 11114,111ploy1IIent meastIres.

'I'hre(s. within t he speei lie unemployment ineasulTs. special progral
for youth ovropy a position Avhich reflects the social p1' joi'itv attached
to t his segment of the population.

Pottr. sufficint variety of mea5ures:411 larec 1)1rant5 are
provided to rover the needs of a diverse unemployed population.

Five. provisions rm. redocing or closing (14)1111 or St't
115 It (4) changes in the eeotionly, and programs tit 1101 riitltl
simply for financial reasons.

a set of bash. programs rm t raining. mobil it vw 1601 Congress:-
man 1t ii,, mom ionedincome maintenance and other measzires is
kept 11111111 in place %vitli cyclical %-nriat ions in the

Looking spcifically at approaches to the recession. other countries
do not utilize pnblic service employment its witch 715 Ive do. and the
newest and most widely 1101 11 tlt e all-age f)rfigmlits and
youth specific unemployment pmgranis has ben subsidies to private
enterprises, to encoltragis training and employment or combinations:cif
both. Stibsidi(ss hull been offered to private employerS and toy:nip:is
levels; of government. whiell is an interest Mir variant (ln it. :4111)SidIVS

Saili 10 make a contribitt ion to ontjunt at little cost above the income
ittaintertanee payments. 1 hich are very substantial in these romitries.
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Ono sPecific suggestion vhich emerges from recent programs for
-outhitt other conntries IS the subsidizatt of employeN who nor-

mally-hire apprentices in in'ograms mgistet'ed with the Department
Df Labor.,Such subsidies could be granted to employers who at'e willing
!0,:lure.:,extra,apprentims and prove their ability to offer the full,
_'eiti.ibed: training in occupations where additiomtl craftsmen will

needed.
-Theintroduction of Snell SubsidiiN mioht lead to a mom permanent.

oinfi'of financial support for appl'enticeship. which has been urged
_ _

'on other::: grounds. The official connections of registered apprentim-
shipsthat.is, through the Department of Labor. and tlw fact that we
'already have programs to open apprenticeship to minority groups atid
to women, make this a vet .3? smitable kind of youth training to snb-
sidize'On an experhnental basiii. This, of cou1 se. would be a very small
program. And it still is true, as I said earlier. that I doubt that
'apprenticeship in this country is going to be one of the major ways
of -roviding tt transition fl'om school to work. Butt I thinkonarginally,
and eertamnl% in a cyclical situation. where the intake of apprentices
has undoubtedly been affected 1.ty ti revession. that one of the things
to do is to maintain tlw intake b7 some soM of subsidy. This measinv
is widely used now in all the other countries that 1 am familiar with.

The final issue is. what do you do about the longer run, abont tlte
complaints everywhere colicernifig the poor pt.epat.ation of youth for
their adult lives and for tlwir working lives. Both tlw things that are

: said in criticism and the pi'oposed solutions atv really Telite Sholhir
from one country to another. The di fferenees I ie mom in what is

Wally ,being (loin lii various vountries than in what people think
would be the best appromit. Most believe that it is necessary to hying
education into closer pt'oximitv to the work world, to inform and
ethinsel young people about the options and conditions they will face,
to combine school and workplace. to brieg general and voyational edu-
cation into 1111 ninny, to improve job pliteement and followup sen'ims.
to involve employers. trade unions and the community. and tO devise
new forms of education and training for t seonwnt of youth whieh
will not or clumot netster the basie pttrt of tlwirslills.

This last group. varying in size from roma ry t'oofitry, is not a
new phenomenon. but it causes inereasing emleern as the economy
provides fewer and fewer jobs for snelt youth. Tlwre have been re-
medial and sevond chance programs But we haven't very good evi-
dence yet on till., eirectivoim-!s of any of the programs. lweanse the
European countries iltud A iisti iii iii iti inSt Startl'd IO think Of 1111V- g
a structnral problem and not simply a rvessiml problem.

In the very best of European prognuns to build bridges bet ween
education and work eertnin elements part ienlarlv eontribute to effec-
tive operations. The legislat f4ets forth the °Neel ices. guidelines and
financing but leaves to executive agencies tlw working out of details.
Tlw legislation provides for It delay in the startup of the program. as
much as 4 or 5 years. in order that adequate preparation may mem.. A
combination of the education and manpower agencie., does the ovenill
planning, estahlishes the responsibilities of the various agonvis at all
levelc of ooventment and 'tiPt,Z 1(1'. 111(1 Ii "Inlitlir Or IVII"linin" COIIINV4
for those who will deliver the twtnal servitys. Such tulynnee tntining
is a key factor because it often is necessary to reedlleate the person-
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since the quality of services depends very inurli on the quality of
IC people who deliver them. In the United States we have neglected

this aspect.
After the preliminaries are woll underway,. tho now program is

introduced gradually,. starting in one part of the vountry or on, type of
school and expanding to national efwerago as trained iiersonnel emerge
from the special courses. The entire program is reviewed a fief it has
been in operation for a stipulated number of years, imt modifications
may be made by tile exeentive iigonvies without revourse to legislative
action within the experimental period.

This model doesWt really exist every 55 lit it but it is a goal, and r
have seen it in Operation in sonie places.

For a conclusion I will state quickly what the European Com-nmnity has just adopted as a program for unemployed youth in all
theii member countries. To meet the situation in which iiOY belieVethat a large part of unemployed youth have serious deficiencies invocational imparation. thoy propose five measures: Individual guid-
ance to establish the abilities of young people; relide education to tho_ -institution of employment and to trilining opportunities: reenforce-
ment mid applivation of basic educational skills, such iLs verbal and
weitten expression, elementary mathematics; contextual studies, such
as mbasic principles of economic and social organization. 1.ole of I imade
ItllOfi and employee'ti organizations. and the laws relating to soeial

security and workei.t4 rights; practival training in a broad skills arOn
tO qualify youth to begin a clor in the chosen area and to undertake
more advanced training at a later stage; practical experience, of workeither in an eoterpriso or in a publiely finaiwed work creationprogram.

And those iti.e the five elements. "I'lwv want to have this pt.ogramadopted in each of the tliettilter rolulit IW. TheS('. then. are measurefithat have net [lady been voted in the European parliament.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statenwnt of Mrs. heithens. together with a polievpaper ontitied "Foreign find American Ex perienre With the YouthTransition" follow

PREPARED ST tTiSIK NT r,r BEATRICE O. BEIIIIENS
YOUTh I I !WIN' MENT AND TILE TRANSITION FRON1 Sc/1001, TO WORK

Sunii pars on American problems or yonth unemployment and transi-tion may be t,httiiiut (I from ati examination of the t 'clt riezit t-' ifhflittht S. andprogratuts tit' other countries, making due allowninga for the c(glitontie, tliiuiigraphic, social and differences among the emmtries.
31any industrialized countries: which enjoyed low youth nnemployment ratesand low ratios of youth to adult DTIPIliploynit.itt in the 1960's now bare disenv-

ertati serious youth employment problems. While the recession which began in1974 may be the major new factor in sonic countries. others fear thou longer-run
fort.es are nt work. It is Ito longer valid for Auteri(gin nintlysts to cite favorahle
youth unemployment rates of other (gauntries or to point to institutirliielt
ive lackl as causes of their silerVMS. 'Those institutions either hare been under-mined ng taconomie development has followed Ameritall patterns. or else they
were not acenra te explanations of the earlier low unemployment.

As other (gauntries gPek to understand their tiess youth imemployment. nne is
strnck first by the reeurrenee of the same explanations front one vountry to
another anti secontl hy the upplhmability of the explanations to the l'itited States.
Of eourse the tinting ticquolice. and severity of the specific valises vary from
country to country but 8 liAt of the reasons carrently given ainguill may help
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_o 'understand our own developmnt of a persistent youth employment prob-
lem ln the 1960 's. before other countries tool In keeping with our preeedeutv
in econornie and social trends. The lending 111113.3e:4 (Veil an) s

1 Pressure of numbers of young people fanning on to the labor niarket as a
esult of dentograplae trends. Prolonged educlition nwrely posIpmws the prob-

lem and shifts it to higher occupational levek,
2. Competition from Wlmse labor fon-e imrtivipation rates Have risen

sharply.
fl,.Slowdown In the increase of productivity rate,s, The NimpIetion f I irft-

pen4 past-war reconstruction may mark a new economic period for
Countries.

those

4. Changes In technology and the scale of operations which eliminates (sr re-
duces jobs for youth.

5. DeCline of industries used a high proportion of young people and
Could absorb those with low academie ability.

El, Protection of the existing u'ork force through employment sc.eurity
tion or ngreements to the detriment of to.)w entrants.

7. Narrowing of the tictual wage tind earnings differentials between youth
and adult workers. with the consenuema-) thnt employers feel young workers
ere toe costly. The fact quit this wage movement has netairved iii ountries
which hare no legni minimum wage Is of erlleh11 signith.ancc for the argument
that a youth differential in the American minimum wnge would lead to an In-
crease in employment.

8 A decline in apprenticeship vacanciPS relOtIVe to total employment in the
enuntries whkt bud highly developed this niethod of t.aming the transition front
school to work. The deeline appears to be dne to technologie and VoNt factors
primarily..

O. Youth attitudes novanl work,-SelectIvity about the type of job. Ilse condi-
tions of work (hours. (nullity of snpervision. pressures, opportunities for partic-
ipation In decision-making. physical conditions). and the halanee between work
'and other aspeets of life have rnised contliets between youth nnd employers.

-10 rego nnd other Isnrrlers to youth einploymei-er-in regard to lige. permitted
Minn: of work. tither protective provisions. licensing'. etc. While this factor iS

nientioned iii Alltiosi eVerY cifilatry. its lit tutu ttitji itt is poorly documetth.d,
White Sallie of these factors may Ise nmenahle to ellange and others. espeeinlly

the demographie prt ssure. will decrease in the yVil rN there are powerful
trends In the enounny and labor toarket Wilieh et iiiUit it a dis:tdvantage
agftInst other nue groups. To counter theNe I.. n formidable ehallenge to a full
employment polio', espevially in the l'.S. or rnnadn ;Odell have sm.]) i nnildly
growing labor fon It is not generally realized that the rountril,s whiell earned
Amerhain admiration for mainbalning full employment and very lOw youth Onelll-

1110Y111011t herOre the PreNetit retassion had, exeept for Anstralia. 31 11111111 N10%Ver

growth of the Into' and youth labor force. even when foreign workers are in-
(intim!. Full employment Wits tasier to achive.

Anothr way in wide!) forign eonntries may show less youth sinemplm Intent
than the I tithed States is hy exehlsion from the statistics of young people who
an. In full-time edueotion and who sell: johs during the sthool year. They are
entinnal neither in nu labor force nor in the utwmoloyment totnls. The propor-
tion of young tuople at sehool who are illso in the Ialsor fOr1.0 te1111S to he 10Wer

Iu other vountries Hum in the Visited States. in part lownic4e their are
mon) demanding and ill 1131rt heell 11Ne numy receive government study grants
whih prollihit or limit work while stndying.

Since a large preportion of teenage unemployed youth in tbe United Suites
is in school one oporlinch might he to draw a sharp distinction hehVe("11
111.Sehluill 11 111.1 1111t-lif-Selloo1 youth iii tatisties mid prozrams ihqsling with the
labor Iona.% 111111 1111e1111110y1111.11t. 11;1V1.11 liii (111111.11N11111 Of the Anted=
11111 yonth uneinilloyinent problem, it (*Milli he helpful to relegate, the in.sehool
youth to the ()lineation authorities who should have programs for paid work-
study, community service and other activities yielding smile inconie. 'Not only
will this tlis.naist. the eontootition for jobs between in ronl ont-of-selmol youth.
It might lend to loon) productive use Or I 11110 H1111 better preparation for work on
the cart of in-sehool yonth. At the same tutu employment prognitns (.in In,
concentrated sm the out-of-sehool youth. as Is lI, practiee abroad.
Aftituars frorard Iona& uormploymenf

Foreign eountries tend. on the whole. to regard youth n employment as a
more serious soelal ill timn Oii . espeeitilly if thew have !seen rullistonted

4 7
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to it rapid ail irption of "flrli rolt if fliv tIitrtiLT. ItIii gjyjit g youth
preeedenee over adults, rAil(i1V rtifIVerI over three aspects of youth
unemployment :

1. in obtaining a first joli or in remaining in employment in the early
:i.giars or labor market experience geett as damaging to We hadintoilitetion ri tgirkintr Iit . and unfavorable to thy development or ilireers.

/Ipproneli leads to a +gamer!! for all youth unemployed and the iiisign of
many programs for in1ivitilM18

2. The movement or piling tin. labor force is regitriled as the most
important sing:le wity in Ii I Ii flu. I I I t fii t Ind its iiveragi. lovi.1 or skin lire
renewed and ilet-elopeil. If cyclical or seenlar developments reduce the intake
of new entr:mts. the tuition and the ei-oniony lose hy 3giutli unemployment. Pro-
grams are !MIN in t he nation:II illtyrr4.

3, A nt lii youth unemployment is feared hecanse Of its political and social
tilitisequences--strig4 demonstratimis. strengthening or pontivai

1011 lir right. as well as increases in delhignetim% crime and other cosW'
out lets.

jt might he said that the 17.$. has given little attention to the first two
aspects in reeent yvil has largely limited its en'orts ii! ViltIlltUring the sileial
tlynamite of initimployed minority youth in hiller eities. 11'itliont iliSi4lllttring the
Kiltnitknii1.1, or tin. 1in soh] Mil withtheir problems have liven finial-omit, gold gig liii ' 11111 tIlill the overall provision

gigiemidoyeil youththe vils1 inidnrily or whom 414 whilehas been

kurewtjan prI)9,111)1N f youth
There are lin iIlItIIIilI. iiltv priigrilins anywhere elsy that we do not know

about f nth, nor ( INV II I.:tilieri(.11(1., Whir!' 41111.r emitit ries study for their programs.
There arts si11114. foriiign approaches III ii NV(' priibithly ((11111 lit :1(11)Ilt
for example. Intying Ihnemployment henelits iir assist:owe to those who 114Ver
have worked since leaving seining or compelling employers to take oil trainees.
or fostering early retirement tvith the provitM t !HI Ye1111g PerNeh Nhenhillikli 4111

1.11110 youth linetoployinent have established svpittlite
progragas for yniffii 144111144. of the slatehil needs of instv entrants. and thi-ic pro-
grams have sometimes liven extended to belittle other young people. In addition.
many manpower programs have ini age restriytimiQ.

In the countries whose iinemployMent 1111 l.r liii 4I ill outstanding. the folli NV.
lug ellarigeteristiys appear

it. Pritgranis 40 11ripiln4i III prospeNius periods arid go 111144 effect promptly
economic inilientors slimy declines,

h. General monetary and fiscal measures flit WIll integrated (vitt] shaggily
linginimovinent

v. Within ilie special- unemployment inegistires 41144,011 programs for youth
misition In this segment

or nit. 1..4mi:ohm.
tl, A sufficient variety or ininistires 14MP tqiniign nre

to i'liver 144.11. or a diverse unemployed JIuiIlllihiIItl
provisions ror YI.IsilYz lithtv11 :ire so ;is I 14spoise

to eliginges in the and are led ended simply ror liii 111(111
reasons.

r. A set of hash. programs for training. mobility. 11114 lIlt 111:01114.1111111v anti
other rim:mitres is kepi- permanently Iii place tvith cyclical variations iii thy

rompiiritly the avtiggil ims in the 11'.S. tvitli those ul uliwr
ill the present ri.tPNTitill, IMO ii 11(4 11111 I lilt I 1:reater variety abroad lint
also telallvYlv lYgg ilt 41111111 lii iij itlilie service employment. Instentli one ill liii
lintver !nips 141 tIi,'i'.IIiI ill hem and youth specifiy
iniemployment abroad liven the mitgairage tliliiihiih

iimployMent Iir I iiiiiluiii 1111111 Fl .(dii. "iii '.14114. ii Itt been ifrereo to private
timphiyers owl I yarlot, If`VPN F gnVvrilinciii ill lii effort to encourage the
salmi intake iir roi 114PS, 11111111111 NVOrkl.rs as heron. the rigpssium.

programs ills° are mit-witted for flick. contribution 1,, output tit little cout
above the iiiioiitt lintinletia nip payments.

Ono -,11441111- (Odell el1WrgtN frIllul recent programs for youth in
other viand rii,tt is the subsitligiit ion Or eiligiloyer -who normally hire apprentices
in programs registered with tItt. Department of thur. Snell sitiosidies %you'd he

& 8
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granted to employers who are willing to hire extra nomentives and prove their
tibility to offer tile full prt.scrilivel trilining in occupations NVIII.Pe additional
craftsmen will be needed. 'rile Introduetion of such subsidies might lead to n
more permanent form of nu:mei:if support for apprenticeship. 1 tett 11 the 4411111 a1
Conneettionm of registered appretnie.eships and Me existenee of program,: III uppit

, apprenticeship to minority groups and w41114e11 make this a suitable kind of youth
.training to subsidize, although it is likely Ite 11 small program at best.
Youth transition proyrums

To a surprising extent various nntlons nre following a pliruu11l course in
.appralsIng and prescribing for the structural problems al ing lii leiist ii

portion of their teenagers. The dissatisfaction expressed lit Ow
Vtith high. 5e11001 1 thv consequent (mention to Career Edileation
has-not been repeated precisely elsewhere. but other nations are seeking 10
bring education Into eloser proximity to the world or wol k. to inform ytaltig

..dieople about the options and ronditions they will Nee. Ii, eonilline school and
the workplaee to bring general 11 11(I V,1111 1 11111111 V(111111 1 11111 lIttO harmony. and
to devise new forms of ethwation/tralitlieg for the segment of youth which
will not or cannot muster the haste cognitive skills. 'rile hest group . vilrying in
size from emilitry to eolintry. Is ma a ncw ph1 nomenon. but it 11-1Illsus increasing
concern ns the economy provides fewer and fewer Jobs ri I such youth.
programs iiave been institeded for reiewdial work and stetintl-Cliance fitillor-
tunitles, lint It IN Wifearly to appraise them,

lit the very best of European programs to build bridges betweSen 1(111111 11,11

and work certain elements particularly contribute to effective otwrations. The
legislature sets forth the objectives. guidelbleN 11 11(1 111111 11011g. bItt leTves to
executive agencies the working 4nit of delnils. Tine provIde.s for n
delay in the start-up of the program as much noir or five 3 ears. in order
that adequate. preparation intly licenr. A eemilliinatIon of the elluelition and
manpower agencies 4111e4 Illt" plannilig establishes the reesponsibilitics of
the %Trioum agencies let all levels of izovertiment and sets up aelveince training
or retraining courses for those who will deliver the actiml services. Such ad-
vance training is It key fal tor. too often neglected III American social programs.
-1.fter the preliminaries are well 1111114 r wily. tile liew program is introduced
gradually sterting in one part of the eTuntry ur one type 4,1 Se111,01 111111 eN1/11101-
ing to luttlatial cover:me as trollied personnel em4 rge. rreini the slamial
The entire program is reviewed :tiler it lists heell ill olieratiou r,ir I stlitalatoul
untidier a years. hut tiattlitleatitals he_tliatit hy IlfZ±,eXern(i%). 1:1.1141PS

WI 111111 1 remorse to legislative action the experiment:II period.

-ta.0,13 1) - 77 - 4
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FOREIGN AND AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
WITH THE YOUTH TRANSITION'

Beatrice G. Reubens

INTRODUCTION

During most of the 1960s, youth unemployment was not a major_
concern of Australia, Japan, or the countries of northwest Europe, and
their perceptions of the transition from school to work therefore lack the
American emphasis on this aspect. Having lived through earlier periods of
high unemployment that overwhelmed programs to ease the movement
from school to work most of these countries believe that full employment
conditions and general economic vitality are the key to holding down
youth and other unemployment. In fact, rising unemployment is perceived
as an external force that is disruptive of efforts to provide effective
transition services, and these in turn are seen as having at best a marginal
influence on high unemployment rates.

Under the benign influence of a strong demand for young workers;
many of these countries have developed elaborate systems of transition
servicesinformation, guidance, placement, induction, and follow-up. The .

purpose of these systems is to facilitate the adjustment of the individual
and,,in_sixne countries, to meet national manpower needs as well. Labor
shortages have given many young people opportunities to choose among
jobs and to enter the occupational hierarchy at higher levels than would be
possible in less favorable times. For this reason and perhaps because class
divisions and traditions are stronger abroad, the American preoccupation
ivith providing adult-type jobs for youth has made only slight inroads.

In- Sweden, moreover, where egalitarianism is highly developed,
youth are not regarded as discriminated against if they are directed to
"beginners" jobs. If such jobs must be done in society, youth are
considered the' .most suitable candidates, both in terms of their later
opportunities and their lesser need for income before they establish
families. Equality for women in the labor market :takes precedence in any
case. Reflecting national attitudes, recent Swedish analyses of the low-
income population omit earners under 23 years of age. Given the
educational advantage over their elders that most of today's youth enjoy,
many Swedes see the problem as one of aiding the older worker and
improving, work generally. Efforts in this direction, from which young
workers also benefit, are said to have reduced new entrants' bias against

'blue collar jobs.

In FROM SCHOOL TO WI)RK lmprnving the Tr noition_ National etirotniction rw Manpower Policy,
Waxhington: GrO. 1975.
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In some of the foreign nations, new entrants are eagerly sought by
employers who are willing to take youngsters without occupational skills
or previous work experience; Japan, Great Britain, West Germany,
Switzerland, and Austria are among the countries where the transition is

,eased:because employers recruit young people straight from school and
provide training for at least a portion of them. This acceptance of youth
is less common in Belgium and France, for example, and it is even less
Visible in the United States, where both employers and trade unions
exhibit little intere3t in absorbing the new entrants to the labor market.

The transition abroad is viewed primarily as a movement from full-
time school to full-time work; the significance of vacation and part-time
jobs is_discounted. The emphasis has been on the sharp and abrupt change
In environment for l5-to-I6-year-old adolescents facing physical, social,
and psychological maturation problems at the same time. In contrast, the
American perception, expressed recently by Willard Wirtz in The
,Boundless Resource , is that most of the young people approaching the
transition are not only in school but also already in the work force. The
Europeans may modify their conception of a once-and-for-all transition as
increasing opportunities to return to education are offered in those
countries and as more young people hold part-time jobs while attending
school. In some countries the academic demands of school together with
government financial support to young people who continue education
beyond the legal minimum age, especially those in low-income families,
limit the number who simultaneously participate in the labor force.

Because we in the United States have equated a good transition
primarily with low youth unemployment rates, it is necessary to consider
the extent and causes of youth unemployment in the various countries in
comparison with the American experience. It is important also to review
current experience with the transition in several countries because
problems have arisen that resemble those the United States 'has had for
some time. The efficacy of foreign apprenticeship, differential youth
wage rates, and transition services will be explored. Finally, the policy
initiatives of foreign countries will be described and evaluated in terms of
their relevance to the American situation.

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT RATES

Comparisons of youth unemployment rates rest in the first instance
on the differences in overall rates that remain among countries after
conceptual and methodological variations in the data are minimized. Ta-
ble I presents the-Iange of total unemployment rates in the period 19607
74 for nine countries, tog -ther with the average annual growth rates of
GNP, the civilian labor fon. -, civilian employment, and the teenage labor
force. Of the three countries with a substantial increase of the labor
force, only Australia managed to maintain low unemployment rates.
Canada and the United States, unlike Australia, were under pressure from

5 I
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Tsble I
Average Annual Rates of Change in Real GNP Civilian Labor Farce,
Civilian Employment and Teenage Labor Force, arid Law and 111gb Tot.ii
Unemployment Rates 9 Countries, 1960-74 Projected Annual Rate of

Change in Teenage Population 196540 1975-85
-

Tóral
Unemployment

I

Real Civilian
-
Civilian Teenage

dTeenage
COUriwy Rates p Labor Employ- Labor Population

Farce merit ForceLow High 196)40 197545

United States 3.) 6.7 3.8 2.0 2.0 4.4 1.) -1.63ut-t-Shol - -- -- Sf
In-School - -- -- --

100C 9C

sijstralja 1.3 3.0 5.2 -5a 04a
rda 36 71 53 30 30 43h 20 -17

1.3 3.! 5.6 LI .9 -3.4 -.3 .1
'.Qermany .3 2.1 4.4 0C 0e -2.6' 2.0 .8

2.7 4.3 5.1 -.5 -.5 =4.0 1.2
)apan 1.1 1.7 9.5 1.3- 1.3 =6.0 =1.8 1.1
Sweden

eatitain
1.2
2.0

2.7
4.2

3.8
2.7

8b
.2

,7b

.1
-2.2

1.7
-.9-

,71
1.1

g

SOURLr S Department of Labor bureau of Labor 5tatistics Office of
Productivity and Technology Division of Foreign Labor Statistics and
Trade .*pplemented by Manpower Report of Use President (1975) Tables

6, B-7; Great Brltain, Department of Employment Gazette (iuly 1975),
-

Note L5 data are adjusted to international concepts. Changes from
19t1' o 1974 corn puted by least squares.

19.73 October data only. Manpower Report of the President (1975),
Tables 0-6, 8=7.

d196580 OECD, Conference on Policies far Educational Growth (Paris,
1970), UN.STP(70) 6, Annex iii, pp. 12 1-23.

!Negligible.

tUnited Kingdom.

8According to national definitions, teenage labor force 15=19, except
14=19 in Italy and 16=19 in U.S.. France, Sweden.

1965-73.

iOctober 1960-May 1973.

1961-71. Corrected census of 1961, census of 1971. Department of
Employment Gazette (3uly 1975), p. 658.
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-fa fast-growing teenage labor force, which undoubtedly contributed to
higher rates of both overall and teenage unemployment. The projected
teenage population for 19785 shows a reversal of position among the
countries, with potential effects on unemployment.

The low unemployment rates of the European countries and japan
from 1960 to 1974 were achieved under conditions of slow or negative
growth of the total and the teenage labor force, even after foreign
workers are counted indeed, it is often overlooked that these countries
6reated relatively fewer net new jobs than did the countries that had high
unemployment rates. Among the latter, the United States had an

unUstially high rate of job creation in view of its low rate of increase of
GNP. Qualitative differences in the type of jobs created are related to
the' amount and incidence of unemployment. Some countries shifted their
labor -force from low productivity agriculture to high wage manufacturing,

-.whereas others, like the United States, had the greatest rate of increase
in service sector employment, with many part-time, low-level jobs added
to the total.

For comparative purposes, the most meaningful measure of teenage
unemployment is the ratio of teenage unemployment rates to adult or
total unemployment rates. Although there is less objection to using
unmodified national statistics in this computation than in unemployment
rates as such, it is still true that international comparisons are best made
from ratios derived from unemployment rates that have been standardized
according to international definitions. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
has pioneered in this work; Table 2 presents the available data which
unfortunately are not reliably comparative before .1968. Even in the

ndardized version, it should be noted that the lower age limit for
teenagers varies somewhat. Possibly the Italian figures should be adjusted
to exclude 14-year-olds, who are legally allowed to leave school but may
not be legally employed until they reach 15; as a consequence 14-year-olds
show unemployment rates of over 40 percent.

The ratios in Table 2 indicate that the United States and Italy were
at the high end of the range in 1968 and 1970. But more recently the
ratios have exhibited a rising trend in other countries, notably Australia
and Sweden, which surpassed the U.S. by 1974, as indicated by Table 2;
also in France, Britain, The Netherlands, Finland, and other countries,
according to national data. This trend has caused concern in several
countries about new youth problems, described below in greater detail.

Unemployment rates capture inadequately the full range of unem-
p12yment difficulties experienced by youth. A full assessment would also
iriciude comparative data, presently hard to come by, on the duration of
un4mployment, changes in labor force participation rates, involuntary
patt-time work, and underemployment. These factors are of particular
Interest during a cyclical downturn; when youth in many countries are
disproportionately affected. At this point, however, comparative infor-
mation is available chiefly about youth unemployment rates.
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Teenage Unemployment Rates and the Ratios of Teteuge
to Mull 113-34) Unemployment Rates in 9 posestries. 1960-73.

Ate
eenage unemployment Rases Ratio ol Teenoge It

-Oar mem
1970 1974 1975 1970 191) 7 1 73

SOURCII Nationot deo for 1%1, PM% 1971 for 1,4-74 (eacepi British untrop orient fatet). U.S. Dever
of Labor. &mew of Labor StalLsties, Office of PeoduCtieify and Teehnology, Di Won of Fore'gn Lager Mafia
ond Trade.

Note 1941-79 data adented to Mternational concepts, coeopt goy British wvrinPloYff.mt ram*

10efoticr data ooly tot 196040. enveiwer Report of ma pyaNderd (1915), Teals-1 15.4. 13-7. Data for 1974 is
annual average. Markthly Latar Review (November (97)). p. I.

_Mee of abe 'Vim minister. otoepo ot Statisiias. Annual newel on Me Labor Fore.O (Tokyo. 1949) .

C14-111. Dertnasion &wean of Statistics, SpecUl Surveys Division, onpublislied.

only in July. Manpower Services Commission, Thgroos Worie tO tre DCane(L_- 974) 1i.

Incite for April in 1941 aod 1
eroblvi school year.

'Data for Mittel.

h Average Sesouary-Septerniser 1975-

ISecond quarter 1973.

'April 1971.

y 1973. Apto high One to change In date of

Teenage unemployment rates, as shown in Table 2, suggest some
sitive correspondence to the rate of change in the teenage labor force

Table 1) and the teenage share of the labor force (Table 3). But several
countries with a negative or low teenage labor force growth and a small
proportion of the labor force in the teenage category--for example,
France, Italy, and Swedenhave substantial youth unemployment. For the
United States, the interesting feature is the closing of the gap between
the unemployment rates of in-school and out-of-sehool youth; in 1974, as
Table 2 indicates, the in-school rate surpassed the out-of-school rate,
reversing the historical trend.

The American concern with employment and unemployment among
in-school youth is unmatched elsewhere. No other country has so large a
proportion of those in school also in the labor force during the school year

5
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or counts them so meticulously, even if they work a few hours a week.
Some countries.count students as in the labor force when they seek or hold
vacation jobs, but others omit even these students, and few actually count
them during the school year. Thus, in most countries, teenagers are of no
concern unless they have left school. As Table 4 indicates, many
countries have substantially higher proportions of the age group out of
school than is evident in the United States.

Over the years, the trend in the U.S. has been for a sharper rise in
the number of in-school teenagers who are included in the labor force than
has occurred among out-of-school youth (from 1,492,000 in 19)5 to
4,360,000 in 1973 for the enrolled, against 2,640,000 in 1955 to 3,949,000
in 1973 for the nonenrolled). Table 3 indicates how much of the pressure
for jobs comes from the in-school teenagers and how it has grown since
1960, while the share of the labor force attributable to out-of-school
teenagers was lower in 1974 than it had been in 1960. If all American in-
school teenagers who were reported as unemployed in October 1973 were
removed from the ranks of the unemployed, the total number of teenage
unemployed would be decreased by almost 54 percent; the annual average
unemployment data for 1974 show a smaller reduction, 35 percent.

The importance of the American in-school teenage labor force is
indicated in a comparison with Great Britain. If in-school teenagers are
not counted as part of the labor force, the 1972 participation rate of
American 16-to-17-year-olds declines from 39.4 percent to 6.6 percent.
But a similar calculation for 15-to-17-year-olds in Britain in 1972 reduces
the participation rate much less: from 66.2 percent to 50 percent.

Certainly, for comparative purposes, all American data should
distinguish between in-school and out-of-school teenagers. But it can also
be-argued that it is time for American policy to take a hard look at the
distinct characteristics and needs of the two groups and to consider the
possibility of separate treatment on a -larger scale than has heretofore
been attempted. Given the size and intractability of the youth
unemployment problem in the United States, the competition for jobs
between the two _groups, the community needs that youth can meet
through organized job creation, and the s' ial costs of idleness, it would
seem useful to divide the teenagers according to their educational status.

Another division that sUggests itself, both for statistical and policy
purposes, and for all countries, not just the United States, is between
younger and older teenagers. The under-13s have a different experience
in most countries than the l8-to-19-year-olds. In fact, most countries did
in the past make such a distinction in their data collection. Unfortunate-
ly, under the impact of American and international agency statistical
influence, a good deal of this information no longer is processed, and all
the under-20s are put in a single group. The major dif ference between the
two age groups in the United States is that the overwhelming proportion



Table 3

Teenagers as a Percentage of the Labor Force, 9 Countries, 1960,
1970, 1974, and Estimate for 1980

Country Age 1960 1970 1974 1980 est.

tliuted States 16-19 7.0 -8.8 9.7 8.2'
Out-of-School 16-19 4.2 19 2.8g
In-School 16-19 2.8 4.9 6.0

Australia 15-19 14.3a 12.1 11.5
Canada 15-19 9.4 9.7 11.1
France 16-19 8.0b 6.2 5.1

W. Germany 15-19 11.0 8.4 7.7

Italy 14-19 12.2 8.1 7.2

Japan
Sweden

15-19
16-19

10.1 d8.8-
5.9
5.7

3.6
5.9 h

Great Britain 15-19 10.9e 8.6e 7.lf

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Of fice of
Productivity and Technology, Division of Foreign Labor Statistics and
Trade.

Note: BLS data are adjusted to international concepts.

a-1964.

bMarch 1963 and March 1973.

cMay 1973.

d 1961.

ecensuses of 1961 and 1971. Department of Employment Gazette -tober
1973), p. 982.

f Estimate for 16-19 in 1981. Department of Employment Gazette (December
1975), p. 1260.

80,forahly L,abor R view, (November 1975), Table 5, p. 8.

h15-19. Central Statistical Bureau (SCB), Labour Resources 1965-1990
Forecasting Information, 1971:5, p. 70, Appendix Table E.

iDenis F. Johnston, "The U.S. Labor Force: Projections to 1990,"Monthly
Labor Review (July 1973), Table 1.
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Tabk 4

Percentage of 16-to-19-Year-Olds in Educational Institutions,
MI Levels. Both Sexes, Selected Countries, Recent Year, 1966- 72

Age
Country Year -

16 17 19

United StateS 1970 94.1 86.9 58 .1 45.4
Australia 1972 54.9 36.3 18.0 10.7
Belgium 1969 70.8 52.8 36.7 25.6
Canada 1970 87-1 69.0 45.5 30.3
France 1970 62.6 45-5 30.6 71.8
W. Germany 1969 31.3 19.2 12.9 9.6
Italy 1966 33.6 27.4 19.7 11.0
Japan 1970 80-0 74.8 29.5 22.0
Netherlands 1977 68.7 46.3 28.8 18.3
Norway 1970 71.0 50.3 40.6 23.9
Sweden 1972 73.7 60.7 40.7 74.0
United Kingdom 1970 41.6 25.9 17.4 13.7

SOURCE: OECD,Educationo1StatistLc 3 Y earbook , vol 2, Country Tables,
(Paris), 1975, passim.

of 16-to-17-year-olds are in school (89.3 percent in October 1973 and 63.2
percent for the whole year 1974). But most 18-to-19-year-olds are out of
school (57.1 percent in October 1973 and 68.2 percent for the whole year
1974). Moreover, 83.4 percent of the 16-to-17-year-olds in the labor force
in October 1973 and 46.4 percent throughout 1974 were also in school,
against under 30 percent for the 18-to-19-year-olds in October 1973 and
only 16.4 percent in 1974. More of the 16-to-17-year-,. A unemployed are
in 6chool" than out, but the reverse is true of 18-to-I9-year-olds. Such
differences are significant enough to warrant separate policy initiatives
for the two age groups, apart from differences in treatment according to
educational status.

American interest in minority youth is stronger than is the concern
in other Countries. In fact, other countries have little to teach us on this
subject, either because_ they have few problems or because they have not
yet recognized or researched them. Britain has followed us closely in
awareness and action on their minority youth, whose problems are a
mixture of racial discrimination and immigrant status. Many British were
disturbed to learn through their 1971 census that teenagers born in the
West Indies had an unemployment rate of 16.9 percent, while all teenagers
had a 7.6 percent rate. This ratio is of the same order as the American
ratios between white and nonwhite teenage unemployment rates in recent
years.
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Differences in youth unemployment rates according to sex and
residence concern most countries. It is difficult to say why girls in one
group of countries consistently have lower unemployment rates than boys,
while in another group of countries the reverse is true. The lack of
service sector jobs, family attitudes influencing girls to remain at home,
less geographical mobility, more leisurely job search, and similar factors
have been suggested as explanations for higher rates for girls in France.

Almost universally, rural youth are seen as at a disadvantage and
have higher unemployment rates even after large numbers of them have
moved out of the countryside. The large regional dif ferences that are a
serious problem in :nost other countries are less apparent and certainly
less discussed in factual or policy terms in the United States. Some of the
foreign countries have developed noteworthy programs to cope with the
needs of youth, usually over 18, who must move elsewhere.

NEW ENTRANTS

Thus far the comparative information presented on teenage unem-
ployment has not distinguished between new entrants and other young
people. Yet the concept of the-transition implies that special attention
should focus on the experience of those who are seeking their first full-
time jobs-after leaving full-time education.

The data on new entrants--while not so complete, recent, or com-
parable as might be desired--are valuable because they depict the
situation of the entire cohort of new entrants, not just the unemployed
segment, and provide a longitudinal instead of a cross-sectional view. My
comparative analysis of these data, focusing on the length of time taken
by new entrants, to locate their first full-time jobs, yields the following
findings:

A substantial proportion of teenagers enter their first jobs without
suffering any unemployment at all. Since the jobs they locate while they
are still at school appear to be equal to or better than those found by
comparable classmates after leaving school, doubt is cast on the the-
oretical job-search model that assumes the necessity for unempoyment as
the setting for job search.

Countries vary markedly in the proportion of young people who
succeed in prearranging their first jobs and thus avoid entrance unem-
ployment. Among the countries for which data are available, Japan and
Great Britain are outstanding in the consistently high proportion of
prearranged first jobs. The active interest shown by employers in
recruiting new entrants and the existence of formal training arrangements
are the primary factors, but it is also important that the social
atmosphere and views of parents, young people, and the community
encourage a prompt entrance to work after school ends. The timing of the
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end of school, especially in the Japanese case where the term ends in the
spring, permits jobs to be started at once; on the Continent, the closing
down of large portions of the economy during July or August induces many
young people to delay the permanent job search for several months,
relying on temporary vacation jobs even after they have left school.
Although the impact is difficult to measure, the presence of relatively
Strong, comprehensive and employment-oriented transition services, in-
cluding placement assistance, appears to be conducive to prearrange-
ment. Finally, a favorable economic climate encourages prearrangement,
whether we compare successive periods or various regions or types of
labor markets, within a single country or among countries.

The length of time taken to find the first full-time job is positively
related to the level of job sought and inversely to the readiness to accept
a temporary solution until something better is available. Teenagers with
more than the minimum education are more likely to delay their
acceptance of a first job than are early school-leavers, whose options and
ambitions are more restricted. A downward revision of occupational aims
may shorten job-search time, and so may a wider geographic search area.

Countries also vary in the proportion of new teenage entrants who
take an exceptionally long time to find a first job. Comparing countries
with roughly similar conditions, one is led to the conclusion that the
existence of strong transition services may shorten the entrance unem-
ployment of the disadvantaged or handicapped youngster, those at the
minimum educational level, those whose occupational aims are higher than
the achievement of their relatives and peers, and those who cannot find
work close to home. The existence of programs for youth beyond the
standard transition servicesremedial, social service, training, intensive
counselingalso plays a role.

Following upon labo- market entrance, a second aspect of unemploy-
ment in the transition period is job-changing. Again, many analysts stress
the unemployed and omit the significant proportion of jobhangers who
achieve a shift of employers without losing work time, usually because
they have arranged for the new job while still on the old one. The
following conclusions may be drawn on job-changing:

A tight labor market fosters both higher rates of voluntary job-
changing and higher proportions of job-changers who experience no unem-
ployment.

Voluntary job-cP,angers tend to have less unemployment than those
who are dismissed, whether for personal behavior or economic reasons.
The ratio between voluntary and involuntary job-changing, therefore, is an
important predictor of unemployment associated with job-changing.
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American teenagers who are full time in the labor market appear to
change jobs somewhat more frequently than do youngsters in other
countries, allowing for differences in the tightness of labor markets. A
suspected but unmeasured differential is the willingness and economic
ability of teenagers in various countries to abstain from job search
between jobs.

In most countries, teenagers in formal training positions, such as
apprenticeship, tend to leave jobs less frequently than do others, at least
during the training period.

Youngsters in other countries may accept and remain with inferior
jobs in the secondary labor market more readily than American youth, but
when they do leave such jobs they experience less unemployment between
jobs than American youth.

There is a great need for more longitudinal data and analysis for a
whole cohort of new entrants through their first years in the labor market
in individual countries and across countries. The Ohio State University
longitudinal studies of youth and some of the educational follow-up studies
have the potential of providing this information for the United States. It
should then be possible to discuss the transition and its accompanying
unemployment more accurately.

TRANSITION PROBLEMS

It has been indicated above that several countries have observed a
deterioration in the relative position of youth in recent years and an
emergence of education and employment problems among specific groups
of teenagers. Certainly there still are other developed countries that
have fewer, different, and less severe transition problems that does the
United States; an ar:ay of countries according to the difficulty of the
transition might still place the United States and Italy at the high end.
But in the harsh light of 1975, as new structurai problems have been
intensified by deep recession in several countries, it appears that the
favorable experience of the 1960s may become increasingly irrelevant as
other countries discover American-type difficulties and, in a sense, catch
up to us. Of course, not all countries have reached this stage, and some,
Denmark and West Germany for example, are treating the issue as
cyclical, soon to be eliminated by a return of favorable conditionsz
However, analyses by academics in these countries identify more deep-
seated problems, akin to those we describe.

Evidence of widespread concern about the transition is provided by
current studies and proposals on youth by the international agencies.2
These reports are reminiscent of the earlier flurry of interest in youth
problems when the 1967-68 European recession intensified the pressure of
the postwar baby boom generation. But the current documents,
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especially, from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD), reflect a more profound unease about alienation of youth
from the adult world, deficiencies in the preparatory process, weaknesses
of transition services, inadequacies of the employment world that youth
enter, and uncertainty about future economic developments. Unemploy-
ment is only one aspect of the problem.

Even more telling is the growing attention in individual countries to
the changing position of young people who leave school at the minimum
legal age, often without earning diplomas or taking examinations. To be
sure, several foreign countries also are troubled by the employment
problems of upper secondary and university graduates, especially those
majoring in the arts or the humanities. But the main focus of policy is on
the young school-leavers who enter work directly. The situation of this
group and the numbers involved vary from country to country according to
the structure of the educational system and the trainingemployment
opportunities open to those who leave school at the earliest time
permitted by law.

In Great Britain, where compulsory schooling ends at 16 and most
young people enter work at that age, the problem group has been
identified as those boys and girls who start work early, usually have no
academic qualifications, and receive little or no training in their initial
jobs. Constituting a high proportion of all under-18s who annually enter
work from school, this group engages in simple, monotonous jobs offering
little prospect of advancement. Certain subgroups have particularly
severe transition problems that are not defined solely in terms of higher
unemployment rates; British analyses have pinpointed minority youth, the
disabled, the educationally subnormal, delinquents, and those whose
attitudes or behavior create employment difficulties.

France terminates compulsory schooling at 16, but a majority of
young people go on to do further studies. Many enroll in public or private
vocational education or enter apprenticeships that can lead to specialized
occupational certificates, achieved through government controlled exam-
inations. The problem group, therefore, is first of all those who enter the
labor market with no education or training beyond compulsory school.
About one-fourth of young people who annually enter the labor market
have been placed in this category, but more recent data for mid 1974

suggest that it may be as little as 6 percent. In addition, those under 18
who drop out of their vocational classes or fail to pass the occupational
examinations are classified as likely to have trouble. At any educational
level, French research has concluded, ease of entry into working life is
more closely related to prior acquisition of specific occupational skills
than it is to the level of educational achievement. Other studies of
French youth stress the "allergy to work," the "marginalization" of youth,
the indifference to choice of occupation, and the dislike of blue collar
work.
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Sweden's recently reorganized educational system established a
unified upper secondary school to follow the 9-year compulsory school
that ends at 16. Anticipating that 90 percent of the 16-year-old group
would complete at least a two-year course offering occupational prepara-
tion in upper secondam/ school, planners confined the compulsory school
curriculum to general education. Research indicates, however, that 25 to
30 percent of the 16-year-olds now leaving compulsory school do not
proceed directly to upper secondary school, and that 15 percent of those
who do enter immediately drop out in fairly short order. Although
considerable numbers seem to return to school, 'their intervening labor
market experience is difficult, and they, especially the girls, are
considered a problem group.

In Canada, the difficulties affecting youth who leave school before
achieving a high school certificate are aggravated by severe regional
disparities in opportunity ln the Atlantic provinces particularly, it is
taken for granted that youth must migrate; in other provinces, rural youth
also must leave home to find work; and the influx into prosperous British
Columbia of youth from the east is said to be excessive, increasing the
area's youth unemployment. Regional employment problems are serious
for youth in France, Great Britain, and othercountries as well.

Norway, whose compulsory schooling has recently been raised by two
years to age 16, has encountered a problem group even before compulsory
school ends. About 20 percent of the 14- and 15-year-olds have been
identified as deeply resistant to the prolongation of school. They are
considered to be a present educational problem and a potential labor
market problem.

The country profiles sketched above are indicative of some common
conditions, familiar also in the United States. Without exaggerating the
uniformity among countries, it can be said that the prolongation of
education, whether voluntarily or by 4atute, has left a residual group
that, for a variety of reasons, is unwilling or unable to complete more
than a minimum of schooling. They are disadvantaged even within the
category "working class," the traditional European designation for limited
opportunity.

Besides those who do not achieve the minimum academic quali-
fications, disadvantaged youth commonly include the physically and
mentally handicapped; those with social or psychological inadequacies;
members of ethnic, racial, or cultural minorities; immigrants with
language and cultural difficulties; and residents of rural, isolated, or
depressed areas. Of course, there is considerable overlap among the
groups, and multidisadvantaged youth have gained attention in a number
of countries.

The European perception of the problem group is narrower than the
American, expressed in the coverage of this book, which designates the
group at risk as all young people who do not plan or who will not complete
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a four-year college education. Other countries are focusing on a younger,
less educated, and more particular segment. It is possible that the
American net has been cast too wide and that Europeans would consider a
substantial part of our high school graduates successful in the transition.

Explanations of the emergence of the problem groups in Europe
stress changes in the labor market for youth. The decline of employment
in industries and occupations that disproportionately attracted youth with
low academic attainment, as well as the elimination of youth jobs, such as
messenger, "butcher boy," "tea boy," has been singled out in Britain. In
Sweden, only temporary, fill-in jobs are said to be available for those
under 13 who have not completed at least the two-year upper secondary
course; the recent labor market entry of large numbers of older women
has been adverse to young girls. While many new youth jobs have been
created, especially in the service sector, these jobs usually require higher
academic skills and are not a substitute for the low-level entry jobs that
absorbed those early school-leavers who obtained no diplomas or passed no
examinations.

It has also ben noted in Britain that he valuable post of junior
operative, formerly open to 15-year-olds and leading to skilled status, is
disappearing or is reserved for 18-year-olds. As continuous processes,
shift work, weekend work, and heavy capital investment become common
in manufacturing, employers have raised the minimum age of recruitment
(although not to 21, as is reported to be the minimum in the United
States), asked for higher academic credentials, or required prior training
or work experience. Apprenticeship openings have declined drastically in
West Germany, and the number of apprentices in training has decreased in
Great Britain in construction, shipbuilding, and engineering, the most
important industries for apprenticeship.

Moreover, such apprenticeship programs as those for British girls in
hairdressing, and many of the German programs that place youngsters in
small stores, workshops, offices, or artisan trades, are being challenged as
offering poor training, inadequate pay for production work, and no real
future in the chosen occupations, necessitating job changes during or after
apprenticeship.

The developments in European apprenticeship suggest that as
businesses are increasingly organized on American lines and as young
people stay in school beyond 16, the desire of employers to train young
people as well-rounded craftsmen in formal programs will diminish. Such
aid in the transition as youth obtained in countries where apprenticeship
or formal training programs have been well established (b) no means all
European countries), may become less significant, in manufacturing
especially. Some European countries now seek to create modified or
substitute mechanisms rather than trying to expand traditional appren-
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ticeship. Although we rt-i_iy not nave reached the upper hintt oi American
apprenticeship in the fields where it is viable, we should beware of
enthusiasts who call for an extension of apprenticeship into occupations
where it has never existed in the United States and where it is nov.
disputed in Europe.

The attitudes toward training aLd work of some young people also
are cited as a barrier to employment in several countries, though the issue
is not confined to any particular educational level. In any case, the dir ty,
menial work that is distasteful to youth are the jobs most likely to bo
offered to the problem group. It is unclear how important the attitudinal
factor is in youth unemployment when the demand for young workers is
strong. The admittedly superior information and guidance services abroad
have not succeeded in altering the attitudes or behavier of this segineni of
youth . Deliberate abstention tram the carr.'e:;tieeal labor force has been
a negligible factor everywhere except perhaps in the lJnited S.-ices and
France.

Another development abroad that has adversely influenced the
position of new entrants in general and disadvantaged youth in particulal
is the growth of protective legisletion and practices that guarantee
employment security for workers already employed. In the European
countries where such measures are most advanced, employers heeitate
before hiring ne.v workers because they will be virtually bound to keep
them for life. Swedish labor market experts have spoken of the
unintended creation of internal labor markets as a result of such
legislation and of its inhibiting effects on an active labor market policy as
well as its adverse effects on new entrants.

The costs of employing young workers abroad have also changed.
During the period when foreign teenage unemployment rates and ratios
appeared to be definitely lower 3than ours, American analysts sought
explanations in foreign institutions. Among the factors singled out, other
countries systems of differential wage rates for youth were prominent.
The legal provisions, traditions, and collective bargaining contracts that
stated that youth of various ages should receive a fixed percentage of
adult wage rates were frequently cited as evidence that Japanese and
European youth represented relatively cheaper labor for their nations'
employers than did American youth under our uniform minimum wage act.

These comparisons failed to provide evidence on several critical
points: the actual earnings of youth abroad, the trends in those earnings,
and the ratio of earnings of American youth to th a se of adults.

Preliminary comparative study of youth earnings abroad suggest the
following conclusions:

Despite the existence of various types of fixed wage differentials
for youth in foreign countries, the actual postwar movement of earnings
has been more in favor of youth than of any other age groups. The upward



trend of youth wage rates and earnings has proceeded steadily and has
been only slightly retarded in periods of recession. .In Great Britain, the
average hourly earnings of boys of 15 to 21 have moved from about 35
percent of adult male earnings in 1947 to 44 percent in 1959 to well over
30 percent in recent years.

Youth earnings in the United States probably are not a higher per-
centage of adult earnings than is the case in other advanced nations,
though comparable, detailed data are scarce.

Several countries report a growing reluctance on the part of
employers to hire young workers because there already inay be a cost
disadvantage ii training and induction costs are included. Dutch and
Swedish employers have cited the rising relative wage costs of youthful
workers as an obstacle to their employment.

Apprentice wages in Britain have in some cases equaled or exceeded
those of comparable young workers. In other countries where apprentices
are paid educational allowances, these have risen so sharply that they
seem competitive with wages.

A recent British finding that employers do not consciously consider
wage costs for young people when fixing their recruitment policies,
presents an attitude that may be rare among American employers.
3apanese employers appear to react much as the British do, though they
have organized to hold down the advance of youth wages.

American theorizing about minimum wages and the potential
increase of employment that might result fram introducing youth
differentials has paid too little attention to the extent to which actual
youth earnings have come to exceed the legal minimum. Foreign
experience suggests that the efficacy of legal or negotiated wage
differentials for youth is limited when economic and social forces exert
upward pressures on actual youth earnings.

This brief survey of some changes in the yi.._th labor market and in
the institutions that had been credited with eas,ng the transition from
school to work suggests that foreign experience must be weighed
carefully. Backward glances at the conditions of the mid 1960s are
largely irrelevant. If some countries still seem to operate according to
the rules of an earlier time, they are either lagging behind or are so
special that their experience cannot be taken as a general model. At the
same time, in those countries that are now experiencing structural
difficulties among youth the situation has not yet developed fully; they
are still in the midst of wexploring their situation and what can be done
about it.



FOREIGN POLICY INITIATIVES
DEALING WITH TRANSITION PROBLENIS

In examining the policies of foreign countries directed toward
problems of transition, preference will be given to programs that deal
with structural rather than cyclical issues, although in practice the two
overlap and intermingle. It also is desirable to draw more heavily from
the policies of countries whose problems are akin to those of the United
States, even though their policy initiatives are still at the experimental
stage.

The most advanced European countries are not notable for discussing
or implementing ideas that are unknown in the United States. On the
contrary, they have paid particular attention to American experience and
programs because we have had more time in which to confront the
difficulties that they have recognized only in the past few years. It is
fairly easy for the informed visitor to these countries to identify programs
whose inspiration comes from across the Altantic or that are similar to
ours although independently derived.

Where some of these countries do differ from us is in the greater
commitment to full employment, the attempt to address basics issues
rather than rely on patch-up approaches, the intensity of their effort, the
important role of the central government, the pooled and cooperative
action of the relevant departments of government, the application to the
entire country of tested principles while allowing for local variations, the
comprehensive and interlocking programs on all aspects of the transition,
the close resemblance between announced and delivered programs, and
active participation by employers and trade unions.

For all that, no other country's programs are transferable intact to
the United States; they can be examined more profitably in individual
segments within a broad view of the transition. One may discuss sepa-
rately issues and policies that arise during the preparatory stage, in the
transition services, and at full-time entry into the labor force.

Preparation for Work

Recognition that school-weariness affects a significant proportion of
young people has led to various plans to relieve some 14-, 15-, or 16-year-
olds of the standard kind of education. The pervasive rejection of school
in other countries calls into question our expectatien that all young people
should be willing to remain in school, even in the types that do not rely
wholly on the classroom, until they are 18. At a minimun, the legal
leaving age of 16 in most states should coincide with the end of a
recognized stage of education, instead of signifying dropping out. It is
admittedly difficult to devise acceptable alternatives to school for all who
might prefer them.
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Norway is experimenting with placing l 4-year-olds with employers,
providing some basic education on a part-time basis, and permitting those
who complete that program to obtain leaving certificates from compul-
sory school that entitle them to continue their education at the next level.
France has a preapprenticeship year in which youngsters are supposed to
spend half the day in school and hall the day with an employer, who
presumably will subsequently offer them a regular apprenticeship con-
tract Complaints have been heard that many youngsters simply end up
with half-time school, having failed to arrange apprenticeship places. Any
arrangements involving employers as supplements to the educational
system require careful supervision by the educational authorities. In their
disillusion with school, many influential Americans have expressed
uncritical and unfounded faith in the work place as a substitute.

In Sweden the authorities are devising new types of school courses to
attract and hold the l6-year-olds who are now avoiding upper secondary
school or dropping out. Presumably these courses will be shorter than the
regular ones, perhaps three month units offering credit that can be
cumulated, even with interruptions of school. Arrangements for practical
experience also are being worked out to suit the restless young people who
constitute the problem group. The Swedish opinion is that completion of
the equivalent of two years of upper secondary education is an
indispensable requirement for survival and progress in the coming labor
market. It remains to be seen whether the opportunity to complete this
education over a longer time period with approved breaks will reduce the
hostility to school as an institution representing childhood. West
Germany's recession program for unemployed young school-leavers who
lack academic credentials offers a second chance to achieve a diploma;
but it has attracted few youngsters, even with the promise that successful
candidates would be assisted to obtain apprenticeship places that require
the acedemic credentials. A similar program in France has had a poor
response, even with a mouthy payment to young people.

In the long run, the most serious and intractable problem may be the
conflict between the desire to prepare every youth to rise above a dead-
end job and the inability to instill the required qualifications. This failure
may forestall the need to come to grips with the equally troubling
questions: How can enough "good" jobs be provided and who will do the
necessary but menial tasks?

The institution of several graduation dates throughout the year and
particularly the gearing of these dates to periods when permanent jobs are
most likely to be available and vacation job-seekers are not on the scene
would be a sensible change from the long-standing and outmoded timing of
the schbol year to fit ag icultural needs. Sweden has introducedstaggered
releasedates for its military conscripts and is considering the same for
schools.
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The best American cooperative education efforts are in advance of
most European practice and have been studied by such groups as the
Swedish Employers Association. Work experience as a method of pre-
paring for and obtaining full-time employment also is more highly
developed in the United States than it is abroad.

Community service projects as a means of occupying in-school youth
or idealistic young people out-of-school have been developed in various
countries, but Canada has been cited for its variety and success with
these. The most recent recession budget, however, eliminated funds for
some programs.

Vocational education is debated everywhere. The question of when,
where, and how to provide occupational skills is under active discussion in
many countries. Some attention might be given to the experience of the
Swedish upper secondary school with its occupationally specialized
programs superimposed on an academic core that, permits university
entrance; and its new program for "Praktik," which provides practical
experience in industry prior to taking up full-time work.

Transition Services

The necessity for ef fective transition servicesinformation, guid-
ance, placement, induction, and follow-upis generally recognized, but
wide differences exist in the scope of services, the resources, staffing,
organization, and activities. The countries that seem to have the most
effective servicesJapan, West Germany, Sweden--offer a comprehensive
list of services, organize the transition from the national government
down, do not rely on independent schools and their personnel to initiate
and carry out activities without outside supervision, use bridging agencies
that strongly involve the labor market authorities, and integrate youth
services with those for adults.

Martin Feldstein's repeated recommendation4 that the United States
should introduce the British system of a separate, specialized transition
serv ice for youth that is independently organized by the local education
authorities is open to criticism on several counts. It is based on
inaccurate and outdated information about the British system; it ignores
the dissatisfaction within Britain; it assumes greater impact by these
transition services on youth unemployment than the purveyors and
analysts of the services would claim; and it seems unaware both of the
rejection of the British system by other countries and the more effective
models of fered elsewhere.

No matter how superior the transition services of another country
may be to those we currently offer, even the best existing programs have
serious deficiences. To begin with, it is inherently difficult to provide
effective official information and guidance services, especially in corn-
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n with-the unofficial sources; no one has discovered a reliable way
st fthecontribution of the official services to the information stock of

vldtials or to the- decisions they make. Still more dif ficult is the
ion of the relation between the quantity and the quality of official

!vices and the outcomes for individuals.

'iOffitial: placement services do not appear to make more rapid or
more SUccessful placements than do other sources of finding jobs, but the
resieirch designs for the few studies in this area leave room for a revised
'opinion. On the other hand, the official agencies can collect job

fOrniation more widely and completely than any other source.

- A secend drawback of the transition services is that they are apt to
Giyoked In situations where their influence is bound to be minor or

ective. -The danger is that more basic and drastic action against
uth uniMployment, for example, will be tabled; while reliance is placed

n 1mprnved -transition services.

,
An example from another country of a misplaced emphasis on

Information and guidance is. the Japanese complaint that job-changing by
young workers, even without intervening unemployment, is evidence of
inadequate guidance services in school. The rate of job-changing is in fact
low by comparison with that of other advanced countries, but it is in
conflict With the Japanese ideal of lifetime employment with the first
-employer. Ignoring the economic- advantages that have accrued to the
jOb-changers in.periods of high labor demand and fast-rising earnings for

Workers, the official Japanese analysts have seen only a need for
Im'proved guidance for young people. Similarly, our calls for community

.- education-work councils, and better matching of vacancies and job-
seekers, useful though these may be in general, are inadequate and
inappropriate responses to a situation of chronic insufficiency of jobs for
youth in both quantitative and qualitative terms.

. A third problem for the transition services is that they tend to treat
all youngsters equally. Y et those who have the least need for these
services because they have access to other assistance are most likely to
seek out, respond to, and benefit from the official services, while the
most needy in terms of background and resources are likely to reject or
absorb little of the services they are offered. There is a clear need to
provide more and different services to disadvantaged youth within the
framework of the transition services available to all.

A recent Swedish innovation is called Extended or Modified SYO,
where SW) means an integrated educational and occupational information
and guidance service. It is designed to provide active follow-up of all
young people who at 16 do not enter or drop out of upper secondary
school. All community agencies that deal with young people are drawn
into the effort, which is directed by the 5Y0 personnel in the schools and
the local employment service. If this program proves successful in the
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trial communities it will be extended. it is a way of giving the
disadvantaged, criminal, delinquent, alcohol- or drug-addicted youth
special attention on personal, social, educational, and employment
Iroblems within the general system of transition services.

:-

Entrance to the Laboi Market
Training occupies a place of honor in European measures to cope

with cyclical and structural difficulties. It is assumed that there are or
soon willbe skill shortages and that training can benefit both the
individual and the economy. Until the present recession, this idea was
accepted without question, but now one hears doubts about future needs in
light of technological change and better utilization of manpower. Many
government training programs are open to teenagers or are extended to
this group during periods of rising unemployment, and some special
programs have been launched as well. The significance for the United
States of some of the special 'measures for youth depends on one's
expectation of skill shortages in the youth labor market here.

Two British programs illustrate the convergence of eyclicai and
structural policy for youth. "Me Wider Opportunities Courses now are
used experimentally with young people, and are being evaluated systema-
tically. They attempt to develop the participants' self-confidence in their
ability to meet the demands of various kinds of employment rather than to
impart specific occupational skills lt is expected that successful
participants will be better able to respond to new employment or training
opportunities throughout their lives. Secondly, Gateway Courses were
proposed in mid 1975 by the Training Services Agency. The program will
be formulated more definitely in 1976 after national debate on the details
is concluded. Essentially, the Gateway Course is envisioned as a three
months off-the-job course that will give knowledge of broad occupational
categories rather than specific skills. It is still to be decided whether
such courses should start in the last year of school, just after school ends,
or after the first unemployment, and the precise location is uncertain,
though all relevant facilities are viewed with approval. Part of trre
Gateway Course is seen as an introduction to more advanced and specific
training by employer& in- addition, the Industrial Training Boards are
urged to stimulate more training for youhg people in the work place than
now exists, but it is recognized that much of such training is not in the
employer's interest and requires subsidization.

One of the newer measures in Europe is the offer of public subsidies
to employers to hire young people they would otherwise not employ.
These programs call for training or work, or combinations of work and
training. Employers who might not continue apprenticeship training
because of difficult economic conditions also are subsidized in Britain and
The Netherlands. Subsidies -to employers have reportedly worked well in
Sweden, but French employers have not responded in as large a number as
was hoped they would.
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Belgium has been discussing an early retirement plan that would
make more room for young people. The plan is to finance the measure by

a special tax on firms whose profits have been higher than average.

Mobility allowances are not generally used much by teenagers, but
some countries provide special housing and recreation facilities for young
workers.

As a final citation, the comprehensive Swedish program against
youth unemployment may be described. Drafted in a period of full em-
Ployment in May 1975, the program of the National Labor Market Board
laid down guidelines to be followed by the County Labor Boards and the
local employment service offices in the event of an increase in youth
unemployment. Emphasis is given to intensified employment service
activities, the creation of training opportunities within the educational
system, training in labor market centers, and an increase in public service
employment for youth. Among the duties of the employment service are
analyses of the extent and structure of youth unemployment; cooperation
with school authoriti&c municipal social service agencies, and others on
training and work oppor 'Amities for youth; activities in schools, youth
centers, and youth organizations; intensified job canvassing; study tours to
work places; following up individual young people, especially those who do
net continue their studies or drop out of upper secondary school. In each
office, unemployed young people are to be served by one or more
specialized officers.

In the whole perspective of current European ef forts, it would be
misleading to suggest that any country has devised policies that assure an
easy transition from school to work for the segment of youth that has the
greatest difficulty. The effectiveness of many of the policies for the
longer-term structural probfErns has yet to be tested. But in the absence
of better ideas, some of these proposals may be worth trying in the United
States. Surely it is a worse alternative to take refuge in the indisputable
fact that youth is a temporary malady and that all young people in the
labor market will automatically become prime-age workers without any
governmental assistance.
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NOTF-

1. This chapter is based on a forthcoming book, Bridges to Work:
International Comparisons of Transition Services, and work in progress on
the preparation of youth for work and the youth labor market.

2. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), The Entry of Youth into Working Life; European Economic
Community, Measures to P luce Youth Unemployment (Brussels, May
1975); Council of Europe, t.,nemployment among Young People and its
Social Aspects (Strasbourg, 1975); Ronald Gass, "Approaches to the
Transition from School to Work," Seymour L. Wolfbein, ed., Labor Market
Information for Y ouths (Philadelphia: Temple University, 1975), pp. 11-
23; "The Problem of You-rig People's Entry into Working Life," OECD
Observer (September-October 1975), pp. 14-16.

3. For example: Manpower Report of the President, 1968; Franz
Groernping, "Transition from School to Work in Selected Countries," in
The Transition from School to Work, Princeton Manpower Symposium May
1968 (Princeton: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University,
Research Report Series no. 111, 1968), pp. 132-88; David Bauer, Factors
Moderating Unemployment Abroad , The Conference Board, Studies in
Business Economics no. 113 (New York, 1970); U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Youth Unemployment and Minimum Wages,
Bulletin 1657 (Washington, 1970), chaps. 10, 11.

4. The recominendation, stated in several papers, is most accessible
in Martin Feldstein, "The Economics of the New Unemployment," The
Public Interest (Fall 1973), pp. 3-41.
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,-,Chairmttn }It:melte EY. I was particularly impressed with certain
ements, you outlined among the European count ries whereby the

legislature sets forth the objectives and guidelines :Ind financing, hut
leaves the:details and the administrittion up to the 'executive branch.
Of course they have the parliamentary system there which places a

eaterbUrden of responsibility ou both the executive branch and the
egislative branch. There is a burden- of cooperation when things

AorOt werk out. We have this divided autliotii . and sometimes it
-doesn'A product the results we woidd like.

,Alsdimaybe-they will get tomind to Nrherv we are w iten they want
:InSt4ut tures, instant food instant success.

Mrs. 11.3.7 BEN . They are more pat lent.
Chairman Tr_um, !MEI% l'hey are, there is no dont) abont it. I h tvc

been- -ser impressed with what I know of some of the efforts that have
.been made in other countries where t liVy take a program and really
try it out on a limited basis. I thought that is V. ought to have

7.- been dene, for example. with tho wel,fare pt.ogt.am that was advo-
,cated.-I- thought one of the best things that came oot of the Nixon
adthiniStilition WitS a revised fa tfly assistfince program. But we.
'always have got to have it in all 50 Stlites tomorrow morning, or
really, this aftelmoon, and have it going full steam ahead V. in
fad if we would have picked about maybe 50 counties in several

'States and olven it a real whirl. we mioht have found oat itS
nesse% itssoitrengths, and the training needed for it. I think this was
brought up a while ago wit II the other witnesses.

And so many of these programs minim, what we call middle level
-supprvision and administrative experience. becanse thov are diffet Tut.

You are marking with people who have different proidems than the
:normal employment and unemployment situation. But we will come
hack to that.

..)Ir.lIarton, will you pmeeed now with your 1e!4 iinon V,

STATEMENT OF PAUL E. BARTON, SENIOR CONSULTANT.
NATIONAL MANPOWER INSTITUTE

Mr. I3.1 rroN. Aft.. Chairman and nwmINI, of t IR. rommitte,.. thank
you for the opportunity to speak about these important issues. I lutvc
provided a longer parwr to the tee stiitr. and I have only a few

__brief remarks.
Our youth unemployment condition is or ciiiil-t I eainplex on

the i.estilt of the ci.eation of rapid cliange and socializat ion into at,
adult societ y. erosion or roinimmity and extended family. even lin-.
clear family, the isolation of large bust it lit ions. sohools. and workphice
being a major exainple, a rate of technological ill:1710.S anti Cr/neon-
trates the V. into a shrinking middle period of life. :111d a recession
prone economy in whiell there i I widespread employment problem
affecting all ages.

In a brief period it is possible to highlight only a few of the more
'significant elements of this condition. This will be mtide easier by the
oversimplification of sneakily/ of two employment conditions. The
first, I believe. is the result of inadequaeles in institutional ivlatiolY
sbips and behavio.of.the,=kind that civated problems iii tlw transition

m school to work l'Oe-boonyvear hike DK as well 'as in a recession

3
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year like 1075-and 1976. And the second is the result of a deep reces-
sion where unemployment is still as high as in the worst months of the
1958 recession.

With respect to institutional relationships and behavior there are
the-following points I would make: One, the most striking fact not

Avidely known is that betveen two-thirds and four- lifths of employers
zhirbig,for_what might be called regular adult jobs simply do not him
:.pereons under 21 or 22 years of age. And there have been four or five
major studies over the last 6' or 7 years which document that, I think,
rather Completely. That is 4 or 5 years after yonth received their high
school diploma. With those employ,ers, what you studied in school and
hoW well you did isn't going to matter much for quite awhile. Purely
curriculum reforms don't touch this problem.

Two, the time trap mentality of how dividing life in mto segents,
with the youth period for fornml education mid. adulthood Cor only
work, creates the necsity frw a sudden transition from eduoition to
work. A phasing process where both education and industry are co-
operatively involved would keep youth from slipping between these
two bureaucracies Which fur seldom on speaking terms with each other.
And yet few now have the option for a phase transition.

Three, the most obvious of the links between education and work are
left unconnected.
-' Senator HinnPhrey referred to this a little bit earlier. Few schools
rovide job placement services to their school learners, although they
o attempt, college placement serykes with what limited resources

they have.
The Public Employment Service started in the early 1950's to pro-

- vide a one-shot counseling and piaci-mut service in the senior year.
But that actiNity has dwindled to the point whete no'separate records
are now kept.

'Secondary schools have only- about one person-year of counseling
time per 1.000 students, and very little of that goes to eanw phinning,
particularly for those not getting there with the college degree. All
Of this is complicated by a dearth of occupational information avail-
able at the local level, and in forms elisily used by students.

FOur, employers, parents, school counselors and young people are
confused by child labor laws. This confusion was documented in a six-
city study conducted by the National Manpower Institute. It is not
that we don't need child labor laws. We do. But there are overlapping
Federal and State laws and theiv needs to be just one Or the other
with special information explaining what can and can't be done.

Five. In this area of institutional relationships that T have distin-
ished from just the plain shortage of job opporhmities, we are, I
lieve, going to have to rely on a. process to create the necessary link-

ages; rather than new pt.ograiris with very large bureauci.acies. 'What is
:involved many of the previous speakers and members of the
committee have commented on it f believe. in one way or the other
c011aboration at all levels, but particularly the local let el. among edu-
:caters, businesses, labor unions the voluntary sector, now organized
into such an orgimization as the National Collaboration for Youth,
parents, and just effect ive citizens.
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While the name is not important, the National Manpower Institute
has called for the creation of comimmity education work councils as
tkmeans of aCcomplishing collaboration and commenCing that kind of

process' at the local level.
,Aather than searclfing for standardized approaches, the one best

Tway, we will have to build on whatever leadeiship initiative there is
male community. And it can COMe from various places. It can come

. from schools, it can Conic from employers, from unions, or any other
source. And rather than segment responsibilities at the Federal and
State level among government organizations responsible to 1: qicular
clientele and professional groups, we need to find means of . awing
them into shared responsibilities for a goal which transcends their
.narrower organizational objectives in short, the cement that binds
society in the vital process of admission to adulthood is loosening. The
need is.for menforcement which unites: not new organizations with
narrow and pmconceived missions which perpetuate segmentation.

The second youth employment conditions is simply the lack of
enough jobs, of which there has been considerable discussion already.
A deep recession is of course the basic reason at the present time. But
I think this should not be permitted to mask whatl has been a long
term decline in youth employment in the Miter city.

In 1954, a couple of decades ago. the proportion of white teenagers
employed was 43 peivent compamd to 38 peivent of black teenagers.
Now, that is a significant ditleremc but not a huge one. But in 1974 the
white proportion employed l'ose to 19 it uit lI 11.om 43 percent.
The black-proportion fell to 26 pert.ent. with only about one ant of
four employed by 1974. The full brunt of the recession was felt
in 1975. And the pereentage of black teenagers employed fell further
to 2 :3 percent.

We cminot talk about a phased t Ca misil ion from s .hool to work if
there is no work to be phased into.

The inability of our economy to lii lull in a attn t ven growth, and
the increasing constraints on giTiwth, as traditionally measured at
least, and the simultaneons enlargements of the demand for productive
t.oles fi.om youth, minoi ities. womenand it is eoming, tile older people
we retired from our technological economyexceed the scope of this
analysis. But it mnst be pointed out that such disruption in the total
system makes nphill sledding to improve the functioning of important
parts of it, such as the youth transition to work.

So as we work to impriwe institutional link$iges and encourage
community initiatives, we need to enhirge the number of plyiductive
roles. A good deal of this will likely have to occur in what is broadly
termed the service sector. What cows to mind most moldy is ou
triunity service: those needs identified by the munonnity itsolf that
strengthen the forces within the commiluitv as well as those that also
aid in the pursuit of the longer range goals stiggested in these
remarks.

When you talk to any ;,roup and ask the question. you will find that
no one believes there are enough jobs. But if you $isk if they believe
we have rim out of work that needs doing. the answer is a hind "no."
Both the doing of it and the experience youth gains in the process
are important



Tht 1OpOiiI of Willard Wirtz in his recnt book "'File
Resource" for the ct._eation of community internships captilms both of
these elements, I believe, of helping youth and helping t he community,
There am now enough related efforts in th, alTa of youth 311(1 service
programs so that a base of experienre now exists for wider applica-
tion where we would not have to proced solely OH t iu basis of logie
However, I see 3Ir. Donald Eberly from .1( 710N in the imdienee and
he knows more than anyone about present experience such as Qerviee
learning, action leaming. :Ind :1 whole series a c.tropts t hat luive been
given trial mins.

Thus in closing, Chairman, I believe there Im two youth em-
ployment conditions, one iwiniring improved access tIlt he employment
system for youth. and the other rquiring the numerical enlargement-
of productive roles for youth,

[The following paper was attached to NIr. Uii rton's statement :1



YOUTH TRANSITION TO WORK:
THE PROBLEM AND FEDERAL POLICY SETTING

Paul E. Barton

The period since World War II has been, by standards of achievement
long applied, the best of times for American youth; it remains to be seen
whether the achievements of this period have been entirely to our
advantage or:whether in protecting youth from the harshness of adult life
we may have gone too far and madb it harder for them to live as adults.

Affluence combined with perhaps the most youth-centered culture in
history has enabled the prolonging of childhood, for most youth at any
rate, for six or seven years beyond the time when the physical ability to
do society's work commences, the time that,in fact, provided the natural
break from childhood during all but the most recent period of man's
existence. During the late 1940s and not before, the word "teenager"
came into existence, to provide a IW3el for a population physically mature
yet still cared for.

The swing _generation's teenage children were without adult jobs
during this extended period of preparation for adult life but not without
resourcft; cars appeared as transportation to high school and college, the
music and recording industry found its largest market ever, and special
charge accounts for teenagers were advertised by department stores.

--
Increasingly, these youth grew up in suburbs, saw peor4;,.artjUnd

them living as well as they did, associated mostly with other Young
children with still young parents, were transported by family station
wagons to extracurricular affairs, and were treated to what was thought
to be the best Ln high school education, which more and more took place in
institutions with 2,000 to 4,000 students. Taught to live as part of an age
group, they learned their lessons well, and by the time those who were
going to college got there, their views about the conduct of national and
international affairs, and the manner in which those views were expressed,
turned out to be quite different from those of their parents' generation, or
perhaps any American college generation before them (a comment not
rendered L-1 judgment but in reminder that a lengthening period of
protection and attendance in society's institutions of socialization did not
result in a passfrig on of parents' views and values).

The younger sisters and brothers of these college students and the
children of those who had been too young to fight in World War II found
the schools even larger, saw alcohol replaced with hard drugs--which were
available as early as junior high school--turned against the expensive
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clothes that youth before them had worn, and found accommodations for
living together in vans, whereas their predecessors had had to settle for
evenings in the parking lots of suburbia's shopping centers". Despite these
outward differences between teenagers today and those who were
teenagers during the mid 1950s and early 1960s, the prolongation of
childhood, in whatever guise, remains the status quo, and most affluent
middle class youth today are still going to college.

This is the situation of youth most visible to those Americans who
matter in terms of power in the institutions of employment, education,
and government. The rest of American youth, those stopping their educa.

ns at high school or earlier, must be making it somehow, but no one
knqws quite how that process is working. Often, it isn't. Until the riots of
the 1960s, the public knew, only if it read of such things, that blacks (still
called Negroes then) were moving rapidly to the centers of the major
cities, and that the city surely wasn't the promised land. Claude Brown's
life exemplifies what teenagers were doing in the crowded city center 'and
still are doing: fighting for their reputations on the streets by age 12,-
being pushed into early motherhood, seeing all too clearly the inequalities
and irrationalities of a welfare system, and missing out on a critical
element of socialization into the work world: having fathers and mothers
who can get stable jobs providing incomes that cover the essentials of
living. Only the successful few are making it to the suburbs, and when
they get there they are too far away to be what the sociologists have
come to call effective role models.

Those who stay in rural areas see little hope there for a career,
unless family resources are sufficient for the conversion to agribusiness.
For the most part, though, youth aren't staying on the farm. In poorer
states their education is likely to be substandard, which is no help in the
city; and if vocational education is available, it is likely to be in
agriculture and is no help for most of those who study it.

The disparities in adult society have been, not surprisingly, visited
upon the young, and the schools have proved unable to achieve equality of
abilities among youth of different races and economic classes, a task
many seem to think is the schools' and theirs only.

No one knows what the extended protective shield for the coming of
age of middle class youth will mean for their lives and their children's
lives. As for what is happening to the youth trapped in the cities without
community, and often without family or resources, the shape of their
future cannot be discerned in detail either; .we can, however, be sure
enough that it is not a benign influence for the individual or for society.

This extension of childhood for the-middle class, combined with the
growing isolation of the big junior and senior high schools,' leaping
technological change, frequent, sometimes chronic labor surpluses, and
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the containment of blacks in the center city while the jobs (especially
ones youth could hold) were shifted to the suburbs, has resulted in some of
the worst of times for youth, or at least a dramatic break from the past in
regard to the age of admission to adult society.

The growing portion of youth starting college, and the growing
portion of corporate decision-makers whose sons and daughters comprise
the one ow of five youths entering the full-time labor force with a college
degree, has probably had the effect of increasing the social minimum age
at which youth are permitted to enter most forms of regular adult
employment Although it is entirely a matter of conjecture about cause
and 'effect, the age of entry into regular employment seems to advance
with the expected age at which the middle class emerges from college;
the facts, at least, are consistent with such a proposition.

It is on such critical mat ers as this that our excellent statistical
system leaves us in the lurch. One could point to a rising youth unem-
ployment rate over time, only to be confounded by the fact that youth
employment has increased as fast as the youth labor force.2 Closer
inspection reveals that this employment increase is almost wholly in part-
time jobs for students, that students get these jobs rather quickly (at least
in nonrecession periods) but move about so much during the year--summer
job to part-time job to Christmas job--that they are cropping up more and
more in the official count of unemployment It is almost as if things had
gotten turned around, with the unemployment rate advancing to reflect
the greater success of youth in locating these kinds of jobs.

The story, then, is not in the unemployment rate, or the employment
rate either, for that matter. The better question is "At what age will
employers hire youth for regular full-time jobs of the kinds that adults
hold?" The answer is not to be found in the unemployment statistics at all
but in a number of special studies conducted over the last half 'decade,.
The composite results are that from two-thirds to four-fifths of employers
do not want to hire young people for regular jobs until the attainment of
age 21 or thereabout.1 For the four out of five who enter the labor force
without a college degree and who want to do it between the ages of 16 and
20, the extended childhood period must continue, even when society has
conferred the last year of its free 12 years of education at age 17 or 18.
The high school diploma received at this age cuts little ice; the graduate's
success is not much different from that of the dropout in the several years
before the age of 21.4

Perhaps employers would dip below age 21 if they were hard pressed
to do so by rapidly expanding markets. But the years have been few when
workers were in such short supply as to require such action. The effects
on youth of a chronic labor surplus are compounded by the way
technological change affects manpower requirements. Although such
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change cannot yet be indicted for eliminating more jobs than it creates, it
has to be a large factor in the condensing of work life toward the middle
years, causing people to enter regWar employment at an older age and
retire from it at a younger one.

With youth seemingly less critical to the needs of industry,
employers thinking of youth, the age of their offspring still in college as
too young to work, and youth walled off in ever-larger schools for lorger
and longer periods,- the chasm that exists between the world of education
and the world of work becomes more understandable, if not more accept-
able. The opportunity for phased adult experience shrinks, and youth
becomes older as time passes and become less adult at the same time; the
prophesies that they are not ready to assume responsibility become self-
fUlfilling.

The comment made a number of paragraphs back about the
unemployment rate tending to be inflated by success in part-time job-
seeking needs qualification. For that ever-larger number of students .
engaging in casual part-time work, the comment is true enough. But for
those blacks facing bleak opportunity in, the center city, the unemploy-
ment rate for teenage blacks, even as it shot toward an unbelievable 40
percent in the 1975 recession, was inadequate in the other direction; the
current situation is worse than it suggests. For teenagers, it is more
revealing to look simply at the portion who are employed. The real
tragedy of the black conditiori emerges with such measures.- In 1954, 43
percent of white teenagers- were employed, rising to 49 percent by 1974.
In 1954, 38 percent of black teenagers were employed, falling to 26
percent by 1974. There is nothing now on the horizon to change these
trends.-

-Much has been made, at dif ferent times, of the importance of demo-
graphic projections of the youth population and labor fordefor manpower
planning, and it is legitimate to ask what the projected trends mean foe
the future. It is sometimes said that as the members of the post-World
War II baby boom generation move into their late twenties, with the
slower growth, even a r! dine, of the teenage population in the years to
come, the problem of youth transition to work will lessen. Implicit in this
statement is the assumption that the enlargement of the youth population
was responsible for the rise in the teenage unemployment rate of that
period. But "teenage jobs" fully kept pace with that population growth in
the aggregate; the measured teenage unemployment rate is not a very
useful guide to the existence of a problem. The gap between education
and work, it is posited here, is the result of social, cultural, and economic
changesaltering both the way we treat youth and the way we view
youth--not a matter of population demography. If this is the case, the
problem will not recede just because the tide of youth recedes. Om the
other hand, a lessening of demographic pressure cannot help but be on the
right side, and it ought . to make matters easier as we tackle basic
structural and institutional arrangements.



It should be well noted that the population climb among young blacks
did not recede and does not recede in the projections made by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics --(BLS). Unfortunately BLS has not published,

projections by race since 1970. Those projections expected 3.3 million
blacks aged- 16 to 24 to be in the labor force by 1985, compared with an
actual -figure of 2.6 million in 1974. The comparable numbers for whites,
usine-the same projections, are 17.5 million in 1985, compared to 19.2

:million in 1970

It is clear nowthat the quantity of jobs for blacks is inadequate anc
that the problem here includes, but also transcends, improved institutional
linkages; things are going to get worse for young blacks unless some major
steps are taken to create jobs, or to get blacks out to the suburbs, where
the private economy is creating jobs for white youth. It is worth stating
again that closer relationships between the processes of education and
work will help the great bulk of youth; and they will help many blacks, but
just as mariy,blacks will be left behind until something is done about the
quantity of experience opportunities available to them.

This is the setting of the problem. The federal role in dealing with
it is necessarily a restricted one compared with what must be done
locally, by parents, individual citizens, teachers, and employers. But it is
still an important one and must be attended to with care.

NATIONAL ASSISTANCE: LOCAL ACTION

There is increasing recognition and acceptance of the proposition
that we are too vast a nation and too pluralistic in our decision-making for
many of our social conditions to be altered through uniform national
policies, even less through federal government policies. That assertion is
particularly true of efforts to bring about a smoother transition to
adulthood, where federal, state, and local government and public educa-
tion agencies, individual employers, unions, public employment services
(with their three levels of policy-making), new municipal manpower
agencies, parents, and, increasingly, students, :re parties to the process.

On the other hand, it seems to be at the seat of national government
that the need for change is recognized, the climate for change often
conditioned, and the cost of change at least partially funded. This has
been true of almost everything that has happened in the last 40 years in
the manpower arena, including employment services, public retraining of
the unemployed, public employment, and income maintenance. It has also
been true, ,of most of education that has been career specific, from land
grant colleges to vocational education and on to career education. More
recently, the Washington influence has become more subtle, but present
nevertheless, in such projects as the federally funded and appointed panel
that wrote Youth: Transition to Adulthood, the small Labor Department
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grants to stimulate better use of occupational information, and the models
such as Experience-Based Career Education, established with federal
money in four cities for others to emulate.

The limits to harided-down initiatives, from the Washington head-
quarters of one .bureaucracy to its local offices, are increasingly apparent.
There can be many reasons for diminishing opportunity for central policy
directions, but a major one is that no one bureaucracy or institution has
total responsibility for the youth transition, and no one command is
capable of trimming the sail.

The ability to discern the general situation from Washington seems
unimpaired, as is the superior financial position to get things started; it is
thef ability to accomplish things at the local level, particularly in this
area, that Washington is short on. Given all this, the best approach seems
to be to put the pieces together at the local level, with the initial
stimulation and at least some funding coming from the federal level it is
out of experience with what local individuals and agencies are able to
succeed in doing together .that we will discern what an education-work
policy has turned out to be.

The national role in getting local efforts started will, of course,
require some judgment about what makes sense to get started on; there
has to be some formulation of what is to be tried, if only by way of stirnu-
lating local peeple to think of ways to do it differently. It would be
helpful in this respect to give a careful review of the experiences of those
communities aro::nr1 the country already working on the problem (such a
review is containt-J elsewherein is volume).

It is suggested that the appropriate federal policy role is that of
stimulating a variety of local projects that have the merit of bringing
together several of the critical participants in a school-to-work transition,
and of perfecting a number of what would become operational components
of a complete local effort. A great deal of room would be left for local
design, and federal suggestions would be just that and no more. Examples
of suggestions are provided below.

A number of local counci127 large enough to provide useful experi-
ence, composed of educators, employers, union members, parents,
effective individual citizens, members of community organizations, and
elected students to try to bring back together the now disparate pieces of
the community that formerly took a greater responsibility for the
transition to adulthood. Almost any of the projects and pilot programs
suggested below could be carried out under the auspices of such councils.

Community employment counseling services for high school stu-
dents, which might operate under guidelines established by professional
guidance counselors but which would have as their purpose the identifica-



tier% and organization of all resources availab e within the community to
assist youth in learning what occupations are like and how people in them
got where they are now.

Model employment placement services, working to provide part-time
opportunities for youth still in school, career opportunities for youth
leaving school, follow-up through age 20 or so, and feedback to the schools

about the kinds of barriers to employment success that exist after
schooling is completed. Given the past jurisdictional questions not yet
clearly resolved, it would be useful to have at least four dif ferent kinds of
models:

A high school or consortium of high schools operating the
services.

The public Employment S rvice operating them, in a loco ion
accessible to students.

The schools and the Employment Service operating them
jointly with shared funding and carefully worked out responsibili-
ties.

Volunteer service organizations providing the entire initiative
and implementation.

Community internship programs to supplement opportunities in the
private employment sector, so that all students needing it can have an
opportunity to combine experiential learning with more formal education.
The attempt would be to generate local programs undlr a variety of
auspices, such as-

A volunteer citizens committee.

A committee of heads of major organizations that would have
experience opportunities.

The education-work agencies, such as the schools, the munici-
pal agency administering the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act (CETA) and the public Employment Service.

Model delivery systems for all work experience opportunities within
a community to see how much more employer cooperation and involve-
ment could be gained by efficiently developing opportunities and appropri-
ately matching students and opportunities without many separate ap-
proaches to individual employers.

Dernonstmtions --perhaps as part of the above component--of what
community-minded federal employers can do to stimulate an experience
component in education. The combination of federal establishments
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located in a city--including employers holding federal contractsinvolve-
ment of the federally funded CETA agency, and public service activities
receiving federal aid, would very likely provide a substantial number of
experience opportunities for students and set the example fc, private
employers. This is the kind of activity that existing councils of regional
executives could organize.

A careful demonstration project to find out what difference the
althrnating of education and experience makes in the stereotypes now held
by employers about the undesirability of young people under 21 as
employees. Employers would have an opportunity to see v.-hat capabilities
young workers have, and young workers would have the opportunity tomature as productive workers. Before-and-after employer attitudes
toward youth would be measured.

An education program prepared for all employers and school
officials on what federal, state, and local child labor laws permit, as well
as prohibit, with regard to student work experience programs and the
hiring of youth as they graduate from high school. To find out what
impact inadequate knowledge about child labor laws is having, before-and-
after surveys about employer knowledge, attitudes, and actual hiring
practices would be desirable. If the surveys were done in several
communities, the worth of a widespread educational effort could be
evaluated and the most effective approach could be formulated.

The provision of money to a local school system to permit it to work
out cooperative agreements with private skill training schools, so that
high school students could get skills in approved private schools where
public school offerings were not available. The money would be used to
pay the students' tuition in the private schools in situations where
academic education was providtd in the public school and specific skill
training in the private school. There has been a failure to bring about an
integration of the resources available in the community, and exploration
of cooperative arrangements in a few communities might determine how
practical such possibilities are.

A demonstration public broadcast youth TV program, on a scheduled
basis, which would--

Advertise its program and of ferings-in-the local schools.

Solicit job listings from employers and give regular job avail-
ability bulletins.

Interview panels of people in identical occupationg to draw
out what that occupation requires and offers and how these people
had prepared for the occupation and achieved success.



Interview employers about what they have to offer and why
youth would want to work for them.

Interview graduates who have found jobs with regard to their
job-bunting experiences and what worked best for them.

Efforts would be made to see how many viewed the program and who they
were and to determine whether they found it useful.

Development of a local occupational inventory of entry-level jobs
for graduating high school seniors, done by a consortium of individual
citizens and organizations and made available in each high school within
the guidance and counseling department. Means would have to be
established for keeping the inventory up to date. It would have to be a
listing of organizations generally having opportunities rather than a
precise, current job vacancy record, which requires considerabir statisti-
cal expertise and is usually done on a sampling basis.

Development of an education program or a guide for local
communities showing them innovative models now in existence to better
integrate education and work. The nation if: so vast that the likelihood of
any community's knowing what other communities are doing is not very
great. A system of gathering specific information on individual projects
would enable duplication of successful efforts and results.

&comparison (in one or several local communities) of the fob per-
formance of I8-year-old high school graduates, who have been provided
with the necessary on-the-job training with that of older persons doing
similar work, to see if there is, in fact, a basis for the large-scale refusal
of corporations to hire pervms under age 21.

These are meant to be only examples. Their purpose is to show that
there are a large number of things to try, based on informed judgment.
Any serious effort to launch a series of projects at the local level that go
beyond efforts now being made by individual institutions operating in
isolation from each other and from the community itself, would turn up
other possibilities worthy of a trial run and might very well reject many of
the above suggestions.

N EW EFFORTS IN E DUCAT I ON

New developments in education at the federal level are quite impor-
tant in the overall effort to improve the transition from school to work. E
A few comments seem warranted in the context cof the purpose of this
paper, although no attempt will be made to t,e complete or comprehen-
sive.
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Leadership as Well aS Money in Career Education

It should be taken as instructive that the largest influence the
federal government has had on elementary and secondary education since
the response to Sputnik, has been one of leadership, not_money. For that
large majority of students not in the accelerated math and science
courses, career education, an approach initiated in late 1970, may be the
most significant federal initiative since vocational education was enacted
into law in 1917. Although many states and localities are mit quite sure
how to implement career education in the specifics, they are increasingly
convinced that basic changes are necessary and that the momentum
behind the idea of education as preparation for careers is great enough to
provide the opportunity for change.

Money played some role in the creation of the career education
initiative, particularly in starting the several models, such as Experience-
Based Career Education. But the amounts were so small as to be
insignificant in a multi-billion-dollar public service industry. What has
been started is by and large the result of the personal leadership of
Commissioner Sidney Mar land and Director Kenneth Hoyt; the continuing
support given by Commissioner Terrell Bell and David Jesser of the
Council of Chief State School Officers; and the initiative of a number of
individual school officials. Things have been brought to the point at which
enlarged financial resources will now be necessary.

It would be ironfc, though, if a movement started and sustained by
individual leadership became dependent for sustenance largely on new
federal legislation and appropriations, while the dynamics of its progress
thus far were ignored. This is not to suggest that a legislative and
financial base is not needed; it is. But it will be tempting to move too
quickly beyond reliance on individuals who can persuade others . . . to
persuade still others.

Within a very short time, a new Commissioner of Education, working
with what funding he had, described the way education for the non-
college-bound had become neither good general education nor a means-of
entering adult employment. Then he proceeded to tell educators what to
do instead. Gaining the confidence of practitioners and the understanding
of those who had long played important roles in the preparation of youth
for employment, was the job of the new Director of Career Education,
with the support of the Commissioner of Education. The judgment must
be that, by and large, the climate of receptivity has been greatly
improved.

Continuing skilte&-and adroit--leadership from Washington is an
essential, and that leadership's largest contribution at the present time
will be to assure that those placed in leadership roles at the state and
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local levels are people who understand the need, and who have the skills,
to influence educational policy and practice. There cannot be--should not
be--federal direction over who is appointed to these posts, for these are
state and local matters. But the leadership that creates the climate for
encouraging careful selection, and cooperation from other elements of the
education establishment, will have to come from those sponsoring the
effort in Washington.

The selection of such individuals up and down the line will not very
likely result from legislation, policy pronouncements, or grant guidelines.

It is rather a matter of the personal efforts of effective leaders. The

proposition is that the most important career education matter is
personnel, for if recruitment is handled poorly at this stage, all else will
come to naught.

Limits of the Cla5sroorn

The originators of career education were clear in their recognition
that the classroom is as large as the community. The natural tendency of
educators, however, is to do what they have always done, which is to
reduce the world outside to what can be put into a book or a lesson plan or
to what can emanate from an instructor.

The difference in method is important enough so as to transfer the
burden of proof onto those who would abstract the outside and bring it in,
with the presumption being that what exists in the present can be best
underitood through ot servation and participation. This leaves much to be
learned about the past, and about what is generalized by adults who have
many experience, for classroom material.

From the number of times one hears the term "hands-on experi-
ence," it would appear on the surface that all is well. But we should not
assume so, and the record-keeping system for tracking progress in
implementing career education should be designed to tell us where
progress is taking place. Education has increasingly meant that youth
were delayed from joining those who were doing; it would be ironic if
career education were practiced in such a way as to reinforce this trend
rather than reverse it.

The question of i-Lat kind of education is appropriate for the class-
room and what for the outside world has perhaps even greater relevance
for vocational education, since it teaches specific job skills in the
classroom and also provides gc neral theory and basic education to
supplement skill training. The matter has too often been-approached on a
pedagogical basis when it is really a rather practical question of what
works and what does not.
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The process of deciding on an appropriate vocational education
curriculum ought to be carried out on the basis of how employers hire and
train in particular industries in a particular community. If they hire on
the basis of skills received in a vocational classroom, it makes sense to
teach those skills as long as the access of youth to jobs is actually
increased and the broader purposes of education are not forsaken. Where
employers do their own training and want it that way, it is not a wise
investment to train youth in public classrooms. These are matters that
can be determined by asking employers what their practices are, what
they want them to be, and whether it makes sense to change them. If all
vocational education courses were established only after a determination
of how employers labor supply is actually met, much of the doubt that
seems to hang over Vocational education might disappear.

Assuming Responsibility Without Ability

The very term "career education" suggests that careers can be had
through education. They can, but only to some extent. It has become
increasingly recognized that we have loaded too much responsibility for
socialization onto the schools, and that they are unable to compensate for
all of the failures of other institutions. Schools do have limits in their
ability to correct the effects of broken homes, bad parenting, the impact
of racism, and so on. There are enough factors other than education
involved in whether a young person actually lands a regular adult job when
schooling is ,completed so that educators would be wise to be wary of
seeming to take all--or even most--of the responsibility for assuring
access to quality employment for youth. With regard to youth who do not
go beyond high school (about one of every two of them today a group now
growing) most employers just do not hire them for regular adult jobs until
they are about 21 years old. It is not likely that a change in what is
taught within classrooms is going to significantly alter employers'
practices, for hiring is not now based en objective studies of youth
preparation and performance ability.

The point is that educators are not going to be able to go it alone
and would be: well advised to announce to employers and parents and to
other community institutions that they share responsibilities with the
schools. -Better, these several responsibilities would be best met through
c011aboration at the local level, and the most successful career educators
will very likely be those who organize such collaborative arrangements
rather than just receive classroom materials.

There is probably already considerable confusion in the minds of
students, parents, and the public between education for careers and access
to careers. Education does not assure access. The problem is in identify-
ing that portion of access that can be facilitated through teaching in
schools or through better access to occupational information through
schools or through better matching of desires and opportunities through
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counseling, as compared with the portion that is controlled by race and
sex discrimination, arbitL ary employer hiring requirements that exclude
youth, and the fact that most specific skill trainingmore often than not
by employer preferenceis provided in industry, not in public schools.
The relationship between educators and students is only one part of the
work of career educators; teaching the public how access to eMployment
is obtained, how it is denied, and how other guardians of access can widen
opportunity, is most of the rest of it.

Federal Attention to Counseling and Guidance

The counseling and guidance profession has taken its share of the
blame for the little that is done for non-college-bound youth to enable
them-to make it in the job world, and many in that profession would agree
that attention has been going disproportionately to assisting in college
choice. Further, the attempt to professionalize the function went far
toward thwarting the development of people who if given professional
supervision could be of considerable help to youth, as well as helping to
ovefcome what all recognize as a shortage of people to do the job.

While ot' 'r aspects of education have received consi.!...:rable federal
attention, the ,_ounseling and guidance function has larr been ignored,
and no legislative base for improvement has yet been lai, The profession,
through the efforts of the American Personnel and Guidance A9sociation,
has displayed a sensitivity to the existing situation and has formulated
legislative remedies that would go a long way toward giving youth the
assistance they need ir negotiating the job world, through a reorientation
of the whole function, through the retraining of existing counselors, and
through a greater recognition and use of paraprofessionals.

At this point, responsibility for the next steps lies as much with the
Congress and the Executive Branch as it does with the harried counselors.

MEASURING TI-IE TRANSITION

Although America has the finest measurement system in the world,
the system has served to illuminate the adult situation much better than it
has the transition period to adulthood. It must also be recognized,
however, that the Bureau of Labor c ltistics, the Employment and
Training Administration, the Office of Education, and the Bureau of the
Census have assembled a mountain of information about youth. But it is
still a valid point that a sharper focus on the transition process would have
prevented events from drifting as much as they have toward a situation
now demanding national attention. As was suggested earlier in this paper,
the youth story is not easily read from the available statistics; in fact it is
easily misread, and has been, as evidenced by the attention paid to
teenage unemployment rates alone.
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The insufficiency of present quantitative information is not really
traceable to failures of the statistical agencies. What has happened is
that in the last few years we have developed a different perception of the
situationa concern with qualitative aspects of the coming of age, and
particularly with the role that institutions and the relationships among
them play in determining whether admission to adulthood is being
encouraged or facilitated, or made increasingly difficult. Given this fact,
it is hardly reasonable to expect all the appropriate measurements to be
at hand.

There is now enough consensus among policymakers and academic
observers to start discussion of what we will need in the future (1) to see
where matters now stand as we set out to improve the situation and (2) to
see whither we are tending. A few specifics will be set forth to stimulate
such discussion.

While it is perfectly acceptable to maintain traditional labor force
statistics on youth for consistency and completeness, those measures need
considerable supplementation.8 As consensus grows that education is a
combination of real experience and schooling, the traditional "labor force"
concepts have less meaning. What we want to know is how many youth
are getting experience and what kind they are getting. While work for pay
may be the most prevalent form of experience, it is not the only kind. In
arranged work experience programs there are s many who argue that pay
should not be involved as there are who argue that it should. If experience
opportunities are to become sufficient, much greater reliance will have to
be placed on those activities traditionally bearing the "volunteer" label,
and greater reliance -will have to be placed on local public service
opportunitiestermed "community internships" by Willard Wirtz. The
career education movement is developing "work exploration" as early as
the junior high school level, so that what might be called experience
shades off into what is meant to be familiarization with the variety of
jobs that exist in the American economy.

What this means is that our statistics must capture the experience
component of education, in such a way as to understand what these dif-
ferent kinds of experiences are and how much the opportunities are grow-
ing. We should also know how many are in some way tied to the planned
process of education as well as how many reprrsent solely the efforts of
the students.

Although it is nOt considered appropriate in regular labor force
statistics to ask whether a person "wants" a job, as opposed to whether
that person is actually looking for one, the distinction is more useful in
the case of youth in school. How many experience opportunities we have
should be compared with how many are wanted. Further, as the
availability of experience opportunities becomes the concern of educa-
tional institutions as well as of the individuals in them, the surveys should
include the institutions so as to determine unmet needs.
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It is remarkable that we have been so careful to count school
enrollments and paid employment status and have given so little attention
_to_training. "Training" obviously overlaps with enrollments in schools,
where job skills -are-frequently taught, and with experience, where job
abilities are frequently absorbed. Despite the overlap, there is a lot of job
preparation that will not be included in schooling and experience counts,
School enrollment statistics include only regular schools granting high
school diplomas and postsecondary degrees, excluding many private
schools, apprenticeship programs, formal training programs provided by
private and public employers, and public programs under the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act and other manpower programs.
Schooling, experience, and training are the three means of transition from
dependent status to adult worker, and training is hardly measured at all.

While it would seem reasonable in statistical samples designed for
the entire labor force to lump 16-to-19-year-olds together, and sometimes
16-to-2I-year-olds, such would not be the case for special statistics
designed to track the transition process. Although the early years of
existence are when the explosion takes place in the development of cog-
nitive capacities, it is in the 15-to-20-year-old period of life that there is
acceleration in development in terms of entry into adult society. The
search for a mate commences, independence from parents is asserted,
employment relationships emerge, behavior patterns are tried on for size,
and for most young people, some accommodation to the society created by
those born before them is made. As parents around the age of 40 will
testify, these changes occur at breakneck speed.

From the point of view of society, ages withki this period also differ
greatly. Special employment laws al fect all youth under IS but have
greater impact on youth under 16. For employersat least those usthg
"adult" laboryouth under 20 or 21 are largely viewed as not ready for
employment. The law, depending on the state establishes the age of
majority somewhere right in the middle of tl!le typical age class of
goverr.fnent statistics.

The point of all this is that the ckcumstanees of youth vary greatly
with as little as one year's difference in age, and the averaging of ex-
periences across four to six years is not likely to reveal much that is
useful about the transition process, which to such a large extent takes
place within that four to six years. The record-keeping should begin at
about the time when the assertion of independence from the family
commences and when serious efforts within education (and the larger
community) should commence to provide learning experiencessay around
age 14. It should continue until the age at which most define entry into
adWthood, which would very likely be at age 21 if the matter were put to
a vote. And the reporting should proceed at one- or, at the most, two-
year age intervals.
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The major statistics covering this life span are for the "civilian
noninstitutional population." Whether one is or is not in an institution
seems to define the right to be counted in those statistics by which the
health of the society is judged. When a 14-to-21-year-old spends a sub-
stantial period in a health, prnal, or military institution, there is likely to
be all the more reason to take the pulse of the transition process. It is not
a matter requiring a lot of words. The facts are, however, that a
significant proportion of the youth population pass through such institu-
tions at some time in their lives, and the character of that experience
may be a major factor in shaping the rest of their lives. Any report on the
nation's youth in the terms suggested above--in fact, even in the terms
already being renderedought to include all young people.

GETTING 1 T TOGETHER

There is now a long history of the federal government's talking about
"the transition from, schooi to work" and "bringing education and work into
a closer relationship." In the early 1960s, federal attention was riveted on
the high school dropout problem, "social dynamite," in the words of James
Conant. It went unrecognized then that even high school graduates did
not have regular jobs to drop into, unless they pursued college educations.
The realization that those who had been born in the post-World War II
baby boom were hitting the labor market focused attention on whether
there would be enough jobs to absorb them. Both these developments
steered attention away from the trends toward institutional separatism
and the growing distance between the world of experience and the
lengthened portion of life being spent in the classroom.

The matter of closer institutional relationships came under examina-
tion in the late 1960s in the Departments of Labor and Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW), the result of a mandate issued by the President in the
1967 Manpower Report of the President . The reqziested joint report was
duly submitted and at the request of the White House, turned into specific
action recommendations. A legislative propos .1 was drafted for a
"Partnership for Earning and Learning" between Labor and HEW that
would have required joint ef forts by the two Departments. It never
emerged from the Executive Branch.

In the early 1970s, at the initiation of the Secretary of Labor,
another extensive policy development exercise was begun, with the parti-
cipationand eventual agreement--of the Department of Commerce and
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Cabinet changes just
before the matter was to be placed before the White House sidetracked
that effort.

The President's speech at Ohio State University in August 1974,
calling for a closer relationship between work and education and request-
ing the three Cabinet Secretaries to prepare an action plan for him, has so
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far resulted in nothing, although Cabinet-level memoranda have been
publicized in the press. Again, several changes in the heads of the three
Departments have occurred during this period, each time necessitating a
pause for a new Cabinet member to come to grips with the work and
agreements of his predecessor. At each step the interaction of White
House and Office of Management and Budget staff, with the recommenda-
ions of the three Cabinet agencies, has worked to postpone action rather

than to bring it about. The public, of course, is in no position to judge the
reasons that action has not been forthcoming. Another important
element, within the last year, is the existence of the National Commission
for Manpower Policy, which has a strong interest both in the substance of
the matter and the problem of coordinating activities among the federal
agencies with the greatest involvement, all of whose heads are members
of the Commission.

Thus far, cooperative effort at the staff level among the three
Departments has been considerable in laying plans for what could be done,
with a greater recognition of what they have the power to do based on
some rather strong mandates in existing legislation and appropriation acts.
The posskiilities for a federally aided initiative still appear to exist. The
history of the last seven or eight years being what it is, however, there is
limited encouragement for supposing that ad hoc joint planning efforts
depending on implementation by officials here today and gone tomorrow
are going to'result in very much. If the forces of institutional separation
are so strong among federal Cabinet agencies that joint effort in the
interest of smooihing the transition to adulthood is seriously hampered,w
it only underscores how much the state of affairs has been allowed to drift
in a direction not at all favorable to the nation's youth.

Hard as it may seem, the only workable arrangement is likely to be
in having each of the three Departments give up a bit of its institutional
sovereignty in order to create something in which the pieces are fitted
together. If organization of the federal establishment continues to be
around client groups" and professional establishments, as it seems likely to
be,accommodations- will need to be found that depart from both past
praces and traditional principles of federal administration. At present,
federal organization mirrors the situation at the local and state levels,
where forces are increasingly centrifugal. The Commerce DCpartment
reflects the disinterest and noninvolvement of the business community in
education affairs, although with some recent inclinations to do otherwise.
The Department of Labor has settled in to defining manpower policy
largely as whatever a CETA prime sponsor thinks it is, usually meaning
training and public employment for the disadvantaged, all of which does
not include any restructuring of basic institutional relationships, although
there are recent indications of a clear intent to do more The Labor
Department's new National Occupational Information Service has required
the participation of state education departments, and represents a new
initiative based on collaboration. The Office of Education has a large
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amount of autonomy to carry out legislative mandates. Although career
education is still largely an idea of educators to be implemented in the
classroom, it has extended itself into employment and community :n its
advocacy of the actual exploration of careers outside the school greunds.
The National Institute of Education is clearly interested in local
collaborative arrangements and has made a major contribution with its
Experience-Based Career Education models.

What may work better than these somewhat isolated ef forts is the
creation of a mission and a small staff by the three Cabinet Departments,
but operating outs le any one of them. The staff director should be
accountable to the responsible Cabinet Secretary or Secretaries and
should rec -2ive operating funds and specific delegations of authority from
them. Some such arrangement has probably been discussed within the
Executive Branch; no claim of originality is here advanced.

The purpose of this combined ef fort would be to increase the number
of participants involved in the process by which youth achieve adulthood,
to bring about an interlocking of the institutions that youth have to
negotiate, and to draw out resources now dormant in the community. This
aim would very likely be best realized by the government's providing
some, but not all, of the funding for local projects (of the kind suggested
earlier), organized with some element of local initiative and nurtured but
not controlled by government. It would, without doubt, require sensitivity
and a sense of balance for government to spark change without igniting
the tendency toward government programming and control.

A staff under the direction of the appropriate Cabinet Secretaries
with a mandate to operate without the blinders of clientele and profes-
sionM representation would need the breadth of understanding to realize
that it could notindeed should not--be totally freed from these concerns.
Subunits of each of the three Cabinet agencies have been charged by the
Congress and their Department heads with specificand legitimate
functions. It is neither necessary, desirable, nor likely that a czar could
assume line direction of their activities. Rather, the lines of power should
be clear enough to allow the achievement of cooperation; what is wanted
is that the agencies carry out their responsibilities with greater
collthoration with others and that they contribute their share toward a
goal pursued in a locality by a number of individuals and institutions,
rather than just one. The government cannot organize wholly around
function, or at least that type of organizing has not proved achievable in
the past. Certain goals, however, cannot be achieved with the separation
that results from clientele lines of organization, the present basis on
which HEW, Labor, and Commerce have been assigned their duties.
Therefore, some blending of the two is called for. Needless to say, this
blending is worth doing carefully, with an attention to stability that goes
beyond a dependence on a continuation in office of all the Cabinet
Secretaries, Under Secretaries, and Assistant Secretaries present at the
creation.



CONCLUSION

The situation of youth today in the transition to adulthood is to be
und as much in examining what we do with our affluence as how we

suffer deprivation; as much in thinking through the prolongation of
childhood in which youth are kept from adulthood as in pushing youth onto
the factory floor too soon, as we did earlier in the American industrial
revolution; as much in the success of developing huge professional
institutions, going their separate ways, as in muddling through with
amateurs and suffering the privation that went with smallness of schools,
businesses, and towns; and as much in the perfection, sophistication, and
continuity of our statistical measurements as in the chaos that results
from changing them.

The emphasis here has been on the possibilities of a helpful federal
initiative, because that is the responsibility of those who commissioned
these papers. This emphasis led.quickly to the problem of marriage be-
tween federal concern, analysis, and financial resources and community
initiative. The necessity for collaboration among the federal power
centers was posed as at least one precondition for success. . . or for
courting the communities, for that matter.

Any problem of breakdown in the youth transition raises a question
of society's continuation. Any aid that federal policy and money can
provide depends for success on clear recognition of federal limitations as
well as capabilities; and the same willingness for cooperation--collabora-
tion--among its disparate organizations that it must ask of states and
communities.



N lEs

I. See James Coleman, et al., Youth: Transition to Adulthood
(Washington, D.C.: Of fice of Science and Technology, Executive Office of
the President, June 1973) for a thorough analysis of historical trends.

2. Except, of -ourse, during depression periods like 1975.

3. See particularly the studies of Diamond and Bedrosian, Gavett
(Bureau of Labor Statistics), and the National Manpower Institute. The
results of these and others are surnniarized in "Youth Unemployment and
Career Entry," by Barton, contained in Labor Market Information for
Youth, edited by Seymour Wolfbein.

4. See particularly the work of Jerald Bachman and Project ilent.

5. BLS has made more recent projections of the labor force, but not by
race, because new population projections by race are just becoming
available. The 1970 projections are out of date, since labor force
participation rates for black males and females are running substantially
below those projected for 1975 back in 1970.

6. Many of the Comprehensive Training and Employment Act (CETA)
programs try to get at this problem, but in inadequate numbers and with
little attention to the kind of experience that really helps in the job
market. "Public: service employment" seems not to be gaining favor; some
form of "community internship" shaped at the local level may have to be
tried.

7. The purpose and function of Community Education-Work Councils is
treated at considerable length in The Boundless Resource by Willard Wirtz
and the National Manpower institutc (1975).

8. A respectable argument can be made for replacement rather than
supplementation, and for the elimination Qf in-school teenagers from the
national labor force measurements.

9. For a full development of the concept of the "training force," to
parallel the "labor force," see A Critical LOOk at the Measuring of Work.
by Willard Wirtz and Harold Goldstein (National Manpower Institute,
1975).

10. This recognizes, of course, that federal--or even state and local
governmenteffort is only a limited part of what must also be a private
and ommunity 'fair.
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Chairman flumenitt: u vry much, Mr. Barton.
We will have our tIm ii ci witnes and then -,0 will omit:, hack tc tli&

questioning.
Mr. ,A.nderson, thank yon Iorjoiiiititr us today.

STATEMENT OP BERNARD E, ANDERSON, PROFESSOR, THE
WHARTON SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF PE17NSYLVANIA

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman. I have sub-
mitted a statement that can be published in the record of the hearings.
I will try to sunnuarize that Veil. quickly so we can have questions
and answers, perhaps.

Certainly while the problem of youth is serious in pvneral, T think
the problem of youth in the inner city is noich worse. -When viewed
in tbe light of other youth problems the conditions ean only be called
dreadful. And most importantly, it has gotten proprressively worse
in both good times and bad. By any measnre of social and economic
well-being, the condition of youth in the Mner city, is in a deplorable
state. If we just look at unemployment rates, for example, we find
that black youth lutve experienced an upward trend in unemployment
rates which have consistently been above 25 percent. since around 1959
or 1900. It is now in the neighborhood of about 40 peivent,

And not only that, we can look at the withdrawal of large numbers
of these youth from the labor force, that is, they are neither employed
nor looking for employment. The labor form participation rate ainou1 !
black youth aged 16 to 19 has declined from about 40 percent to kss
than 41 percent over the past 16 years, while the _participation rate
among white youth of the same age has increased, That means several
things. First of n11, it means the measured rate of unemployment does
not begin to indicate the full degree of the problem of joblessness for
this o-roup. It also means there are serions implications associated with
the llbor market experience. The fact is that large scale joblessness,
the: inability to be productive, the inability to find work, the inability
to feel a sense of identity associated with work, will lead large numbers
of black youth to question the fundamental vtilues on which the Na-
tion is based. --

We are.n Nation which believes in the work ethic, we believe the
only virtuous man is one who lifts himself by his bootstraps. And
here we have large numbers of young people who cannot hope to have
any lidnd of work experience during the very formative years.

There are a number of factors which explain'that. One, I think, is
the decline in the_ number of semiskilled and in some cases tmskilled
entry level jobs for inexperienced young people. Many of the jobs
have left the inner city and have moved to the suburbs. Many have
gone to other regions of the country from the northeast and the Mid7
*est. And many have even left the country. This reduces the pool of
job opportunities that trnditionally have offered ports of entry for
young people into work.

Another fnetor I think is a decline in the number of small shops and
businesses in the cities. Icnu 'real] when I was a teenager in Phila.-

-itAphia T had a job asthey used to call us soda jerksin ft litth.!
druOtttrQ, adjacent to the University of Pennsylvania campus where
I am privileged now to be a member a t he facitlty. Thn t store no longer

T
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exists. They tore it down ;; years: iigo to make wav for a new building,
but did not obzain development uiil s, so now it is a vacant parking
lot. The point is tlmt this sort of thine- lias happened in many com-
munities. Where :in- tho small drm_e.itores anymore ! Where are the
small neighborhood shops ? We 1:31'0 large supermarkets. :but young
people can't be employed there because of the union restrictions and
the high wages :iiid other barriers. We have a situation in which Malty
of the places of tenployment, where youror people traditionally found
jobs have gone out of existenee. And they haven't been replaced by
anything.

Another factor, T think that diminishes the employment opportuni-
ties for youth in the inner city is the deterioration of public educa-
tion. The quality of public edneation in (he inner city is dreadful. A
recent stualv in Philadelphia showed that about 40 percent of the
gradimtes a the Philadelphia public school system did not have the
reading competenee of the 10th grade.

Several years ago I had the privilege to do a study for Reverend
Sullivan of the OTC. I know you are familiar with that.

Chairman Ilumet wily. Yes.
Mr. ANnunsox. We found that a number of the yomw peo.ple com-

ing to OTC for training were graduates of the lihiladelphia public
school system. Maiw of them did not have competence in reading suffi-
cient to peonit them to fill out the application form. That diminishes
employment opportunity. What we can do about that quite frankly,
I don't know.

Finally, it must be said that racial discrimination arminst black
youth in the inner city is a very serious problem, anefurther di-
minishes their employment opportunities.

Now, we can go on and on and identify the problems and the di-
mensions of the pi oblems Iin e done that in the paper.

Chairman Humitune V. You also made note in your paper that a
large number of inner city -youths are in coinmunities in which there
is n dwindling number of jobs in the inner c-ity itself.

Me. ANDERSON, In the inner city itself, ye-4,
Chairman HumrnnEr. So that it is complicated in several ways.

People are not always mobile. I bear people say, well, there is really a
shortage of workers in Arizona. The fellow at Thief River, Minn is
not about to get on his bits and leave Ii wife and three kids and mother
and sick grandmother rind take off for Arizona if he really doesn't
luive to do it if it is a matter of life and death be may do it But if be
has got a little unemployment compensation or savings he ic going to
ham,- on.

Mr AxuritsoN. These problems have been identified by others. I am
not the only one who has called attention to that I don't want to be-
labor that, I think many of us know what the problems are.

would like to turn very briefly to some of the solutions that we have
desigmed and tried to implement over the last decade.

The principal direction of policies designed to assist youth seems
to have been in the Neighbothood Youth Corps and the Job Corps.
The Job Corps was designed specifically for the disadvantaged and
the hard core, as I think they were called, and had resident training
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centers but moved later to nonresidential training centers. I think
that the major training program really has been the Neighborhood
Youth Corps. Unfortunately I think the evidence will show eery
clearly Neighborhood Youth Corps simply has not worked, especially
the summer session% Far too often the summer program turns out
to be nothing but make work that has no redeeming value. In fact,
all too ,often in cities like Philadelphia and New -York the young
people are hired in the summer to scrape the grafitti off the poles
that they have_ been putting on for 9 months dnring the academic
year. And for all the value there is in that the fact is t%at there aren't
very many employers that are going to hire these younger people to
scrap-e grafitti off the telephone poles,

The other criticism I have of the Neigliborhood Youth Corps is
its linted implementation through Government organizations. The
private employers do not participate in this. Community-based orga-
nizations do not participate. To the extent that anyone other than
a Government agency participates it is at the behest of the State and
local crime sponsors under CETA now. So I think that the record
will show that the Neiehborhood Youth Corps simply has not worked,
it hasn't done the job, end I denbt that it is capable of doin e. the job,
in part because I think one of the reasons for the development of the
Youth Corps, at least tbe summer segment was to try to reduce the
tendency or the potential for disrupting inner cities. Now, I think
that may be a laudable social objective. But I think we can achieve
the objective of nu, nimizing that kind of problem by moving in a
different direction. I might add that most of the increase in expendi-
tures for youth programs since 1969 has been fm the summer Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps. There has been an increase in expenditures
of about $662 million, and 91A percent of that was for the summer
segment of the Neighborhood Youth Corps. I think that we can do
better. The time has come for the Nation to move away from short
term paliatives and to consider a major national emlihasis on the
youth employment problem. I will suggest here a set of ideas whick
emerged from two conferences this year a conference on the universal
youth service held at Hyde Park, N.Y.and Don Eberly iS here,
who had a major hand in that. Another conference was on manpower
(foals for American democracy convened at Arden Honse in Harri-
man, N.Y. hi May. This is a call for a National Youth Service that
will redirect manpower training funds primarily toward out of school

iyouth. Such a program would nvolve (1) a substantially enlarged
commitment primarily to assist poorly prepared youth to become pro-
ductively employed in the economy, with strong emphasis on per-
forming useful work in the community; (2) the creation of a separate
organizational entity within the Department of Labor: (3) the in-
clusion of a broad spectrum of the yonth population and not just
the disadvantaged; and (4) emphasis on full-time jobs with job
counseling an" training to the fullest extent possible.

Now, the net cost of a program of this type is a matter of some
debate, but I think that it need not be significant, because we are now
spending in the neighborhood of $2 to $21,.!, billion a year for youth
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programs. I think much of that expenditure can be reproexamed to
support a national youth service. It would not be unreasonable to
think in terms of starting modestly at about 600,000 participants the
first year, and increasing frradually to an authorized annual enroll-
ment of all)out 1 million youth 16 to 21 years old.

Young people in the service would be ennaged in productb:e work
aimed at the visible improvement of their priysical and social en7iron-
merit. T. think the Secretary of Labor shouki be authorized to entet
Mto contracts with public nonprofit or private firms with a capability
of managing such work efforts. The stipend and grade of work scale
would be congruant with the youth wage scales in the community
but I would be unalterably opposed to any employment of pluth at
less than the statutory minimum wage.

I quite a_gr_ee with Mrs, Reubens that the evidence on this does not
show at all that a differential minimum wage would do anything at
nil to improve the situation for youth, and might in fact worsen the
employment opportunities for adults with whom youth would in-
evitably compete.

Funds through the Community Development Act, general revenue
sharing and other sources, ca-n pmvide materials and supervision of
work performance. I think the main thing here, Senator, that we need
to have a national focus on the youth problem. We need to target
on that pmblem as an important priority in our manpower policy
for the Nation. We now are spending quite a lot of mmey for youth
programs. But we suffer from the inability or the unwillingness thus
far to consolidate that into a central focused prognun that would
deal specifically with this problem.

think there is a precedent in the Nation for this. The first pro-
gram developed in the 1930's by President Roosevelt was, I think, the
CCC. Even before the other programs were developed there was a
CCC. And he then came forward with the National Youth Admin-
idrationwhich, incidentially, accounted for approximately 7 percent
of the Federal budget. Today the amount that we are spending on
youth represents less than 1 peivent of the Federal budget, so in that
sense we have moved backward from the idealism that we had in
the 1930s regarding young people. I think we need to redirect that
and come back to focus on youth because this is a far more serious
problem with profound implicatials for the Nation at large in the
future than I thmkmost of us realize.

Thank you very much.
iThe prepamd statement of Mr. Anderson follows

ro,omoli STATENrEv-r ltraN.kari 1L Asommos

Tim youru I Awit mmtErr ettora.Em
SIr. Chnirtann anti members of tho T enn think of low problems

mnre vvorthy of publie nth-Mt-on today than the traomplovatent and labor mnrket
problems of youth. This issue tattles rofound implications for etonomie and
socka progress tod;Iy. and for the years nhenti, Although the problem exists In
many comninuith!s throughout the nation iny remarks will (twits priltinrily nit
the dreadful situtttion tii itt. yt,11111 in our tonjor
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The employment problem f oti t Ii n the inner eity are pet-haps the most
serious of any demographic grunp in the Amerienn labor tore,. Almost all
iIr of eentionti and socLa bping r h favortible for inner eity youth
than for others, and most important. nave shown little tendency toward improve-
ment even during periods of generally vibrant' economic activity. For tids reason.
public itoliey prescriptions for t OM' the eizontlielL AMOS "I' youth net-t 1:lke

specific account of ttiiitli i n' i the baler eity which cieustr:iiii ineonie auel mu=

ployment Opportunities.
Meader-6w the probicm

lthough a cursory examination iii ioeolne in the toiler eity will
reveal serious disparities in ttotrart,,to h conditions in other areai . reliable
statistiettl iribirmation on talon! ferfte i tuti trentR and let havioral motivittion
imong tuner city residents, especially youth are not available. As a restilt, there

insufficient puLaie awareness ot the ItikatilsionS or real signitleatiVe tlf rho Tabor
inarki.t zeroblems of inner city itili lii the :11,:4eore 1:f reliable itireeriontion.
analysts and puddle officials must u 1 i eteniliet Mg data and perhaps rim:lief io
value judgments hi formulating effective pulille ptaitties to that o Jill the mineb,3-,
ment problems of youth.

Faced with inalle,guite iutt I it Ill ii mile oiserNers hove heett tett to speculate
On the real eanses eer joblessness attl,ttig inner city youth. tine argument often
presmired hi discussions or this b.site is that the unemployment rtite is au
Inadequate ineasnie for Understatnibig the problems of joblessness among youth.
Many /*Here that lwransa yroth :nteollittg st-heot iii I tu_e iti.uiiU ii the:.

oeek only part.tinie jobs lit order t!. supplement their dtscretiourtry income.
Yet a substantial majority or those :,4-t.it 1.5 :Mil In nail. left school nua are

interested in filli-tinw jobs. Further, a signiiicint number of inner eity youth
aged 16 and 17. worn Mil-time Ji les. and often those who ore in school while
seeking mirt-time pobs, need employment as a elnolition for eonipleting school,
Adequate stittistical data on the school attendance. w (Irk experience status of
youth tire not available for Mtn! are:is, so we do uio knoi rhe magnitude of
this aspect of the problem for inner eity youth. Mnith of the available informa-
tion on this title:Athol is derived froni 4Iirect observation of community workeN
arid others involved in the ailministrtitiote of government funded manpower
prirgranits.
Narrowing the isine

Despite the di ficiencies. of existing sttitistic:il datn, seinie useful information
OH youth unenipbeyinent (-tin be obtained from rrports periodically issued by the
tr.S. Bureau of I he ir StotiAtieg_ in the billtocingt diS1.11N/02). emphasis will be
placvd on the employment status of black youth beertose a large segment of this
group resides in the inner city. There is little question that Hie 'littler eity-
problem IS hefiVily burdened With race (and Spanislospeakin) implications_
Thus, to the extent that one ioenses len the problem of black youth, olio can
obtain insight into the special problems of inner city youth.
Some, recent in-mix: Rd/mot anti job ,,itaigs

A much !minder proportion of blaek teenagers than white. are in the labor
force at any time. Among blacks who are in scht,ol and in the labor mart et.
however, the job findinc experience is lesA nlVorabli than for white youth. For
example. in 1971 black teenage males Accounted ber 0.9 percent of all males
aged 16 to 19 in school and in the labor fot ce. but only 8.0 peretent of those at
Work. Similarly, black female teenagers comprised almost cta pereent of the
female teenagers in school and in the labor force, but only ILI pereent of those
with jobs.

About 42 million teenagers were in the labor force, hot not in Nehoot. This
group, Only slightly smiler than the number In sehoob'were less sneeessfnl in
finding jobs entbeitudedly. elm.loyers use ago as an intimt tottrorft3-, tu ii IN

result. young men and women ma f soliool, especially 1 ilo,0 who are single.
find it illflietilt to eilutilin leitS tio the lull er terli ycar..



EMPLOYMENT STATUS

OS

F LABOR FORCE 10 TO 13 YEARS OLD, 6Y 9NOOL EN701.1°.'1 sr:Jci,
RACE,. OCTOBER 1974

riumbett in thousands!

Race and sea
In labor

force

Enrolled in school

Tloyari ii labor
force

Percent of
copulThors Porcnrrt at

population
teletoyel

Both sexes.= 4,434 4I. A 3. 75il 4.159 70.2 3, 439
Male 2, 303 41 8 2.047 2 13 87.5 1,851Female 2, 051 31 3 1, 705 I 66. 4 I, 5E9WNW male 2,148 43.3 1,831 MO 1, e6iBlack male 235 29.2 195 772 84. 2 NOPercent black_ 9 9 9 0

_ 10, 3I. 372 42.3 1, 595 . ,, GR. 3Black female 177 22, 3 101 220 51.Gpercent black 8. 6 , 6. 1 IL 3 =..
Statiatical mons chow datA tor "Oeolwrhile$." Because lank% Ie2reent about 12 renent CI all persons Clasifiedas nonwhite, the term "black will be used throughout the paper,

Source: Bureau ot Labor statisucs,"studento,Graduatm sod
Oropoulu" SPeetal 3350r Ferree Report, No. 180 (1975).

A closer look at school and labor market experienre ian lo obtaitwd by com-paring the unemployment rates of school enrollees. gradurtes, hid iii 1110111¼ . Acursory eXamlnation of the evidence, for 1974 slolcv.; high nilemptoysaelit cukamong youth regardless of Ad10111 Status_ Yt r. there are signiticant differencesin the labor market experience of gradnates 01111 dropouts, and among blaeks andwhites. Among whites, high school graduate:a experienced somewhat- loss jobless-ness than droponts. Mit anning blacks. high srho.d graduation failed to provhlea ticket to greater labor market stn:eoss. instond, black high school ytmth whograduated in May 1074- had an nosmsploy Went role ill nelober 1974 of 7.0 peroont-age points higher than that among those who 11r4poe4 out of r1974-75.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY SCHOOL STaTos 9740 FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES Ana np,-,Pnutc;. BY
arm RACE. OCTOBER 1574

Enrolled in school

Black

Not enrolled in school

Total Graduates

White Black

Dropouts
White Black White White Black

Bath sexes:
16 to 24 year3 12, 5 26. 0 9.3 21. 0 I/ 0 313. 5 16. 216 and 17 14 9 15.9 20.9 (t)18 to 19 10 1 31. 1 Il. 0 31.4
20 to 24 7 2 16.5 7.1 is. 9men,16 to 74 11_0 24.1 13.8 19, 4 15.3 15.3 7-0 24, SWomen, 15 to 24 12.0 13.9 9.9 22. 8 10 6 11 5 36 2 Jc. 2

Graduatins or dropping Out during the academic ye r 1973-74.
a percent not shown where base is less than 75,000,
source: Bureau of Labor Statist'cs, "Studentn, Graduate:, .11j Elr;;,outs,- Speci ta orce kepoit No, 140 (1975)

The difference in unemployment experienee by school stattts may reflect severalforces at work in the labor market. First, Vic relatively high unemployment rateamong youth in all age categories suggests a high degree of shifting stbont be-tween jobs, and in and out of the labor force. Thysttgb this proee,s. young
workers gain important knowledge about the world of work. and btgitt to form
preferences regarding lifetime career goals and aspinstions. Some of the job-
lessness might be reduced through better counseling anti job market informatioii .but job changing among youth will probably always exceed that B1110112 atillitS.Second the relatively greater labor market diffienItii's amon, black youth
are undoubtedly related to their coneentration III inner eity communities whore
there is a dwindling pool of semiskilled jobs, and fewer opportnnitios for em-ployment except in menial service occnpatirms. Racial diserisnimalon in em-
ployment must also be identiflod as ono of the major barriers tn greater labor
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market uece for black youth. la fact, these and other uufavorable conditions
hi urban labor markets help explain the high rate of nonvirticination among
black 3-outh in the labor force one of the reasons black high school dripolits
have a lower unemployment rate than blaeli graduates is that many of the
dropouts have given lip the search for work and thus. are not counted autottg the
unemployed.
Uncinpluyuient trends

The unemployment problem of black youth has worsened progressivly over
the past decade. Oue measure of tile trend cau be obtained by comparative extimi-
.itatioa of youth unemployment relative to that for the labor force at large. since
1960, the-black. teetiage unemployment rItte has increased from ahnost 25 percent
to nearly 40 percent...11 Is important to mite, however. that durim.T this period,
the ratio of 111m:14:youth utiemplor meta relative to that of adults incremted
markedly, while a simihir cotaparison of the unemployment rate of voung whites
relative to adults sbowed little change.

It Is also important to note the contlicting trends In labor force participation
among black and white youth. Since DUO, (and the trend would be even more
evident II the COMparison began with 1950) the labor force participation rate
among black youth has declined by 4.3 pert.entaLte poiuta, while that among
white youtb actually lucre o-ve .41 by SA percentage points. No doubt, worseuiug
job prospe( ts for black youth help explain these divergent trends.

The withdrawal of large nurubers of black teenagers from the labor force even
those seeking part time jobs. means tile standard unemployment rate fails to
capture the full impact of the proble:a of jobli,s,i1VY. lii rtIll,rring tile black
Youth unemployment nue. it is important to remember that the 55.2 percent
unemployed (first quarter, 11176) reilreseut less than half of those In the 1.0-19
age group.

LABOR FORCE pARTICIPATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUTH 1649. TO 1974

Labor force paiticipitin
iste Unemployroent rate

Ratio teen to total
unemployment rate

While Black White Bleck White Black

veer:
1960 49,3 45. 8 13.4 24. 4 2.43 4.44

1961 48, 0 4k 8 15.3 27_6 2.28 4.12
47, 5 41.7 13.4 26.2 2_ 98 5.82
49,4 43. 1 11.2 25.4 2.94 6_68
49, 8 41 9 11. 0 26.5 2. 89 6.97
19, 9 42.9 11_ 0 75.0 106 6_ 94
51,2 42.7 10.7 24_0 3.06 6_ 86

1970.__ 52, 0 41_ 4 13.5 29. 1 2_ 75 5.94

1971 54, 6 33. 7 15.1 31.7 2_ 55 5.37

4972 54, 6 39.7 14.2 33.5 2.54 5_ 98

4973_ ___ 56, 4 41.i 126 30 2 Z 57 6. 16

1974 57,7 41.5 14.0 32_9 2. 50 5.88

The ratio of (oo noninstitutionalized population, 1649 employed or seeking labs.

Source: U.S. Depodrnent al Labor, Manpower Report of the preweent, 1975.

Sources of inner city job problems
The employment dimculties of inner city youth have been exacerbated by un-

favorable trends In job oportunities in the cities.. The well documented evidence
of industry relocation reducing the number of semiskilled jobs in the city com-
pared with areas outside the city contributes to a shortfall in employment op.
portmnitles for youth, especially those 1S and 10 years of age. Perhaps even
more important is the continuously changing structure of labor demand in en-
painting occupations within the city. Increasingly, the Jobs located in the city
segment of major metropolitan areas call for a level of education and skills not
available among the large numbers of inner city youth, The widespread inade.
quacies In the quality of public school education (reflected in the annual sur .
veys of student achievement) do little to prepare youth for even the available
entry level jobs which require only modest educational attainment For ex-
ample, in Philadelphia, a recent study sponsored by the State Department of
Education reported that about 40 percent of the high school graduates foiled to
attain a level of literacy comparable to a tenth grade education. As a revolt of
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stiCh diSparltlen betwe th ulacational p.:pa:trio!, of yfflau, ;,ud 01,
standards of employers, large scale unemployment among; i:Iner eity youth often
exists 1..nu1t2rtierms1y with signitictint 1111llibtns of job vacancies in entr... lexel
white collar jobs In many cities_

In addition to these factors, tile changing tIttitedes of youth toward Labor
market participation undoubtedly ,_fontrilitio. I o I he problem of joblessuess. 'Maio
inner city youth reject menial, service type jobs previously ac(-epted ItY Youth
newly entering the labor mttrket. Tlw preferetwe today ,-wettis to be for -good-
jobs, or at least entry level position:4 which appear to lead toward higher status
and higher income in the near future. The Ail-Howes and 11,,,thati,,n sit yontli
toward the labor market and job opportunities play a large role in dotertifining
their employment experience.
Public policy prescriptionx

Remedial manpower programs developed during the past decade were bea
heavily tOWard youth. Betweeu 106,1 and 1972 tor example. 7.3.2 percent of all
first thaw enrollees in major matipo%ver programs were under =2 years of age.'
The Neighborhood Youth Corps and the Job Corps new the major youth pro-
gram% but sulystandal numbers of ilaadvaolaged youth alsil participated In
MDTA Institutional Training, the Coneentrated Employment Program, .101;s.
and the Opportunities industrialization Centers.

Unfortunately, the Neighborhood Youth Corps has not oontributed significantly
to an improvement in the labor market status of youth, NYC is mainly an invione
transfer program far YoUth that does not t iiq Ii i iii Flu dert-fiopmelit of oyeti",
[Junta job 1 i U Most projects are ioake-Ns ork. i ir iou .1t)i i ii Ow mini-
mtau wage. and administered through state and loc,11 governmental spons.ors.
The major component Of NYC. the slimmer employ-in:oft program, Is even les,
oriented to skillls training than the out-of-seiteni, y-ear round component.

Despite its shortcomings, NYC has received the lion's shart of inereasral fed-
eral funding for youth labor market proar:lins. Total exilonditurI-g doubled lie-
twen 10(39 and 1974 to a total of $1;62 million. Almot all this 11101..n.ses, (01.4
percent) was for the simmier youth programs. Sommer NYC expenditures in-
creased by over 200 percent during the past 1..tvelf years 1.1 $410 million, while
enrollment in such programs increased by two-thirds to 755.00o persons iti 101,
_Vaal-mot youth service

The time has come for the nation to move away front short term palliatives
and to consider a major national emphasis on the youth emploYmeot problem.
Several promising alternatives were considered this yeav during the conference
on Universal Youth Service, at Hyde Park, N.Y., in April; and at the American
Assembly on Manpower Goals for American lienioenll.3-% meeting:it Arden Housein May,

What is required today is a National Viotti' SterVive that will real I-o-t
Ii imrcr Fl huh fluids primarily_ Mir Id school youth. suell a program
would involve: (a a i solodatitiall,% enlarged eotionitment primarily to assist
poorly prepared youth to become poiduellvely employed in the regular economy:

a strong emphasis on perI.Iriathg work in tho community : (et ther 11 organizatioutil entity within the Department of Lolior:
the inclusion of n broad speeirmn of tbe youth population: (e) iuii emphasis

on toll-lime khs with jot. 1111111-eling :Lod training 1,1 I lie fullest extentThe net eitst if such a program wdood not he s..-gnillettilt lu Ill Ci xisting man-
power expeuditures for NYC (now nothing ala.;i: $1.2 billion including the
summer program) eau be reprogrammed to supoort I Stilton:II Youth t4ervice.
'rile program might start. nonlestly With 000.000 parti. ipsotts the first yettr, andinertelSe gr,11:111:1 II) :I 11 3111 111,r1Z(11 iliiui ii enr"Ilin,id f bout
youth 10 to 21 y-ears i tI licctiuse not all youth ill rentain in the program fora full ye:tr. the toml 111111114.r 1 f ill Ii 11115 551 1 I u .,iu ilu.i iii iii lite averagetin-fifthly number.

Young people in the Service would la etig;tged ill productive work aimed at the
'iith,lt. improvement of their 1,hys1e:11 and soeial envirountent. The secreb!ry
I..ahov should he authorized 1 1) I..nter into i-otitntets with pul lic. nonprofit. or
Private (trots with the eapaillhity iff 'rim stipend and

C. U. Perry. E. E. Auderliou. IL L, Rowan (toll H. U. Northrup. -Thp Impuet of Covert'.
anent manpower Prograuni" (Philadelphia. Industrial Re-warn I lilt I rilVersIt) of ienn.
Nylvatan.
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graded wage sale wonld mg-Imola with the youth woge scales in
totality. Funds through tho t t' nnomity Development Acr . geieral revenue
1ug. and other sources can provide. materiols intl supet.vif-if In Of the v,itiz
Perrormed. Participation in the Service shoul(1 be 1.4 tNVI) IT lI HU'

WhiCh pAlth %Mild gram oppovonatles for skill aconisitbm useful for trousilion
to regular Puiployment.
It is unlikely that onytkiag of signine:nwe will be done *out the utli

employment problems of tili-, inner city until tne unti.in turn iui liii ati
Lii the problermi of tbe young as a blotter of social Isdicy. Correia federlii pe"-
gr:mis to aid non-college hound youth i i their transition f nno school to wotk aro
small in comparison with the ueed. and ore not targeted properly to help relieve
the problem. Economic reowery, by gpm:.atiug more Jobs. will have some effect
on youth employment. hat econonlie growth alone will not improve significantly
the conditions for minority growth in the inner city.

A new national effort designed to consolklate and rislireet routil of the current
spending on youth holds pr.ouise of enemiting the kind of lovii s. energy. and
nal-pose necessary for aehieving aleastirtible gains in tbe labor market st;itns of
yonth. The National Youth Serviee kit% deserves c:ireful examination os iii
olteruative to the current efforts which, tbns far. hove proven to be unsuccessful.

Chairman 11L--)n.nnEy. I thank you.
I want to thank von most specifivally our proposal that you

outlined here in the final part of your s t itEiiI( m on the National
Youth SPI'ViCe. Irran,c what- von ilave f-aid is patently trite. The
Neighborhood Youth Corps I want to et-aliment about both its assets
and liabilities and the problem with the Neighborhood
Youth Corps is that it do-sn't leave inueli behind it in terms of What
haS actually been done. And there is no time frame for planning the
kind of pro!rrams that need to liv undertakvii, Ana tliii; again i6 duo
to the Con,,,res iii 1 tlie administnit ion failin!, to route to grips with
the prognim en more thln t 1-veav basis. I goes we sort of ftel around
bere that everythintf is ,roin!y to he eorreeted in 1 year. Von re.-irc;-.otice
that I don't believe that. I think that thi,-; laisint, of budget in7 1 :v8
authorizing for 1 ve:u..at J. tium is as useless as a tive-legged lmg.
don't think it has verv nt ill T t bin!: tluit we o0v.4-ht to
be lookinff ahead inst:--ad, of wast inr- vast son is of money,

Much Of our problem with Federal aid to education has been that
the school people conkin't properly program the use of Federal funds.
because we never got around to pzising- the funds until a month or so
after the sehonls had opened. And then thy weien't allowed to plan
the use of the fund s. hee:nii,e. if_ you don't itze up tile funds von can't
make a case the neNt year in Con,zres for the appropriation that you
need. And I kno w. from emperical evideiwe and from personal obser-
vation, that large amounts of money liave been used ineffectively. and
in a very real sense, wastefully in order to justify next year the claim
for rtn additional appropriationnot that the funds Wouldn't be
needed if they were properly planned, they were ju:,:t not properly
planned.

Somewhere along the line this morning--I have forgotten who the
witness was someone talked about the necessity of coordinitiiit-r the
Federal Government's monetary policy, fiscal policy, and budgetary
policy, which I think on its face would sound like it is a rather sensible
observation. But again we don't have that.

Now, I am one of the authors of the bill around here e ailed the
Humphrey-Hawkins bill, which Is going thrmtrrh the stages of modi-
fication. We hal.'e in that bill two sections. Th12-first section i.elates
basic Govermoent et-onolni,! policy. It calls for some plannin ,,. not the
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kind of plarming that tells the steel industry how inany tons of steel
it can produce or the farnier how many bushels of wheat he will pro-
duce. But it calls for some hotter coordination of the econotni tools
of Govereinent, and in stating the goals we seek to achieve in employ-
ment and gross national product and in income, which seem to he
rather reasonable objectives krid it calls upon the President in con-
sultation with his Cabinet, with the Office of Management and Budget,
the Department of the Treasury, the Council of Economic Advisers
and the Federal Reserve System, to present to the Congress of the
United States not only the goals but also some of the means to achieve
the goals. Because I happen to agTee with Mr. Samuel who was here,
thatyou have got to look at youth unemployment within the frame-
work of a full employment eeonomy, luiowang that there are struc-
tural differences. I- am not unaware of that. And that is why in the
Humphrey-Hawkins bill we have a segment on youth unemployment
And why did they separate out youth unemployment? Because it is
different. No matter how much you look at the total employment pic-
ture, in today's society with the family structure being what it is, with
the urban situation of our society, the technology being-what it is and
what you have just said. here about how there used to be all the little
stores and shops as there were when I grew up as a boy, that is all
changed. Therefore the problem of youth unemployment is separate
and distinct. You don't get the chaps that you used to have as a boy
or a young woman and at your home town levels to become an appren-
tice without being in an apprentice progTam. That is why we talked
in the Humphrey-Hawkins bill about a goal of unemployment of not
more than 3 percent adult unemployment.

Now, what are the figures? Some people say 3 percent is too low.
Ansl that is all arguable. I just happen to think that we ought to have
tight goals. I think you ought to try to figure out how to run the mile
in 3 minutes and 50 seconds. Anybody that is good today can run it in
4 minutes_ So let's get the goal down. Let's find outthis is what we
do in the roviation industry, we see if we can't get a plane that will fly
just a little fasten But when it gets down to something like employ-
ment, and you get around to talking to financiem s. and the establishment
crowd that likes it the way they have got it, you say that there is to he
3 percent ftdillt unemployment, they begin to have a conniption fit,
as if it can't happen. Of course it has happened in many countries in
the world. And then we lift ont of that that group called youths, age
16 to 20, because they are different. And yolur testimony here this morn-
ing has told me that it is different T want to call up some of these char-
acters that are writing these editorials about the Humphrey-Hawkins
bill and tell them that there is a difference, a 3 percent unemployment
for adults. coupled with the youth unemployment goals that we would
have, would be about 4 percent unemployment across the board. There
isn't anybody today that really wants to get up and give a speech that
you really shouldn't hove a goal of 4 percent rmemployment. But when
you use the word 3 percent for adults, it just triggers all kinds of
reactions.

Our problem here is a problem of attitudes. I think it has been
stressed here if I have gotten anything out of this hearing this morn-
ing that is helpful to me as a Senator it isand I believe. Mrs:Iteu-
bens, you emphasized it. as you did, Mr. Barton and othersthat
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there has to be a greater cmphasi greater focus, upon the rather
unique distinctive problem that is not only A merican today. hut
worldwide phenomenon of ;conth unemployment. And the old tradi-
tional methods of just stimulating the economy, of just using budget
policyand my good friend Arthur Burns dickering around with the
discomit ratedoesn't do it anymore. It is just different. I put it right
on the line. I am a pharmacist. I know that you have developed a kind
of immunity to certain types of medications. .And the economy has
developed a certain type of immunity to certain kinds of economic
injections or economic policies that we-have applied from time to time.
One of the reasons I like to he a Senator is that it gives me a lot of
independence to shake up the people who are the movers and the
shakers. We have got a lot of people who don't want to move and
who don't want to shake, they just want to sit in their plush offices and
look out over the scene and sigh : "All those ;youngsters today, they are
bad, or they are black, or they are this, or that," and nothing will
happen. I don't care whether they are green and purple or striped
like a zebra. The fact of the matter is that they are here. And we have
got to get at that problem.

And I want to say one other thing. I believe I heard you 5ay,
Mr. Barton and rightly so at one point in your remarks, that tnere
were no job; to be phased into. There is work to be done, but no jobs to
be phased into. What is the economic answer? There are limitations on
jobs that is, in what the piivate sector provides in terms of jobs. But
there is work to be done, an kinds of work to be done. I can take you
oat and show you enough work to be done so that you will stagger for
a year.

I was home over'the Labor Day. Even" mayor in my StateI don't
think there are any of them that haven't been in touch with mein

_ fact, I have left this room twice to meet with local officials from my
home State. What do you think they are down he: i Mr? Emergency
public works money ? I lmow why. Because there is work to be done.
And there is a lot of it to be done. They have got projects ranning out
of their ears.

Of course, they are trying to flnd out how they can write up pro-
posals so that one of these Federal agencies will come in contact with
them, because these is a certain kind of parlance, verbiage, that you
have to add. I learned some of that so that I can give them a little ad-
vice, I ean make it so good that somebody will be impressed in Chicago
at the regional office. But the best way to impress them is to sav, give
me your proposal, I will take it right down to the d 'qk and- stand
orer their adViser down there until he says yes. That is che only W. y
to get it done. That mail system doesn't work. You have got to go clown
and jam it down their throats, so you put it on his desk. And I have
had to do this as a man in public life.

Bat my point is, I arn weary of hearing that there aren't jobs. There
are jobs_ Jobs are what you create. You get jobs by investment What
kind of investment? Hopefully private investment.

I was a private entrepreneur. I believe in profit I don't believe in
running on the poverty ticket. I went around and tried to prove T was
the poor man's candidate in West Virginia. I lost my shirt. I would
rather just be the candidate of the people that like all the good life.

I love the good life. I love all the pleasures of life. But I know this,
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if the private sector can't provide lobs, then sonwhoily else has to do
it. And that is what 6overnment is for.

And this is all a bine, my ta pcatim it time tifter time. I have
Ito compunction whatever to suggest that it is the ibity of Govermnent,
Federal, State and loeul, to provide for ople if people cannot pro-
-vide for themselves. And that is exactly what we aro dolw, today.
What we are doing today is giving them food .sbunps, givinrr them
welfare, givinff thm unemployment..(-..ompensation. And we have
adulterated :via violated the pri:,ciple, -1 unemployment compensa-,
Com so much that T doubt that we will ever he able to put it back
together the way it was really intended to be. It has become a perma-
nent kind of income maintenance pi ogram. whieh it WItSn't ever in-
toned to be. It was intended to be a temporary insuranee program to
tide us over between jobs.

[Off the record discussion.]
Chairman Hrmry-trmY, We need von to go talk to Business, Week. to

tlw Wall Street Journal in No AV York. and Barron's Weekly. Became
what you say hrur, if you believe What you say, isn't what is being
reported to ..th American people. The American people are being
conned ino) believing that their is nothing we can do about youth
nnemployment. And they are being told that we spend too much.

Now, on the Neighborhood Youth Corps. that program has -me
tit if it has no otlwr. And I go back to what T said befoir. It gives

something to do. though not ris mueh as I like. It can work well.
have seen it work well. And I have seen a baseball field eonstructed
-under the Neighborhood Yonth Corps. a softball field and tennis
courts in my home town. I saw them mit toprt her with a little local
ingenuity in a little old I own of 600 people. .aul (Lev luid the Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps for two summers, and they have taken those
kids off the street.

von know what, tho.q, kids n,--rd to be doing? They were in jail over
in Birtfalo. The sheriff was rminding them up every other week. Today
they have built something, they can an ent there and look at it and
tlwy see the playing field that they built.

They are building' eampsites. T know I '.at they can do it.
Of course, as I told them. they are most likely violating the law a

little bit, but I gave them ab;olution. I said. go aheinl. we are going
to get it, done . and we will keep these characters tint that are try; g
to obstruct von. let's get it done and put those kids to work. And we
have put it together. But it takes some doing. You inst can't sit up
here and scratch your head and hope it is going to happen. Somebody
has to get out there, as one of yon said,. and manage, it. There has to
be management, supervision.

Much of the problem in the Neighborhood Youth Corps- Mr.
Flaherty was here awhile ago, an excellent mayor, and he told us-
all at once the mayor is presented package of money it is announced
in the paper that there are Fn many jotis, and he is supposed to wit.
them to work tomorrow. It is impossible abs.11utely impossible.

The public serviee job pi.ogrnm: We had public service jobs but
we didn't have any materials. We tried to amend the law T think we
finally did get it amended so that some of the money for public service
jobs could he used maybe to hny a bag of cement. And my point is.
there is work to do. And T an--, going to spend 6 vear$. ic the voters are
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and the Lord, raising unshirted Cain in this city until we get
problena. Because I am convinced as my name is Hubert

y that if in 5_ years we are not doing better with the youth
ment problem we are going to have guerrilla warfare in the

. e have been _paying them off just like we used to pay off Al
ne in Chicago. He would give you peace and quiet, too, if you
hinroff:-That-was what it-amounted to,-give them u little money

hein off. If_ you don't take care of them they rip off somebody.
w-ay it is happening. There is nO way you are gOihg

young people idle and silent, no way .
ybe you can _help out. I think that some of you are being

id by the Presidenf, and tic man that wants to be President,
nd a. few of those other good folks around here. I want to put in this

mord, if we don't improve the youth employment program in this
Country in the next 5 years, I predict that you will have trouble in the
inner cities, the major metropolitan areas. I also predict that youth
crime in rural areas will double. It is already doubling% It is incredi-
ble. But you knew they don't like to hear that out in the rural areas,
-becanse the 'county commissioners like to believe it is pristine purity
out" there with all the work ethic and all.

And it is nice. I have lived in the rural area, and it is very nice. But
I have seen what vandalism can do. Kids from good families, thsy are
s white as the snow, Norweigian, Seandanarian, Irish background,

they attend church and they raise hell during the week. And I under-
stand why. I am not critical. As a matter of fact, I am very under-
standing. There isn't anything else to do. Why not? They like televi-
sion, and they don't have them. So they go get them. They like stereos .
Anti not only that, there are always some people who will buy televi-
'sions and stereos-.

Look wiciat we have been reading about in the District of Columbia
_herdon the heroin program-,

And the question I think that needs to be put to each of you is the
,relationship between youth unemployment, alcoholism, drug abuse
and strfet crime. _

Now, what is the evidence? Do we have it in Eurofie' Mrs. Reubens?
Mrs. BWEENE4. Yes, there has been an increase that, has gone along

with the increase in unemployment But I think we shouldn't minimize
the'ability of fully employed youth to be delinquent in their off hours;
eVen With full employment we have delinquency and crime problems.
Unemployment tends to intensify such problems and this is always
cited as one of the reasons for instituting employment prooTams rather

_

than simply paying maintenance money to youth.
Chairman IliThrenexr. I think our living style today lends itself

to Much more permissive standards, which in turn is sometimes inter-
preted by others as forms of delinquency. It isn't that the standards

-are necessarily; related just to youth.
What is 'the name of the gentleman who is conducting a study over

in Jolnis Hopkins University ?
r 134urroN. Mr. Harvey Brenner.
airman HU3IPMEY. Are you familiar with his work .
:'BirrroN. Yes.
irman Humawarr. I understand that his study reveals a v ry

close relationship between the _social problems and the youth
uneniployment
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Mr. BARTON. I int happen, to have finished a small survey of the
research for HEW in that ared.'And the evidence to show a relation7
ship between unemployment variations and Adult crime is very clear.
Unfortunately the statistics are collected in such a way that, for that
critical group of age 18 to 21, who are still youth, but beyond the

juvenile delinquency period which is defined by law m 10 to 17, the
data is not there to put the relationship to the test for that critical age

period.-And when you look at twes 10 to 17, which are the juvenile
delinquency years, you will finethe research not to show the same
thing as for a& 'ts, because at those ages obviously one is judged by
how well he or she succeeds within his ftunily and within his school.
The occupational identity is not uppermost until about 18 to 21.

Mr. ANDERSON. I think one bit of evidence that can also be added
here is the dreadful rate of violence in public schools.

Chairman 1-11Thla'fiREr. I was just going to ask you about that.
Mr. ANDERSON. Including_ such deplorable things as rapes of the

teachers before the classroom. The National Educational Association
has published evidence of the very high rate of violence and vandalism
in the public school system, much of it perpetrated by young people
who are not enrolled in school. Many of these crimes are committed
by older kids who come into the school.

Chairman II Exprinev. Yes; I have heard of that.
Mr. Al4nercsoN. And it requires e.xtrerne security measures just to

protect public school teachers from this sort of thing. In some of the
recent contract negotiations the teachers have demanded that provi-
sions be put in for tliis kind of protection.

Relative to your question, I perhaps should mention that since April
of this year I have been privileged to be a member of Presidential
candidate Jimmy Carter's economic policy task force. While I am
not at liberty at the present to indicate the substance of our discus-
sions, I can say that the question of youth unemployment has been
discussed, and discussed in detail, and this is a continuing matter of
high priority among the economists who are working with him in this
area.

Chairman Hrr3rPMiEv. I hope that whatever you are doing you are
taking a good look at that neighborhood youth program. Senator
(Twits, for example, a memberaof our committee, is a very strong pro-
ponent of that program. I have worked with him and we have tried to
increase the funds for that program. And really what it amounts to is,
if you don't have tbe right kind of treatment, you do what you can
with what is available.

And again I think that much of the wealmess of the program is in
two areas: The failure to program it over a long enough period of
time and second, inadequate supervision. I think supervision is so im
port'tnt I am chairman of the Sid)committee on Foreign Assistancc .
and we work on what we call management supervision. That is what
we all say now, when you put that money into Africa or into Bangla-
desh. whet you have got to make sure of is that they have supervision
because if you don't do that, it won't work. And we come right back
home here and do the same things to ourselves. only we don't even say
it, we don't provide it at the levels that we should.

Now, the supervision is there, there nre competent people. as was
said by Confrressman Renss, very competent people in our local rrov-
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ernments, in our nonprofit o anizations, and surely competent super-

vision in the private sector I think it is all a matter of how you eon-

,- struct the program. As Mrs. Reubens was saying, in Europe they

actnally_take the time once the program is legislated. There is a time

ap in which there is preparation for launching the program. Then

y...may, start the program on a limited basis to give it the trial and

--error iroperiallisting that is required,-
re going to do some more work in this Congress, Mr. Anderson,

rton, and Mrs. Reuben& And we are going to ask you from

tree to tirne to help us. This committee prepares materials for the

egislative conunittees I believe that our legislative committees that

have worked on this need to get a whole new insight into the nature
of this`problem, and some new thinking about it .

really was impressed about what was said here. We put $1.2 billion

into NI C; that is the figum I heard this morning. That is quite a

bit of money. And there are also local contributions. Now, we have to

,
ask ourselves, and we ought to be asking ourselves, what do we get out

Of that? It is not just giving somebody work and saving, "well, at

least they are at work." That is a minimum. But do ihey really. get

nny exPerience that is worthwhile, do they get any kind of instrue-

tion and training that yon might call preparatory for a better job?

think that with the exception of CETA we see very little of that .

am a strong CETA person I think the CETA program with its

different variations has done quite well.
The big question tlmt we come intorind 1 won't keep you much

longerwith youth employment is the competition with adults. Some

of-you have referred to this. And one proposal as we talked about,

that has been floating around is to reduce the minimum wage for

teenagers. The evidence r,:lating to that indicates that it doesn't have

much beneficial effect in terms of youth employment. But there is a

big feeling out there that it does I will guarantee. Now, if you have a

public service job program specifically designed for youth, what kind

of work could they do that wouldn't put them in competition with

adults who have been breadwinners? Now, some youth are the bread-

winners for families, obviously, but most of them are not. So the ques-

tion conies up, if you had a .nublic job program that was designed
specifically for youth, wint kind of work could they do that wouldn't
trilre'the job away for someone who was willing to work for the same

amount of money either in an existing government institution or in the

private system ?
Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Bai.ton,-or Mr. Anderson?

Mr. BAirrox. Mr. Chairinan that is one of the very hard problems
to the extent that we are talking about the 16- to 19-year olds whose
employment sitnation, as yon said earlier, is so much different that
they really need to be treated separately from adults as you have in

your bill. I would go even further and say that they probably need
to be treated separately in the national unemployment medsurements

as well, -because they are a group that is within both education and
work; about three-fourths of them over the course of the year and
while they are in high school, will have had some kind of casual jobs. So

asr we mate experience opportunities for youth in the schools we want

to combine that experience with work, because we think that educa-
tion now is something which requires experience outside of the class-
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room, and we lam IeiiCI back to John Dewey in that respect. To the
extent that we put nio -rionce in the education periods of life,
I think we can work out e. the local level, on varying basis, some-
way to provide those opportunities under the edwational inabrellarather than so much on the regular adult work side using more of astipend approaeh. There tii.e very many possibilities for that, But usWe, employment opportunities for older out-of-school
Volith and adults there is the important question of comparability of

tes. Per imps there is some new ground that can be broken in
creating more productive roles that does lie soinewhel.e in the area ofwork, but outside the area of regular jobs being performed in which
a stipend appioach is also applied,: depending_ upon neeth Wherever
you create public work in regular pUblic agencies, I think we have torecognize that we do DOW have civil service systems and we havepublic employee unions, mul an,aw lid lot of work that we could do in
the thirties was not then -work being performed du regular basis thatnow iS somebody's rice bowl,

Chairman Humenaty. I lihow it is a very different ball game. Andthe comparison between what you can do now and what you coulddo in the 1930's is like oranges and apples, it is not the same at all.Mr. Anderson.
Mr. ANDERSON. It would seem to me that the problem of the com-petition between youth and adults will be very much reduced to theextent that we can achieve full employment. As long as we havehirge numbers of adults unemployed, it will be extremely difficultto -develop any sort of public service jobs program exclusively foryouth. So I think that we should always be thinking in terms Of re-ducing adult unemployment and phasing in youth if we want to gothat route. I would pmfer perhaps somewhat less public service em-ployment for youth, as compared with work study programs. But tothe extent that we have public service employment for youth, it islikely to minimize the problem of competition, only to the degree tlmtwe have adult unemployment declining.

The next thing is the way we target the youth employmelit oppor-tunities. I think that the clumces for minimizing the competition withadults would be greater if we would expand the rimge of institutionsItnd organizations capable of providing those public service jobs, forexample, to bring in the community based organizations, the privatefirms and others, so that it is not only the local oovernment. I wouldthink that Mayor Flaherty in Pittsburgh would have a hard thne hir-ing youth when there are adults unemployed. But if you had an OTCand-an Urban League and the others who could have some of theseslots, the problem of competition could be minimized in the mannerin which it is administered.
Chairman lin3_arrinny. Mrs. Beubens.
Mrs. REurnExs. Some of the European experiments have gone alongthis particular line. In Britain they have something called com-munity industry which is based essentially on our yonth programs.Canada also has such programs. There is heavy reliance on localanthorities which decentralize to voluntary organizations. I thinkalso an approach involving tra'ining for yonth might be useful. Wehave to divise different kinds of systems for training youths.
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T believe that covers the point. What both of the gentlemen have

ftid could be combined to provide the various alternatives. In the
-United States we may have been emphasizing public service employ-
ment to the exclusion of other opportunities to help youth, especially
to cope with the different situations of the various groups of youth.-

Chairman Fluarentivr. 'Very good.
TOtirSeTrateir-Javits-may-have-some- questionsI_hav u.one_runee

I mustleave you .
f the arguments that is made to .ort of slow us down in our

1!orts at youth unemployment legislation and programs of any long-
range durationbeeause some of us think the problem hes a long-term

z_Jife- to it rather than lust a recession based phenomenaone of the
rguments is that the haby boom is really over. The baby boom was

blamed for the unemployment problem among our teenagers, and there
are those who hold that the teenage unemployment problem will
naturally go away as the number of teenagers and youths in the popu-

-lation falls.
Now, that may have EOITIE merit for white teenager& The Bureau of

Labor Statistics data we got when we prepared these questions'esti-
mates a fall in white youth between 16 and 24 years of age in the labor
force from 19.2 million in 1974 to 17.5 million in 1985. This is a drop.
But that same Bureau points out that the trend among black teenager's
is just the opposite, with the number of black youths in the labor force
projected to rise from 2.6 million in 1974 to 3.3 million in 1985, When
-ou add to that the evidence that we have had so for, that while there

been some improvement in white teenage employment, there has
a decline of the emph ment in the black teenagers. In other

Words, the black teenage unemployment level continues to rise.
I think that the argument therefore that we can just sort of wait for

the birth rate cycle to take care of all this hes little or no merit. Do you
tend to agree with that?

Mr. AVDERSON. I certainly agree with iL And when you consider
where the black teenagers are likely to be, I think that we could see
in 1980-1985, with the larger number, heavily concentrated in the inner
cities we are still going to have a problem. But it wojd seem to me,
Mr. Chairman, that we would have a problem leeislating on
f that interpretation of the issue. For better or frit- worse I must say to

you quite candidly, that I sense in the Nation some bloom off the rose
when it comes to developing governmental programs that would have
beneficial effects for blacks and other minorities. I think that if the
youth employment problems are framed in terms of the disparity ef-
fects1that it has upon blacks.and the Spanish, I doubt if you could get
political support for doing 1.-ery much of significance. That is another
reason that leads nie to support the notion of a national youth service
that would encompass everyone, so that we could get at the differentia-
tion but without the exclusive focus on the minority grmips.

Chairman Hompuner. I fully aeree with that.
Just to round out my commenary here, I am going to ask my col-

_ague, Senator Javits, if he wishes to visit with you for awhile. I have
en appointment. And there is a roll call.

As I have sensed it here, there are several points of basic agreement :
lie necessity of depending a good deal more on ony education system,
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with modifications in that system toward work study through more
ireer directed education. Try to keep as many of our young people in

ool iystem with the objective not only of having them in school .
preparingthem for the employment market, at least a partial

aration.
nd, you can't deal with the youth unemployment problem alone,

eLith.thowhol&sub3ect employment,-and- the eru-- -
the eraployables. And while it is true that the youth area

features to it, unique difficulties and problems, if you are
groin- g to int away from these programs that seem to be competitive,

ere an adult is afraid he is going to lose a iob if you have a youth
grain, .:you have to get the economy going at a point where there

job opportunities available for the eligible adult work force,
turn of course will absorb a number of more qualified youth .

ext-feature that seems to be somewhat in agreement is that
eed to have specialized youth eniplayment opportunity pro-. .

yrithin the framework of a full employment or a maximum
olicy. And I think that 'Mrs. Reubens hns helped us
eal in noting some of the reasons why there are youth

oyment problems, because there are factOrs that have come into
national economy and into our social structure in the last 26 years
are appreciably different than we had in, say, the 1930's or even

he early 1040's. And she has added to that that the problem of youth
unemployment is not uniquely American, nor are the programs that
are being used -uniquely foreign. As a matter of fact, they are using
many of -the same programs we are and different time frames. So
different approaches have been outlined here. But the industrialized
countrieS all do have or are beginning to have, severe youth unemploy-
ment problems that ara related not only to a recession but to structural
difficultieSand technological developments.

You have all been here, or most of you have, during our discussion
's morning. Does that round out some of the things we sought to

bring in this hearing?
Do you feel thet way, Mrs. Reubens?
Mrs. -REuesifs. Yes,' very , much.
'hairman HUMPHREY% And Mr. Barton ?
Mr. BARTON. It sounds like a good summary to me.
Chairman Iltnurnuev. If you have anything else that you

worth noting, feel .free to do so.
Mr. Anderson.
Mr. ATMERSON. I agree with that as a summary.
Chairman Ilmireneer. May I express our thanks on behalf of the

committee to you. I must go to an appointment. This is my partner
here and senior colleague.

Senator .Tavrrs [presiding]. I would like to submit questions in
writing to each of you. Will 'you be kind enough to answer them ?
If there ,is no objection they will be included in the record. I willgive the enestions to you now.

The main idea I want to present is as follows : I find that in the
United States there is a great gap between the unemployed and
learning skills and continuing education. I believe innovations along
thisline are critical. Let me explain the legislation as I see it.
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- interested in Government. Instead of paying rinemploy-

compensation or welfare7 we can grant stipend& What gov-
ernmental Support can we provide for the unemployed, or the people
who can't initially get into the work force, though he or she is of age
and ready to enter the work force? How can we employ the idea
of, issuing stipends either for educational purposes or further train-
ingrI warn you, however, that a stipend doesn't necessarily improve

Offtrof the-most successful training programs in the United
thVOIC which- is run by the Reverend Leon Sullivan of

Philadelphia. This program has no stipend, whereas the manpower
training program, which has a stipend, has not been as successful

- as MC in training and then, in matching the training to a job. That
is one example. Again, I pose the question to you, how can we use

stipend for the purpose of encouraging training or education or
both?. .

Second, how can we most effectively utilize government aid to
have business, match training with jobs, lessen the gap between the
unemployed and learning skills, and continuing education?

.1 would appreciate it if each of you would include some ideas on this
subject in your answers which you give to the questions I have asked.

If you wish to advance._ anything now, though my time is very
short7 please feel free to proceed.

-This is wha..t troubles me. How do you get Government into that
gap?notice ,.the discussion on minimum wage, et cetera, was very

ngthAe the ranking member of the Labor Committee, it is some-
thing that has greatly concerned me. GeneraLly, I have stood with the
unions, especially in regard to compromising in any material way

e minimum wage. I am ready to reevaluate the- situation and my
stance, if it is really a significant and major factor. I don't believe it
"S. If you experts believe it is, you could persuade me, although I
would be hard to persuade. My rnind is worried. Any observations
any of yon wish to make would be welcome.

Mr.- Barton.
BARTON. Just briefly, . sir, on _the _possibility of _educational_ _ _

stipend during adult years, I -would hope we would move toward
an educational renewal opportunity of about a year for everybody,
the unemployed and the people who need to change careers and

those :who are about to be forced out of jobs because of technological
change. There are probably a number of ways that we can move in
this tUrection. One of the possibilities is unemployment insurance,
and your approach toward making that more available rather than
having the Ihnitation where we now provide about 65 weeks of insur-

ce on the conditions that one does not do very much by way of
going to school is a good start th we. Also, there are the growing
tuition aid plans in private industry which would be supported, and
the growing educational broke.:-_,:e services for adults such as in

yracuse, N.Y., which will help:bring opportunities in line with
ose who want them. These are areas in which we seem to be moving
directions -which should enlarge those opportunities.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
Mrs; Reubens, do you wish to add anything?



_Mrs. RUMENS. There is a quetion of the legality of turning unem-
ployment compensation to any other use. And I think that constitutes
a 'problem.,If ,I understood your question, it was that yon would pre-
fer not to has'e the unemployment compensation money paid as it is
now, but rather converted to other uses? ,

Senator JAvrrs. Exactly, to earn it by doing something that is going
to-help-von-get:a-job.

Mrs.:RI:um:Ns. I think that is a Yer,y difficult thin,g in view of the
history of unemployment compensation where the only obligation has
been to appear to be available and willing to work, and it has been the
responsibility of the employment service to provide the test of offering

job. ,And so I inn not sure at that level ,whether it can be done.
On the other hand, it is possible to create training and education

programs which pay either the same or slightly better than unem-
ployment compensation, and to hope to get people off unemployment
compensation. T h e Germans use the unemployment compensation fund
to finance training. They make direct offers of a training program to
people who Would otherwise be on unemployment compensation. But
there is no legal requirement that the unemployed must accept
training.

Senator JAM'S. That last piogram, the German experhnent, sounds
very good to me.

Mrs. Err nENs. Yes, The only trouble is that when they had heavy
unemployment recently the fund went broke. Just to pay for unem-
ployment compensation they had to boriow a large sum, and they had
to hold back on their training effort. A uid , of course, they believe that
training should be a large, scale effort when there is large scale
unemployment.

Senator JASTrs. 31r. Anderson.
Mr. Axonnsos. I would like to tie the two together and say that it

would be important to clearqy distinuish who among the unnployed
would be in need of such training. I think the recent evidence shows
that, over two-thirds of 111 e who are unemployed return to the em-
ployer they left, that is, they are unemployed for a short period of time.
And those people _presumably would not be -eligible to participate.

Sena Ytor JA rrs. Certainly not.
Nfr. A).--onnsox, Second on private subsidies, one of the problems

here is to subsidize firms that would like the right people in the right
kinds of jobs with a future rather than subsidizing private indup;.ry
to II ire:.people in jobs that they otherwise would be hired into anrvay.

Senator JAvrrs. Thank von all. / am sorry I missed so much of the
henrin. Please be assured I will read the heari..g report.

The hearing iS adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.

fiVhereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee adjom.ned, subject to tbe
ca l 1 of the Chair.]

[The following inforniation Was subsequently supplied for therecord:3

mspoNse, or ,ATHIcE. G. IlariuNs To ADDITIONAL WarrTeN QUESTIONS PosEn HY
SENATOR JAVITS

Qucmlinn 1. In a policy paper pal contribrited to the National Commission for
Manpower Polley, on "Foreign and American Experience With the Youth Tran-
sition.- Feu warn against the hazards of "an extension of apprenticeship into
occupations where it has never existed In the United States and where it is now
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diSputed in Europe." Since we bave been very interested in exploring this type
ot help to youth training skills, I would like you to detail some of the speeine
Problems that could arise in the iLS. situation. Do you Wilk SO1110 of the
problems could be mitigated by having apprentkeship pkgrains coneentviting

high-teehnologleal areas.
APPRENTICESHIP

wer.ApprentiCeships, defined as learning about an entire trade and uot Just
tErafkitilleftfnetionr-required-by-one-employer, is -little used III tile United
filtatareempered--vrith-some other:industrialised countries, and registered U.S.
stopreistlesle sito heaVily concentrated in the building trades. Whether one approves
Or regrets this- position depends somewhat tin the focus. If the focus is on
industrial efficiency and progress, the minor position of apprenticeship in most
oCaniiations Can be accepted easily. Thus, apprenticeship is virtually extinct in
Sweden which isundoubtedly closer to the U.S. in management and technologic
advanee and manpower utilhmtlon patterns than some of tbe countries where
apprenticeship Is still widespread. If the focus is on a good transition mecha-
nism for new entramts to the labor market, then apprenticeship and its expan-
sion are attractive, but not easy to establish.

2. In view of the decline in apprenticeship openings relative to einphlyment
In countries which have been the strongholds of this practice, and in view of
emPlOYera. Complaints about the rising costs of apprentleeship, any US. drive
for evansion of this practice should be based on a willingness to offer gov-
ernmental financial support. The rationale for governineut support here as In
the case of parochial schools, is that apprenticeship trebling reduces the costs
of government, financed technical and vocational education. In fact, on this
basis. It would be appropriate to consider Federal financial support to employers
for other formal on-the-job training programs for new entrants. Such ',icier
should be of a reasonable length, replace school-based courses, and not substitute
for pre-existing employer-financed programs. Such support programs are as
appropriate in periods or prosperity as in recession. It also is possible to foster
apprenticeship places by a system of levies within an industry or trade so t!..it
firms which do not train pay part of the costs of those who do offer approved
training.

3. The kinds of occupations which are most appropriate for apprentleesiiii)
training are those where a wide range of tasks is involved, ninny different em-
ployers or self-employment opportunities are likely, a theoretical component
Is part of learning the craft and performing the work, and n fairly long period
of on-theqob experience of a varied nature is eseential. It luny help_to know
that in Germany apprenticeship openings have declined most ln the technologi-
cally advanced, large-scale industrial enterprises and in banks, insurance com-
panies and similar advanced commercial activities.

Question 2. YOH have described foreign countries such as Australia, Japan, or
those in northwest Europe as believing that full employment conditions and gen-
eral etonomic vitality were the key to holding down youth and ether unemploy-
ment The low unemployment rates of these countries (from 1904X-1974) were
achieved under conditions ef slow or negative growth of the total tied teenage
labor force. But the United States, with comparatively high unemployment nites
and a relatively low rate of Increase of GNP also managed au unusually high
rate of job creation.

If a bigh rate of GXP doesn't necessarily mean that the unemployment rate
for youth can be lowered and the rate of job creation may be determined more
by soelety's technological advances and economic sector growth, i.e., services,
what are the implications for a full employment policy for the United States?

GNP, LABOR FORCE GROWTH, AND FULL ElIFLOYMENT POLICY

Answer. The problem of achieving full employment in the United States un-
doubtedly is complicated by the rapid growth of labor force, compared with the
labor force rrowth of other countries which-maintain full employment How-
ever, as the Australian example shows; it was possible=to have a rate of growth
of GNP high enougb to Aiwa) a fast growing labor force. The reitsons for the
high rnte of growth of GNP clearly, were speciarto Australia and not due to
any pollcy initiatives not considered elsewhere .

nere is presumably a GNP growth rate for the United States high enough
to reduce unemploymentfor all groups to tolerate levels. What Is not clear Is
how to achieve such growth rates, and whether such growth rates would insure
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enough "good" jobs or enough full-time jobs, given the technologic and eco-
nomic forces at work in the U.S. economy. Moreover, this way of reaching full
employment might very well create many specific labor shortage% other seard-
tle% and inflationary pressures, as It did in Australia. It is not certain that such
_a high rate of GNP growth should be sought.

There is an additional problem in that approaches to full employment are
likely to lend to simultaneous increases In the labor force because the rising
availability of jobs encourages previously inactive women, youth in school, and
retired persons to seek work, and leads to Increased illegal immigration.

Facing all of these problem% one might adopt the currently nnpopular and
perhaps unacceptilble view that the overwhelming source of new jobs must be
the public sector through expansion of its regular operations and job creation.
The forecasts and studies for other developed countries reach this conclusion,
both as to where job growth will occur and where it is needed. Having reached
such conclusion% these countries also worrY about the tax and expenditure Im-
plications of their findings.

A YOUTII MINIMUM WAGE

It Is noteworthy that the increase in the minimum wage to $2.30 In January
1076 did not produce reports of young people who had been dismissed becatiw of
the change. In fact the data ftvallable from Serie/s,poblished, in the Monthly
Labor Review suggest that overall the increase had no discernible effects on
youCi. The following is relevaut :
I. Employment: December 1975 and January 1976

Teenage Jobs increased from 7,053.000 to 7,138.000, one of largest monthly
increases in the preceding year. Agriculture and non-agricultural industries both
increased.

Total employment increased from $5,304,000 to $13.1114.000. a smaller percentage
increase than youth. (Table 2. Current Labor Stati.dics: Household Data)
2. Unemployment rates: Deeember 3075 and January MS

Unlike other age groups, teenagers did show a small increase in unemploy.
went rates between December 1975 and January 1976. However female teen-
agers, more subject than metes to low wage rates, actually showed a decrease
in unemployment rates nnd this was true for both id-17 year olds and 18-19
year olds. The fact that only male teenagers luta increased unemployment rates
between the two months weakens any argument that the change in the minimum
wage was the cause. (Table (1 . Current Labor StatIstks: Household Data)

Mthough the time frame used here may not be the only possible one and
other factors may have offset the adverse effects of the minimum wage hike,
the data cited here justify some speculation Mont the reasons why the in-
creased minimum wage may not have had much impact on youth.

I. Most employed yeuth in the 18-19 year group, mostly out of school and in
work, earned more than $2.30 an hour at the time of the Increase nnd

so the issue of replacing them would be irrelevant. If there was not a great
clustering of wage rates for this age group at or near the minimum, employers
were not being affected by that minimum or its changes other factors must be
determirdng the wege rates of ynuth and their relation to ndillt wage rates.

2. The employed part of the 16-17 year group, mostly in school and working
pftrt-time, are subject to a great many arrangements-in which the actual hourly
wage is not the legal minimum. Raby-sitting, lawn-cutting and other services
of this kind are the outstanding example, but even more formal work arrange-
ments erode the law.

3. In an inflationary period, businesses reset to an Increase in minimum wage
rates as they do to other increases In costs by embodying them in the price
structure and passing them on rather than by dismissing workers, unless the
firms are extremely ma rebut]. One mulct-err ease kunwn to the author eoneerns
a small company in a highly cc,mpetitive, labor-intensive, low-wage industry in :-
the South. Using a high proportion of minimum wage labor, this company .
almost ft year before the minimum wage wfts changed, adjusted its price schedule
for production then beginning so as to reflect the coming rise in labor costs .
fellowing the same procedure as It used for raw materials.

4. Some evidence that the fairly steep Inerense In the Minimum wage rate
affected relatively few workers comes from data on hourly earnings In Decem-
ber 1075 and January 1070. For all private employment hourly earnings rose by
$.04 to $4.72, only slightly more rapid a rise than occurred in the months pre-
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-r-eeding and following the legal change. In the lowest paid industries, apparel,
leather products, retail trade, and textile mill product% ths one-month increase
MAN nO more than $.07. It occurred in retail trade whereearnings role to $3.47
an hoar and where teenagers probably tare a larger share of the work force
than in any other industry division. AU of the increases were part of an upward

'movement which added $.32 an hear to- the wage rate of all production and
nonsupervisory workers in private industry from,Jnne 1975 through June 1976.
(Table 47. Carrent Labor Statistics ; Establishregne Data)
-Mee effe ta-olthez1sc In. the,..minlmum wage_rate may not

r.JmrmedthenaUon any great extent, it is possible that tes-u-
in .particular regions of the country and small communities did ex-

mien :hardship. However, adults in such low wage areas might also be
ted.brthe imposition of 'a uniform minimum wage rate across the whole

country :The'sise and diversity of the nation would indicate the desirability of
.setting a range'of minimum wage rates (as of various other kinda of payments
-which- the Federal government sets or pays out). This action might be publicly
acceptable and might meet much of the teenage problem.

Given the political sensitivity of the issue over the youth minimum wage
differentlal,, it would seem reasonable to defer the introduction of such a
measure-until .harder evidence is at hand to support the assertion that more
jobs would be created for 18-19 year old youth under the wage rates prevailing
at the time .the action would take place. Theoretical and historical studies are
of marginal :relevance. If only 11:17 year olda in school would benefit, and
possibly at the expense of 18-19 year plds or adults, it is questionable whether
the measure would be worthwhile.

In Any ease, if a youth minimum is introduced, it would he desirable to do it
at a time when the general minimum wage rate is being increased. The youth
rate could then be increased less than the overall rate or left at the old rate.
To contemplate an _actual decrease for youth in a period when all wage and
price movements are upward appears to be unnecessary and unwise.

yea OF tiNFMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION SYSTEMS FOR TRAINING/EDUCATION

1. The only cases I know where programs have been considered or instituted
to-compel recipients of unemployment benefits to accept training postswith
employers,or in government centers as a condition of receiving benefits are coma-
tries (e g, Belgium; Australia) which finance such benefits out of general reve-
noes and make no attempt to treat the system as insuranc% The fact that em-
ployers cannot be compelled to accept trainees severely limits such programs
in practic% and I know of no large number of benefit recipients who have been
transferred to such a program.

Z -West Germany uses payroll tnxes and worker contributions to finance un-
employment insurance, but benefits are not paid out 11 a regular government

.
department. Bather the-system la organized 'as a tri ,artite semi-autonomous
public corporation with independent financial and administrative power% Un-
der these powers, the Fund began to use some surplus unemployment insurance
funds generated in the full employment years, to rinance training programs
which has been legislated in 1909 and assigned to the agency, then expanded into
a manpower agency. People who are unemployed are natural targets for train-
ing recommendation% but the receipt of unemployment benefit is not partic-
ularly taken into account in choosing trainee% and training allowances are
higher than benefits. Mter the severe unemployment of 11)74-75, the Fund was
left with insufficient reserves and current receipts to pay benefits, and had to hor-
row from the central government for this purpose. At the same time there were

- cowtraints on funds for trnining and retraining which appeared to be
needed particularly at that time. The basic idea of using the Fund in this way
has not been abandoned; but it may be necessary to levy higher taxes in the
future.

8. In regard to the U.S. where the 51 separate laws for unemployment com-
pensation determine the benefit position in the initial period, the most fruitful
Federal approach might be by way of qualifying the Federal extensions of
,benefit% reinsurance or other financial aid to state system% This would be done -
by attaching certath requirements for training or education programs ns a
condition of benefits. However, this should not apply to cases of simple lai1/4)ff,
where benefits are just an interim payment until work with the same emrloy-s, is
resumed. It should be noted that th December 1075, 27.6 percent of eintma:-ts

- for 131 had been unemployed for 15 weeks or over (Worklife, August 196 ,
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p. 31). This udicates that the vast majerity of beneficiaries leave U.I. before
their benefits under tile independent state laws run out. The scope for rederill
influence would seem, therefore, to apply to a very small proportion of the tetal
recipients, unless state laws are altered.

Resros SE OF PAVE E. BARTON TO I)D1TiOAL WRITTEN Pi 1:iE
111" SENATOR JAV ITS_-

Question 1. In previous papers, you have posed IL re:Li question of youth
unemployment as "At what age will employers hire you:h for rss7ilne fuill-tinie
jobs of the kinds that adults hold? You cite special studiee that s'eow that two-
thirds to four-fifths of employers are unwilling to hire young people :lot:: about
21 years of age. Have you seen any other evidence that might s-7gs,.sut a pesstbS-
lowering of that age barrier? Do you have any proposals to solve this problem
or do you think it Is already determined by the cultural and social mores of tile
United States?

Answer 1. I have-seen no evidence that the age barrier has been lowfmed. The
lowering of it will require collaboration between educators, employers, and unions,
perticuiarly through: combining education and work experience so that youth
don't end up at age 19 not hired because they are inexperienced ; and experi-
Merits to determine the relative ability of 18 to 20 year olds to see how ac-
curate employer stereotypes are. Such studies helm been made for older workers.

Question 2. You previously have pointed out that the statistica on the "civilian
nonlnatitutional population" leave out a substantial number of youth who have
spent a great deal of time in a health penal or military institution. Yet these
groups probably include youths that need special help and training to achieve
adult jobs. Do you have any idea of the size of the institutionalized youth popu-
lation? Any suggestions on what type of data or reports are needed?

Answer. I do not have the statistics available. / believe there was a separate
census of that population in 1970 which would contain age breakdowns. As for
what we should kow about them, I think it would he in the area of :

What kinds of preparation they are getting for a return (or initial entry into)
the civilian joti market.

What kinds of' transition services are offered by the institutions they are in
with regard to job Information, placement, etc.

What kinds of Inter-relationships take place between the institution and the
local community Organizations in the community the institutionalized youth will
return to.

Question 3. One of our witnesses this morning, Mr. Howard Samuel main-
tained that since the rate of unemployment was so closely tied to education more
attention should be paid to keeping youths in school rather than finding more
employment for teenagers.

(1) Do you agrevth dint point of view?
(2) What changes, if any, in education programs IN uld you suggest to achieve

these ends?
(3) Do you think that the educatinnal tie with a decrease in the unemployment

could be due also to the explamatien that the prefered employment age of 21
has been renehed by those who stayed In school rather than dropping out?

Answer. We have many youth who nre not yet receiving ail flue education
they want. and I think we stili need to remove harriers which limit aeeess. [II
general, however, I don't think we should keep raising the school leaving nee
because of our problems of sustaining economic growth.

In recession type eltuations there ere some intelligent alternatives that in-
volve stipends for education and training ns au alternative. In the summer of
1975, France offered a Fur-In-school stipe: ns one way a dealing with the
lack of jobs that summer for youth.

RESFONSE OF Brntao E. ANDErtson TO Aenmox.st nerrza QuzsTros POSED
RT SENATOR JAVITS

Question 1. Do you think that having strong extumples of you h leadership is
necessary for minority youth? If so can you think of some ways that ndults or
government can exert some type of influence on minority youth.
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Answer. Positive role models are very important for minority youth, espe-
daily those from low income groups in the inner city and in rural areas. One
especially unfortunate Meet of the urban decay of our cities, and the relentless
spread of ghettoization is that malty middle income blacks have moved away
from the old neigAborhoods in search of better living condition& One would not
want to retard these opportunities for upper mobility which are characteristic

__of the social and economic advancement of all ethnic group& Yet, many of those
who might like to remain in the eity are driven out because ofsoor housing, poor
school& poor public service& and other forms of urban decay. This robs young

=-ThlittrY-ffirttof-&--hradt with ugwArtly aspiriffilairThers of their rifee, arid leaves
only the role,modeb3 of sports figures, and low-life elements such as "Supertly"
and "Shaft" as the objects of emulation. Ghetto youth do not see the middle
income black doctors, lawyer& Wetness executive% and other professionals as
important role models.

There are many ways this condition can be changed, but my preference would
he to minimize the role of government in any solution. There comes a time
when any group must emphasize self-development and initiative rather than
continued reliance on governinent The only legitimate role of government in this
area is for goiernment to support efforts developed and initiated by voluntary
grcrupti in local communities.

One example of such voluntary effort is the organization of a group in Phila-
delphia called interested Negroe& Thta group, formed in 1008 after the dreadful
Detroit riots; was initiated by Dr. Perry Fennel, a local black dentist and sev-
eral other Meek professionals and business leaders. I joined the group while
still a graduate student at the Wharton School.

Our program emphasizes "motivation through exposure for young, Jr high
school boys from the inner city. Once each month, a boy will be released from
school to spend a day with a black man at his place of work. Throughout the day,
the boy will observe the man on his job and will learn what education and train-
ing were necessary to obtain such position& The motivation is enhanced by the
fact that most of the men previously lived in the neighborhoods that ire now
ghetto area% and are familiar with the problems of achievement in the inner
city. One-on-one contact of this type is the best evidence that one can succeed if
determined to set clear goals and work herd to achieve the goals. The member-
ship of IN now includes 1,009 black men from a wide variety of occupations in-

sludbig judge% doctor% educator% business executives, and skilled blue-collar
craftsmen.

Mill Program has produced 'Many success stories, but two are quite significant.
One boy, Charles Turner, was an uninspired student when he first started his IN
visitations. Be was from a broken home and had no thought of attending college.
After several visits with successful black men, he showed visible improvement
in his attitud% and over a one year period his academic performance began to
improve He went on to graduate from high school with honor% and received a
scholarship to-attend Columbia University. He will graduate this year and enter

- law school.
Another boy, Gilbert Baez, was a major problem in school when he started

IN visitation& One of the members took a personal interest in him and helped
put him on a more positive track. Baez markedly improved in academic per-
formanee and later excelled in leadership In high school. He was named U.S. Boy
of the Year in 1974 and later won a scholarship to Franklin and Marshall College.

Both boys acknowledge the role of IN as the major influence on their outlook
at a critical stage in their lives. In addition, school counselors have told us of
many other crises the performance of students improved following their participa-
tion in the IN program. The difficulty is thet the IN organization- has suffered
from inadequate funds from the very start, ne&has been unable to expand to
reach more than a few hundred boy& We have not sought government funds
hut have depended solely on foundation grants and private contributions. In fact .
because we emphasize the direct contact between black boys and black meil .
our program has been declared in violation of the nntidiscrimination rules, and
thus, IN is ineligible to receive federal funds.

The main point I want to emphasize is that becftuse of ghettoization, it is neces-
gory for members of the black middle elnss to reach back into the inner city to
help nplife those who are still there. The main responsibility of government Is to
help improve the conditions in such area& Voluntary, self-help through motivo-
Hon and uphfe should remain the responsibility of the minority groups them-
selves.

52-043--77 9 1 1
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R. How much do you think the problems of minority youth In the cen-t-a-are a result of the youth's origin th, rural society, with skills unsuitedrharienvironment?
'Ansfier. Not Much! First, the great number of black yonth in the central citiesof the-North and Midwest were born there and did not _migrate from the South.This is least-true of Puerto Ricans and Chicanos, but even in these groups, blebbirth ratesrather than migration account for moat of the.populatton growth inrecent yeart

,

who-wereborn-and-rearedin-tbe-Central-cities are !paces-
;71.j ;ie ingly unable !to qualify for existing jobi beednee`of dreadfuliz deficient public17! echoer kidaink'Da fact, many black youth fromsouthern school systems are todayrieeidtigu: better education than their counterparts in the urban north. As a re-

Sult,1*ottug black migrants from the south have often gained better employmentin the-northern cities than blacks born and reared in those areas Evidence for
this.Maybe'..foued especially, hi beavils industrallised cities each as Cleveland,; Detroit. Saginau; Mich., Gary, Indifem, and some others.

Finelly; radar discrimination' is ler_ more severe than many public officials--ljelleVe in litditing the opportunities of inner-city minority youth. Oiten, it makes
no-dIfferenee how well-educated, well-mannered. and cleanly,serubbed a black orhispanic youth might be, he will dlll be denied an mazy level job in many, depart-ment etoree,'banks, insurance conmaniee, and other business firms. Tbis is espe-Chilly true of black teenage girls. In short, the alleged barriers of employmentgenerated by inadequate rural education carried into urban areas does not havemuch fibidatton in fact in Maya labor markets, and is not a major determinantof urban youth employment problems.. . .

Jou P NT ASSISTANCE Fon HIS II Smoot, SunENvs

(By Barry E. Stern)*

A NA.LTSIS

Over the years public concern has shifted from preventing the too early em-ployment of children to seeing to it that they find work when they are ready for
IL Nevertheless, the least' help is provided to those who need it most. ThousandsOf public dollars are invested in providing oneyoung persormith years of prepar-
atory higher education, but very little is put into seeing whatcan be done about
another's moving directly from high school to work. In no sense has this devel-oped retributively. It's just bad business to which attention Is now, belatedly,being given.

Although federal youth employment programs have appeared from time to timeduring the course of our history it wne not until 1950, some 17 years after theWagner-Peyser Act created the U.S. Employment Service, that a formal Employ-ment Service (ES) program for youth was beguna cooperative program withpublic schools At besL it was a one-shot service; ES personnet came to the who'll .registered seniors not going on to college for job placement and perhaps offereda series of tests and n counseling Interview. The number of high schools involvedgrew impressively, to the point that by 1993 some service was available in 50percent of the schools with % of the total number of graduates. During that yearthe program was credited with the annuarplacement of a modest 113,000. A peakfigure of over 1.8 million placement of all persons tinder twenty-two years of agewas reported for 1966.1' (The reporting system was corrected in 1970 to recordindividualsa significantly lower numberinstend of placements)With the assumption of higher priorities in the mid-l060's 1.e.. the need toplace disadvantaged workers and veterans, the Employment Serviee-Schoor Co-operative Program declined considerably. A 1974 field survey 0.1 24 cities in 9randomly selected states, for example, indicated that the ontatationing of ESpersonnel In schooW was taking place in only five cities! Although in-house survey
*EdncaU.on Policy Analyst. U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare. Theviews or conclusions contained in thill paper are solely those of the author and shouldnot be interpreted WI representing the official *Pinion or policy of the Department of Health,Education. and welfare.
1 Willard Wins. The Boundless Resource, Washington. D.C.: The New Republic BookCri.. Inc... 1975. p. 42.
'Data flUpplied by the BA Employment Service, Employment and Training Administra-tion. U.S. Department of Labor.
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indicated that ES offices in senic 100 cities supply schools and other intereste _

institutions with daily computer printouts of the local Job Bank data. But this
includes only that information that comes from job orders filed by local ern-
ployersi and most employers don't use the Employment Service to recruit part-
time student employees except for a few limited types of jobs,'

Though I1epartment of Labor data show that ES serves a considerable and
growing number of youth (1.2 million y uth under the age of 22 were placed by
ES in FY 1975, compared to 800,000 In li'17 1972). these data cannot be dis-
aggregated to show the extent to which ES serves the particularly critical teen-
age group. Stmveys which get placement data from the youth themselves suggest
that ES is rearenably effective for those in the twenty-or-over bracket, while it
provides very little service to teenagers, especially in-school teenager& The avail-
able evidence indicates that only about one out of six teenagers (10 to 19) looking
for work even goes to the Employment Service (ES) ; among those who are out
of school, one out of four visits ES.' Amoug out-of-school teenagers who are
employed, only about 4 percent surveyed in January 1973 credit ES with direct-
ing them to their present job& The overwhelnung percentage of jobs obtained
nre found through friends and relatives (27 percent), or by going to the em-
ployer directly and. independently (32 percent). Ten percent get their jobs
through want-ads. only 6 percent through school placement offices or teachers,
and only 5 percent through private employment agencies (10 percent through'
other means).' These Bureau of Labor Statistics data on jobseeking methods
employed by out-of.school youth are corroborated by two somewhat older anal-
Ares of the Nntional Longitudinal Survey (NLS) cohort of 5000 young men
14-24 years old. In one study, Kohen and Andrisani found that among Julie
1969 male high school graduates who had changed employers (in the civilian
sector) between the 1968 and 10CA, drveys (which were conducted In November).
the roost treqnently need job search methods were through friends and relatives
(62 percent) and direct contact with the employer (24 percent). Formal job
placement assistance through either school, public, or private employment serv-
ices helped only 11 percent of these graduates find their new jobs,' In another
study using the NLS cohort of young men, Saund,rs found almost identnial
percentages for types of job search methods used .mong those who were out
of school with less than four-years of college compleb .1,7

Students _are even less likely than Out-a-school teenagers to get help from
formal placement services in finding jobs. Again using NLS data for the cohort of
young men, Parnes and others found that among teenage students (14 to 10)
who were employed in 1966 less thrni one percent found their jobs through ES
or through some private employment agency while 9 percent were helped by the
sool placement service ; 53 percent were aided by friends or relatives; 23 per-
cent went to employers directly ; and the remaining 15 percent used want-ads
or some other method or combination of methode A more recent study indicated
thnt only 29 percent of the nation's high school seniors In 1072. felt that schools
provided satisfactory job placement assistance, whereas 77 percent believed that
schools should help students find jobs when they leave school.'

In addition to the fact that neither the school nor the Employment Service
provide much job placement assistance to students, neither has much influence
on a student's career plans. When a national random sample of high school
seniors in 1972 for example, was asked to indicate which categories of persons
influenced very muclz their post.hIgh school plans, parents and friends were
the most frequently named (43 and 25 percent) respectively), while only 10
percent named a teacher, 9 percent named a giaidance counselor. and 1 percent
named a State Employment Service officer." We would bypothesize that ready

Wirtz, op. eft., p. 43.
,AData supplied by the Bureau of Labor statistics.
"Jobseeking_ Methods Used by American Workers" Moreau of Labor Statistics, Bio-

ietin 1880, mere), Table
4 Andrew Noben and Paul AndrIsani. "Labor Market Bxperletiee Of High School Gradu-

ates and Dropouts.' Career Thresholds. vol 4 : A inngitudinitil HtudV of the educational
and labor market experience of male youtb. (manpower Administration, Research
gragh No. 16, 1974), PP. 23-24.

David Sakinders. "The Company Youth Keep An empirical analysis of 1e.,
anoag yomg men 14-24," ttnputaishea Ph a dissertation, Bryn Mawr Cor ege.

Herhert Parties et al.. Career Thresholds, vol. 1. (Manpower Administration, ne-
-searct Monograph No. lo. 1970, p. 101.

*William Fetters. A Capsule Description of High School seniors: Base-Year Surrey.
Washington, D.C.:National Center for Education statistics, 1074, p. 7.

Ibid.. p. ff.
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access to job placement services would enable these institutions to have greater
influence (hopefully a positive influence) on student's futiire plans.

A.s the presence of the Employment Service iu the schools decliue in the face
of rising yeuth unemployment rates during the late 1060's, the reaction in the
public schools was to draw back from the job placement responsibility cow-
pletely. Their already hnd more to do than they could handle. The counseinrs
continued their college placement mission but accepted beyond that only a
nebulous area of responsibility for the developmeut of self-awareness and at
moat a 'very general exposure to what work might louk like in the pages of the
Occupational Outlook Handbook. Job placement was marked, quite understand-

.

ably, as sernehody else's business.
A 1973 study conducted by the American Institutes for Research for USOE

concluded that ne quantltative data are available on the scnpe of placement
services In the public secondary schools.' Though some local school systems like
Baltimore and Cleveland do operate effective jib placement services, these are

. not being provided routinely as an important ;fart of counseling and gudiance
progasms.

The situation has been very different, though, in the technical high schools
and. In the two-year colleges that grew so in number and size during the last
decade, and particularly in the private proprietary trade and technical schools.
The better of these have been serious attention to the placement of those who
finish their courses. Unquestionably, this is part of their increasing attraction
tO young people.

At the preaent time, no USOE programs exclusively support guidance and
counseling and placement. However. tISOE (categorical) program funds author-
ized by Titles I and II of ESEA and Part B of the 1008 VEA can be spent on
guidance and placement activities at the discretion of the recipient State or
local education authority. The aggregate amount of Federal funds spent by
state and local education agencies for such activities cannot be estimated pre-
eiSely with present data, but beat guesstimates are in the $20 million per year
range.m

For a decade now, little effort has been made to bring students who want to
work together with people who provide IL Despite the fact that students nver-
whelmingly believe that schonls ought to provide placement assistance.' schools
have been reluctant to provide it, preferring instead to concentrate thelr scarce
resources on traditional academic concerns." The public Employment Servicc .
also ban viewed student placement as a low priority item, especially when so
many adnits are out of work. In sum, no institution perceives youth job place-
ment as its responsibility. Despite the unusually and excessively high youth
unemployment rates, youth and student job placement has been accepted nobetter as an unwanted child.

So the superior force of institutional habit has had its victories over good
sense. Proposals for new ways to fuse workadny realities and academic processes
mnsL therefore include consideration not only of (1) how to provide high school
age students with goiug-tn-work counseling at least as effective as the tradi-tional going-to-cola-ge counseling, and (2) how to give yonth job placement ,atleast as much attention as adult job placement, hut 1 at how to combine theseyouth counseling and job-placement functions regardless of the minor earth-quakes doing so will cause in stratified established bureitnoravies."

function from continually being lost in tlie cracks. What to do is not the qnes-
to draw. The difficult questions are who should do it anti lend ir, I

tion. There are alrtdy
Federal leadership might well be required to prevent the

several successful school phicement nealeis ftoin
federal financial incentive ls required?

Compared to other federal human resource Programs. the amount )frequired to establish pIncement servb:es high schuols on a w'hiespreaid linaTisuli's

a American institutes for Research. "Fractleal C ar e e r Guidance. Counseling and Fleec-
ier u.s. Office of Edncetion, contract No: OEc °C)
meat for the Noneollegnoned Student Pal 1110.9Csadifi...yrumillitihed technical! report

12Research
ne frindeci ander

aM
Partsexernpiaarnd y projects In school Zoctaitio.nall11411.1ance

throe
and pl,.7croent canC D of the VEA. respee rely. as well as ,n Fetters. loc. cit.

"Of course. there are some exceptions to the rule. Some 3
consin. are encouraging LEA's in ndflPi Successful hfcegineEllitapnrdsalirlirTraLlieleqorTsi-tlifcsb!

cement services he provided to students (norida Mt hi
programs. many a them funded by USOEwin; op. cit., p. I.
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not large. An expendituro of $iO million, for example, could provide enough
profesaional placement specialists to 1-crve one-third of the aation's high schoel
students (grades 10-12). assuming a ratio of one placement person for every
1500 student& If states or local agencies were to match such a figure on a dollar
for dollar basis, two-thirds of the nation's high school students could be served,

As for whether federally subsidized school placement officers sbould be em-
ployees of the Employment Service, the schools themselves or some other agency
Ilke a local CETA agency or an Education and Work Council, we would favor
an approach whicb permits different delh-ery agencies in different localities.
Whatever agency Is used to deliver the placement services, the school placement
service should coordinate with the Employment Service or other manpower
agency contracted by the CETA prime sponsor to do placement work and use it
for central referral of job orders. Moreover, any new federal program to support
school placement Services should take into account ES's concern that these serv-
ices could well reduce Rs potential number of placements and hence their budget
for the subsequent year inasmuch as placement credits are the main determinant
of an ES office's budget allotment Possibly an exception to present ES regain-
lations ought to allow ES to be credited with at /east a portion of each place-
ment made by a school placement program.

Another concern in the establishment of school placement offices is the need
to continually followup graduates, whether they get their jobs through the
school placement program or not. Follow tip data should include enough specific
occupational- assignment and wage data to permit future graduates to assess
better their probabilities for obtaining employment in certain fielda The mere
accounting of whether a graduate is employed or not and whether this employ-
ment is in a training-related field (viz., the federally required vocational eduL
cation placement form) is not sufficiently detailed to help placement officers
with their responsibilities. Possibly, federal ald could be directly tied to con-
ducting aufficiently detailed followup studies of graduates. The cost of such a
multi-year follow up does not become so prohibitive when samples of gradeates-
are surveyed rather than the entire graduating class (the present OE regulation
calls for the follow up of all graduates for one year).

FEDESAL rottcv AND macaw:a OPTIONS

Having established that-job-ready students and recent school leavers need
but do not get help in finding jobs, the question Is raised who should take
responsibility for providing such assistance. Given the fact that no single answer
to this question is likely to meet the needs of every community, a more impor-
tant question is how can easy access to job placement services be assured once
a decision is made to provide them. We believe that in the great majority of
cases, the access issue is most likely to be solved if the service is located in
or somehow through the school. la the first place, locating job placement assist-
ance in the schools puts the service where the clients are, thereby assuring
their maximal visibility and use. Furthermore, in-school placement services
serve as a lhak between schools, youth job-seekers and industry:By making the
service available to school leavers, i.e., graduates and dropouts, the school re-
mains accessible to the young person even after having left it Such a link
might help many youth adjust to these difficult transitional years. Dropouts
might want to drop back in; continued contact with the placement officer could
facilitate this. Recent graduates might need help ilhding or adjusting to a new
job, and a familiar person from the school, like the placement officer or some
other member of a placement team, might be the best person to provide such
assistance.

Perhaps the most Important reason for making placement service available
through the school (at least in part) is to let both students and school leavers
know that the school cares about their future well-beIng. Such a feeling on
the part of students might wen create a healthier learning and teaching envi-
ronment We would propose, therefore. that the Federal government consider a
variety of actions that would encourage localities to provide In-school job place-
ment Services to help studenta, graduates, and dropouts find full-time, part-tirne
and aummer jobs. On a spectrum of little to considerable involvement and
ernniort., four Federal strategies which Would stimulate schools &ad other local
agencies to provide students and sehool leavers with job placement assistance
are considered here: (1) to establish local education and work councils; (2)
to provide technical asaistance ands training; (3) to conduct a large demon-
stration and comparative evaluation of alternative viable ph.cement models;

1
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and (4) to provide grants to local areas to establish high school placement pro-
grams. Ther- can be considered either as mutually reinforcing or mutually
exclusive or competing strategies. Strategies I and II include reasonably low
cost acUvittes and could be started with discretionary DOL and HEW funds
at any time by either or by both agencies. Strategy III would require consider-
able planning and coordination between DOL and HEW but yet could be accom-
plished within the framework of existing legislation and appropriation levels.
Strategy IV, which Is a categorical program requiring the expenditure of several
roilllone of dollars would require new legislation and appropriations. The
stra es axpsammarized in Chart I.
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All of the four strategies and options or activities within the strategies are
generated with a few basic premises In mind. These are derived from previous
experience with several placement programs provided by school districts, alone
or in collaboration with other agencies. Our assumptions are us follows :

(1) School placement programs won't work unless manpower and education
agencies work together to deliver the services. All agencies involved must have
clear lines of responsibility; all interagerv:y agreements for the provision of
specific services ummt be in writing.

(2) An important criterion for success of the program is whether the program
continues after Federal funds are withdrawn. The Federal concern, therefore,
is catalytic, not programmatic.

(3) A Federal program which Is targeted on public school students is more
likely to continue once Federal funds art withdrawn if gradual and increasing
local financial responsibility for the program is built into it from the beginning.

sranTEmss Awn OPTIONS

Strategy 1: Bstablbh on a demonstration beets education and uork councils in
several localities throughout the United States

Defroilpflon.-FAucation and Work Councils would he established in 35 to 20
communities. These would attempt to bring several community agencies and
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interest groups together in order to pruvide services which would help studentsmake a more successful transition from school to work_ Membership of the
Councii would Include represen wives friau the schools, local enipioynient serviceand other manpower agendes, professional. trade, slid business iisseeiatiens, tabus
nnlons, service organizations, and the local CE'rA Planning Council.

It is assumed that these councils would give job placement assistance for Vomithigh priority. Federal guidelines, nonetheless, might suggi-st that the conneils
work closely with the schools in taking responsibility fer plueing ali school leaversin some kind of job or further education. In addition, the isenicils ought to
encourage community institutions to vvork togeth es .11 p.aesig studelltN Whil
part-time or summer jobs. Special funds might be earunirked to encourage the
development of such placement activities.

Cast.Approximately $1 million would Provide professional stra and some
administrative expenses for 15 to 20 Councils. Dm. has appropriated this sum
for fiscal year 3977. An additional $1.5-2.0 niulliun woeld be earmarked for student
placement services in eities having these conneils tan average of $1(J0.000 percity).

Implernentation.Identify and select communities which already provide young
people with several effective transitional services hut yet which need to eoordinate
better the delivery of such services in order to till gaps and avoid needless dup-
lication. The National Manpower Iustitute, under contract to Dull s is in the
process of Identifying these communities. Their res-ommendations must le-
approved by interageney steering committee consisting of the Der artme tits of
Labor, HEW, and Commerce.

Arguments in favor
I. An Education and Work Cour sil provides an independent "nentral- mecha-

nism to link schools, employers sad manpower nm-neies. It would help avoid
problems that result from Invasion of turf when one institution makes isolated
decisions and imposes actions on others.

2. Encourages local institutions to pool their resources in such a way as to
provide essential services while avoiding duplication of effort. Admits of ready
link to CETA prime sponsors.

3. Is not very costly and coUld be very cost-effective by maximizing the use of
existing reSources.

Arguments against
I- Creates yet another deeision-making layer and encroaches on authority or

various institutions. Schools, employer% and manpower agencies would resist
giving up "sole rights" to decisions that traditionally have been theirs alone.

2. Important services like placement assistance might never get established
because local communities do not hare the money or the will to redirect their
present resources. Though councils will Improve communication betsveen agen-
des, their effectiveness is unlikely to be great unless they can assure that some
new resources will be funneled into priority activities.

a Diffuses local leadership at a time when all resources should be behind
CETA.

41The scope of such a demonstration effort is not large enough to have the
needed impact on communities across the country. Even if councils were success-
ful, most high school students and leavers in the U.S. would remain without
job placement assistance.
Strategy II: Technical assistance and training

Three technical assistance and training options are considered here : (I) iden-
tification and dissemination of effective models; (2) technical assistance from
Employment Service to school personnel in regard to placement ; and (3) train-
ing of prospective and reeent school leavers in job search techniques and achieve-
ment motivation. All are thought to contribute to the more effective placement
of students, graduates, and dropouts seeking jobs. The three options are not
mutually exclusive. Combinations of them could easily form an effective tenni-
cal assistance package.

Option 1 Identification and dissemination of e ffective models
Desoriptiots.Effeetive school placement models would be identified and mate-

rials describing how to implement them would he developed and disseminated
by the Federal government in collaboration with interest groups and associa-
tions. Technical assistance and public information programs would he initiated
to persuade communities to identify and implement suitable placement models.

1
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For example. regional conferences, workshops, and the like would be held for
school placement personnel. :nlininistrative staff and isgird of education mem-
bers of districts considering the establishment of expaLsion of placement
programs.

Cost.Approximately $2.0 million would support the packaging and dissemina-
tion of school placement materials, as well as regional conferences, workshops,
and the like for school personnel interested In placement.

Implementation.USOE's Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education and
DOM, U.S. Employment Service would jointly develop this technical assistance
and training program under an interagency agreement. They would involve the
various professional associations and interest groups as needed. For the most
part, the program would be administered ont to the ten Federal regional offices
by teams of USOE and DOL personnel.

Arguments in favor
1. linch is known already about how to deliver effective ins,dmol job place-

ment services. Developing and packaging materials for dissemination and Irian-
lag could be done easily, quickly and cheaply.

Arguments against
1. Dissemination of information and the provision of training can do no

harm- but the problem is too big to be solved by these aPproaches alone.
Option 2: Technical assistance fronr employnwnt service to school person

regard to placonent
Dcseription.School district would designate a placement coordinator in each

high school who would receive technieal assistance from the local Emidoyment
Security (ESI office, Plneement colo-dinators woad(' lie Coun5elors Or teachers
working with or without community volunteers. Their knowledge and Fkills in
the placement of students would he developed and improved through short in-
tensive workshops followed up by onc-the-job consultation with experienced ES
wrsonnel.

Each Firtielpating high school would receive from ES a daily Jol. Mink micro-
fiche and a monthly Job Bank Openings Summary." The school placement co-
ordinator would request permission from ES to mal,:e job referrals. Fermissio-n

either denied or granted depending on the status of the job order. If the
placement coordinator makes a referral. the ES is notified so the job order can
he posted.

Cost.Approximately 54 million would support involvement of an ES person
vorking foil-time in each of 200 major school districts. In nddition, there is
the relatively minor cost of the Job Bank microfiche negative (about 10 cents
each) and the viewer (reader) wldcb ranges in cost from S50 to $151 . These
costs could be absorbed by the school district. ES office or both.

Implemcntation,Oversight and genoral administration of the program would
be provialeAl by ES in Washington. D.C. A local ES office which serves a target
school district would receive funds for its school placement coordinator once a
satisfactory written nut lt N conclnded vvith the NlIperintendent of schools.
Should a Meal Es (int, env more than one school district it could designate
and receive program fowl- tr adalitionnl personnel who wonid work with the
schools. To assure th m. schools live up to their end of the agreement._ an
tos.asional evalluation atom would cheek to see whether each high school in
tile participating school district Mid designated its own placement coordinator.

Arguments in fa ror
1. Belatively minor investment by ES could result in considerable job assist-

ance for students if schools cooperate and decide to invest their own funds in
the program.

2. Would minimize risk of appearing to interfere in the business of school
system and guidance counselor,.

Arguments against
1. ould depend heavily on resources from OE or the schools. Schools might

be reluctant to participate if there is no financial incentive for them to redirect
stuff effort to job placements. Schools In general have always been reluctant to

Tbs Job Hank microfiche includes employer information. description of the specific
lob, wits* and benefits and desired applimint Characteristics. The Job Bank Openings
sienmary lints job opening% unfilled 30 days or more by employee title and DOT titles
nrui rodr o. as well fls loh opportunities In the Rattle field in other parts of the State as
well as In surrounding States.
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take on the placement respousibillty. It is unlikely thti t the limited assistauce
that ES will provide will persuade enough schools tc .! job placement higher
priority.

a School staff might not adoPt a practical labor n-irket oriented approach.
3. Some CETA prime sponsors contract placement services to agencies other

than ES.
Option 3: Training prospective and recent school lee core in job search tech-

nloues and achievement motivation
Deseription.A short course or module would be developed in "Job Search

Techniques and Achievement Motivation for High School Students", and would
be disseminated to schools by the Federal government with the help of business
and trade associations. The conrse would help students learn how to assess
and interpret job vaesncy information and occupstional information, prepare
resumes and required employment forms, conduct themselves at personal inter-
views, make direct contact with employers and unions, assess and convey to
others one's job-related skills and personal strong points, assess employer needs
autl market one's- assets to fill those needs (i.e., creating a job for oneself),
become self-employed if one wants to, relate further education to one's subse-
quent employability (if one wants to) and motivate oneself to seek, find, and
make the most ont of employment opportunities when they arise. Technical as-
sistance and public information programs would be initiated to persuade com-
munities to conduct such courses. For example, Federal regional offices would
conduct conferences, workshops, rind the like for school and other community
personnel who might want io conduct or organize such a coursi in their resper-
tive communities.

CostApproximately $4.0 million would support the development snd testin;-:
of the course or module the dissemination of msterials to schools., aml the re-
4lonal conference% worlahops, and the like for school and community personnel
interested in placement.

Implcmentation.The Department of Commerce (DOC) would develop this
program in collaboration with USOE and with various nationai trade and busi-
ness organization% A written agreement would specify the particular responsi-
bilities of the respective agencies. For the most part the program would be
administered out of the 10 Federal regloual offices by teams of USOE and DOC
personnel, who would work closely with local business groups and school
authorities.

Arguments in favor
1. Provides a constructive, challenging, and cost effective way for business

col:mm=117 to become involved in helping youngsters make the transition from
school to work_

2_ Course can be developed easily and quickly because of ample supply of ma-
terials and experience.

Arguments against
1. Provides opportunities for recruitment or proselytization by particular com-

pany if its personnel are involved In teaching course.
2. The job search problem among youth is too big to be solved by this ap-

proach alone. While such a course will help some youth become effective self-
starters in finding jobs, the basic placement activities of job order taking, refer-
ral, ete are still needed to give the majority of young job-seekers a clue about
where to start,
Strategy III: Large demonstration and comparative evaluation of successful

models
Two types of demonstration options are considered here: (1) state grants to

demonstrate and comparatively evaleate three alternative school placement de-
livery systems; and (2) LEA (school district) grants to demonstrate a high
school scheduling system with staggered vacations. The two options are not
mutually exclusive.

Option 1: State grants to demonstrate and comparatively evaluate three alter-
native delivery systems for school placement

Description.Each state would receive Federal grants to demonstrate simul-
:_eously two or three delivery systems for school placement in different cora-

rannities within the state. The delivery systems include: (1) ontststioning of
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Employment Service ( personnel in the schools. (2) hiring of placement
staff by the LEA, and (3) hiring and supervision of placement staff by a multi-
agency consortium or council (e.g., Education and Work Coundl, Industry-
Education_ Council, CETA Planning Council, etc.). A caretully-planned assess-
ment effort would compare the effectiveness of each model.

Communities within the state would select which of the approaches theY
wiah to try, based on their own interest% need% and circumstance% and would
submit their application to a state committee composed of the Chief State School
Officer, the State Director of the Employment Service and other appropriate of-
ficials appointed by the Governor. This state committee would recommend and
the Federal goverrurtent would approve a test of at least two of the three delivery
systems in 24 communities in the state.

Cost.Assunang that annual grants will range from $200,000 to $500,000 per
state, the precise amount depending on the number of secondary school students
in tbe state, or an average at $300,000 per state per year, a three-year demon-
stration program would cost $15 ralillon per year or $4540 million total. Local
resources and personnel cauld be used to supplement these FeAeral grants.

Implementation.--The program would be jointly administered and funded by
DOL's Employment and Training Administration and the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. A written agreement would spell out the program responsibilities for each
agency. Federal staff would develop guidelines and standards which would
have to be met by each lOcal community or school district receiving a grant.
Mille an interagency state committee appointed by the Governor would select
the successful applicant% and conduct the evaluation% the Federal regional
offices of DOL and USOE would bare to approve the state selections and would
conduct audits of the grantees to assure proper expenditure of funds.

Arguments in favor
1- Falls short of massive funding of school placement services while implant-

ing the idea that these are worthwhile and that the state should be creatively
systematic in selecting the approach or combination of approaches that are most
suitable for communities within the state.

2. Forces state and local manpower and education agencies in the state to work
together in developing acceptable proposals and evaluation designs.

Arguments against
L Thongh state may submit its 24 community proposals for Federal fund-

`Ing. It still might not give school placement services sufficient priority and visi-
Witty. The problem of unassisted school leavers is too big to be resolved by
giving select communities "seed money" to develop their own delivery system.

2. State might not recommend the best community proposals for funding and
use grants as a means for achieving political leverage or patronage.

Option 2: Grants to LEAs in high youth unemployment areas to demonstrate
feasibility of high school scheduling system with staggered vacations

Deseription.LEAs in areas with high youth unemployment would apply for
grants to demonstrate the feasibility of the quarter system or staggered vaca-
tions for its high school students. The purposes of the grants are threefold: (I) to
see whether the youth unemployment rate could be lowered by not having so
Many students looking for jobs at one time as they do during the summer ; (2) to
increase the likelihood of students finding jobs related to their career plans, if
they have such plans and want career-related work: and (3) to see whether the
transition to the staggered (summer) vacation schedule can be accomplished
without significantly increasing costs to the school nor detracting from the
academic program. Grants would pay for additional administrative costs needed
to make such a scheduling transition, as well as a thorough evaluation of the
labor market hod academic consequence* of making such a transition.

Contr.Assuming that grants averaging $200,000 wonld go to the 20 LEAs sub-
mitting the heA proposals. and a 20 percent add-on for Federal administration
and evaluation of the program, $5 million would be needed to carry out this
demonstration prog-ram.

Implementation.The program would be administered by either the Bureau
of Elementary and Secondary Education or the Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education in USOF. The Commissioner would direct that research funds
administered by both harem's (ESEA. Title III and 1-EAPart C) be tapped
to thmd the program.
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Arguments in favor
1. Provides a large-scale test of a proposal made many times yet infrequently

tried and evaluated, particularly in high youth unemployment areas.
2. Puts funds into LEAs where such a scheduling transition is most likely to

do the most good.
Arguments against

2ifany high school plants, especially those in poor or depressed areas, are not
equipped with air conditioning which would make it tolerable to provide classes
to 50-75 percent of the enrolled students during the summer.

2. Such schedunng revisions have been tried before with no particnlar benefit
to the schooL (The purpose of these revisions however, was to save the school
money. The youth employment and work experience motives for scheduling
changes have not been investigated to any great extent.)
Strategy Grants to local areas to establish high school placement programs

Description.Federel funds would provide professional placement specialists
to work in the nation's high schools. There would he one full-time equivnient
(FTE) placement specialist for every 1500 students In grades 10-12 and (using
the Baltimore City School Placement Program as a model) one central placement
staff person for every nine placement specialists working in the schools them-
selves, Such personnel would take and list job orders, refer students or sehool
leaven to job openings, solicit jobs from employers in both the public and private
sector% provide job counseling (both before and after finding job) and instruc-
tion in job search techniques conduct follow up studies and unrk with a place-
ment tea--_. In schools consisting of counselors, vocational education and work.
ate' oersonnel, and community volunteers, Job Bank and the Job Bank Open-
ings-Summary would become avallsble through the Employment Service to every
high school participating in this placement program.

Placement assistance would be aimed mainly at helping school leavers (grad-
uates and droponts), who want to enter the full-time labor market, but students
who want pnrt-time and summer jobs would be served. also In addition; place-
meat personnel could help find slots for studenta participating in cooperitive and
other work study programs. Optional features would be (1) to permit graduates
and dropouts to use the placement service for up to two years after leaving
school, and (2) to permit private school students to make use of the services lo-
cated in the public schools.

Cost,--Yearly Federal expenditures wmild depend on the extent of school cov-
erage with placement personnel. Assuming (1) one FTE placement specialist for
every 1500 public high school students in grades 10-12: (2) one central office
staff person for every nine placement specialists working in the schOols; (3)
about 10 million public high school students in grades 10-42 at any one time; (4)
an average unit cost of $20 Roo per pineement specialist (salary and expenses)
and (5) that the school district will cover the costs of providing (placement)
office space and equipment

$50 million would provide placement services to of the nation's public high
school students ; approximately 2,200 placement specialists would cover 3.3 mil.
lion students.

$100 million would provide services to of _nubile high school students; ap-
proximately 4,500 placement specialists would cover 6.7 million students.

$150 million would provide services to all public high school students; 0,700
placement specialists would cover 10 million students.

The Federal cost. obviously, could he reduced by having the school district
match Federal funds with, its own fund% or by gradually reducing the size of
the Federal stipend over a period of years until the program is supported
totally bv local-state funds. If a school district already provides placement

reices, it would remain eligible for Federal funds, nonetheless, so long as its
program met the Federal guidelines and standards.

ALTVICVATZ IMPLEMENTATION PLANS AND CORRESPONDING LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
FOR JOB PLACEMENT SERVICES

Option 1. Station employment service personae/ in schools
Precedents for stationing ES personnel in schools or using ES counselors to

lend technical assistance to school counselors date haek ninny years. The largest
outstationing of ES personnel in schools occurs in New York City. where SE
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operates placement serviees iii oer O high eluol ee Exhihit 1). More re-cently, Wisconsin has initiated a state-supervi t d t r tot rdinated prograut which
stations ES personnel in high schools who 11-Ork. with st:hool personnel on place-ment teams. The program requires joint decision making by the Departmentof Public Instruction, the State Job Serviee. :it'd the LEA. The hirgest Es
technical tmsistunce program for school counselors is in California. whero ESeonducts an &week summer program and a liaison program during the sehmil
year. Both programs train high sehool counNelors III placement and eMPIOYMVIlteonnseling techniques, labor market information development and utilizatioi .and employer relations.

Notwithstanding the ::':ew York City. WiSeuusin. and California experiences.the ES-School Cooperntive Program, which reached its zenith during the early19110s, has been scaled dmvn considerithly during the past decade because ofother priorities, e.g., providing more and better service to disndvantaged clients.Revival of this program could be done under the Wtigner-Peyser Act or TitleN--B of the Education Amendments of 1972 . whieh has not yet been funded.The mere provision of Joh Banks to schools is authorized under Wagner-Peyser.
Arguments in favor

1. Assures staff oriented to realities of the labor market.
2. Avoids "turf- fight because institutional lines of responsilillity nid heclearly demarcated. ES Ints had several previous agreements with schools to

provide job placement assistance. For the most part. these ES-School Coopera-
tive programs were well-received by the schools.

Arguments against
1. ES might not he familiar with the needs of the schools_
2. School guidance counselors might resent presence of placement pers.etnel.

especially if from another agency and -imposed- by Feds.

Exhibit J.Cooperative employment serviceschool program, ;Vele York City
Goal.To assist prospective dropouts and work-hound seniorsprimarily in

schools with high proportions of non-college bound pupilsto choose and enter
suitable occupations, both prirt-tbne and regular full-tinw.

Students Rervcd.Students in 52 selected high sehools with high minority
ponnlations, mein of whom are work-bound. In fiseal '74 the number of pupils
seeking assistance through this program was 24.1S5. The number of job place-
ments was 13,435. most of which represented individuals placed.

Sta.g.All staff are Emplo3-rnent Service staff. direeted by an Employment
Security Superintendent. Professional staff consists Of 51 employment counselors
and placement Interviewers.

Funding souree.Sen. York Stnte Employment Scrvice,
Materials, localities. and suppm1.The Snperintendent in charge of the Ca-

operative EmploymentService School Program Is honsed in the headquarters
office of the Metropolitan Area Employment Service. The eounselors and inter-
viewers are assigned to and work in the high sehools. Testing and connsel-
ing services nre provided to those who need such services, and eomprehensive
labor mnrket and occupational information I5 provided. Employers vhrt
the service nre mostly lnrge employers (500 employees). Except for nevv
employers who nre added etteh year, most employers served are regolar users
of the program. There is a waiting list of sehools who wish to participate.

Limited influence on school eounseling and curricula.
4. Possible danger of perpetuating the college-noneollege einss system. in

which college-bound students Yee their eounselor While noncollege-hound student,:
visit the placement office,

5. Some CETA prisne sponsors contract pincemen v gimt serices to acies ntlwr
than ES.

Option 2. Fund largely through school agene leith plaoement personnel
selected by schools

Models of school-linsed plaeement services hove emerged over the years and are
now In operation In severni cities. These incinde Baltimore. Port Worth, flonston.
Cleveland, and Akron. (The Bratimore program is described in Exhibit 2.1 In
the Baltimore model, the PIncement Deortment Head and three coordinators
nre housed In the central omen of the t hrnol distriet. and 25 other pineentent
coordinators are stationed Iii 1.te Act u I-v.0110 seecindary sehools. The selmol's
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placement department umintains close nl;itionshlls with employers in the
Baltimore metropolitan emumunit itid with such agencies ns me Vol untarY
Couuell for Equal Opportnuity. the .foint Apprentii_pship Training Coumdttee. the
Labor-Education Apprentice.dlips Program. Medel Cities Prnerams, and Neighbor-
hood Youth Corp% Very close cooperation is innintnined with the Maryland State
Employment Service which has der (doped a computerized Job Bank of eineloY-
ment opportunities in the Baltimore :Iron. Continuous liais+m is maintained
between the placement coordlnaters and the school counselors.

The legislative authority for replicating a Baltimore-type _model in several
cities could be the Vocational Education Act of 1003 (ns amended in 1)08) :
Title X--B of the Education Amendments of 1972 In-IL funds could also be nsed
to provide increased placement N e rr lees by edueatienal institutions: CETA. Title I
could be used if Prime Sponsors so decide.

Arguments in fa vor
I. Fosters responsibility for this activity in schouls.
2. Placement personnel are noire likely to be at Ppted la olin er seheol staff if

they are hired and supervised by the school admInistration. Igs friction.
Arguments against

1. School-selected placement personnel less likely to be knowledgeable about
the labor market and Iii touch with employers.

2. The difference between placement and counseling is less likely to be under-
ood If the schools have cnmplete control over the program if counselors are

assigned as placement coordinator% as they are likely to be in a school-run
program it Is Important that they do not Live short shrift to the mechanical
tasks of job order taking, referral, and job solicitation. Regardless of who is
selected to perfom these tasks. they mist be performed in addition to whatever
connseling and personal assessment services are provided.

Exhibit Z.Baltimorc placement services program outline "

To assist students in finding permanent, part-time, and work-study jeb place-
ments commensurate with their Milities and interests.

Students serred.A11 student N in the Jialtimore public secondary sehenis.
Nome 8,000 students gettduate each year. Alenit 4,000 of these seek nssisttince
of the placement serviip and of these. 3,000 (75 perfent) arc placed. Work-study
students see the conrdinator briefly Caen week. Other studelds see the coorditut-
tor briefly on the average of twice a year.

Staff.----The Department Dead ef Iiaeement is a prefc.ssional counselor. There
are 38 job placement coordinators, some of whom are Qui:Ise:ors; the majority
have work experience outside education.

Funding source.S5 percent local funds, 15 percent federal fonds.
Materials, farilities and support.The Department Ilend and thrts- ismrdina-

tors are housed in the rentral distriet office. .1%,1l other enordinstors have offices
in the schools. A variety of occupational material IS available to students at
the coordinators offices, as well as materials that the coordinators have devel-
oped for contacting students and employers. In addition to working with the
employers in Baltimore, close cooperation is maintained with civic and corn-
nmnity organizations.

Student activities.Students are acquainted with the services of the placement
office through assemblies and class meeting& Many students also participate in
job readiness sessions taught by the coordinators. All students who seek placce
ment are Interviewed by the coordinator, and efforts are made to place the stu-
dents In snitable jobs.

Contact person,Miss I ihhinn Tinckingham Department Head, Placement Serv-
ices, Baltimore Public Schools, Baltimore, Maryland 21218.

Option S.Fund local multi-agency consortium or council to arrange for place-
,- meld services

7Each school district would he Invited to form a multi-agency consortium nr
council which would either take responsibility or deter slicb responsibility to
the school or local ES to hire nnd supervise placement personnel. The consortium
or council would have representatives from schools, manpower agencies, CETA,

---ITU-everted In detail In neport No. Ain-340-6/73-1.1l of the Ameriena Institute for
Research.

-
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labor and industry (e.g.. Education and Work Councils, Industry-Education
CETA Phinning I ouiiitil ete.). Funds for persisting, general guide-

lines and approval of plans N%-ould come jointly from IIEW. Isum. and Commerce.
Legislative authority for this approach could be CEPA Tit I, if Prime

Sponsors could be persuaded to establish and utilize such councils for this pur-
pose, CETA Title III, Wagner-Peyser. YEA VW'S: Title X-B of the Ediluitioxi
Amendments of 1972. New legislation might he preferable.

Arguments in favor
1. Fosters full-scale linking of key Institutions (schools, manpower agencies.

employers) at the Co=nWIlt-y level of decision-making and action. Admits ready
link to CETA prime sponsors.

2. Avoids problems that result from invasion of turf when one institution
makes isolated decisions and Imposes actions on others.

3. More likely to assure the hiring of quality placement staff with contacts
in the business community. Makes possible, also, the short-term employment of
placement staff without getting locked into problem of lifetime employment
through tenure or civil servicr! laws.

4. Decentralized deeisions on hiring and supervision more likely to be in
accord with local realities.

Arguments against
1. Historically, consortia and coordinating councils slow to get underway and

become effective. Sometimes this approach impedes decision-making aud sullin
--tieWtTtake responsibility for something.

2. Creates yet another decision-making layer and encroaches on authority of
various institutions. Also, diffuses local leadership and possibly becomes con-
dused with the role of CETA Planning Councils.

3. Difficult to administer from federal standpoint if more than one depart-
ment Is involved (HEW, DOL, and Commerce).


